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Abstract

FORCED INTERNAL WAVES IN THE ARCTIC OCEA4

By James Howe Morison

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: J. Dungan Smith
Geophysics

When the surface of an ocean is disturbed by the effects of a

storm, motions may be excited in the pycnocline by the action of forced

internal waves. This dissertation deals with experimental and theoret-

ical studies of such motions.

During the Arctic Mixed Layer Experiment in the Spring of 1976,

manifestations of forced internal waves were observed with a new pro-

filing current meter- CTD system. The device is unique in that it is

capable of producing simultaneous, accurate profiles of density and

horizontal velocity, repeatedly and at high frequency. Of particular

interest are measurements made with the instrument in the upper 80 m of

the ocean during a small storm which occurred April 8, 1976. During

the storm the isopycnals deflected downward about 2 m and then re-

bounded and oscillated with periods on the order of 5 to 10 hours.

Horizontal velocity perturbations at about the inertial frequency were

also excited by the storm.

In an effort to explain the observed motions, new theories were

developed which deal with the forcing of internal waves by surface

stress, atmospheric pressure and buoyancy flux. Solutions are derived



for the forced motions as sums of internal wave normal modes. Arbi-

trary stratification is allowed below the surface mixed layer and the

kinematic surface boundary condition is used.

The solution for forcing by surface stress is unique in that it

combines the use of arbitrary stratification with a body force approxi-

mation for surface stress. Two different integral expressions are de-

rived for the response and they give identical results. Using estimates

of surface stress based on ice velocity measurements from a large array

of AIDJEX navigation buoys, the response of the first 49 modes are com-

bined to predict the response as a function of depth and time at the

experimental location. The resultant vertical displacement response
p

resembles quaiitativel- the observed motions in phase and form but is

smaller than the observed response by a factor of three. The predicted

velocities display inertial oscillations extending across the top pyc-

nocline just as observed but are also three times smaller than the ob-

served motions.

The response to surface pressure is determined using normal

mode decomposition. This produces a result identical to that of A.

Leonov and Y. Miropolskiy. The response to atmospheric pressure is

found to be negligible but the pressure response is used in the model

of internal waves drived by bouyancy flux in leads.

The model of buoyancy flux forced waves is an extension of a

model by L. Magaard. It employs a vertical diffusion coefficient which

is large in mixed layer and zero below. Using a buoyancy flux geometry

and magnitude representative of conditions during the storm yields pre-

dictions of vertical displacement on the order of 1.2 a, nearly twice

as large as those predicted for surface stress forcing. This contrasts
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with Magaard's finding that, for a temperate ocean, the buoyancy flux

response should be less than the stress response. The difference is

that the bouyancy flux response increases with wave number and the

forcing is at shorter wavelengths (lead spacing " 10-20 km) in the Arc-

tic than in temperate oceans. Horizontal velocities predicted by the

model display shears at the inertal frequency with an amplitude of

about 2 cm sec - 1 which are quite similar to the observed oscillations.

Due to the simplifying assumption of no horizontal salt advection, the

displacement and velocity predictions became unreasonably large at high

wavenumbers. This has required the forcing for wavelengths shorter

than 5.5 km be neglected and suggests a better model would account forS
the effects of horizontal spreading.

The conclusion of the dissertation is that internal waves

forced by surface stress and buoyancy flux probably accounted for much
S

of the observed response on April 8, 1976 and that, in general, forced

motions create vertical displacements on the order of 1 meter at wave-

lengths down to a few kilometers. The remnants of such motions, which
S

persist after forcing stops, may also appear as significant events when

the ice moves over them, thus adding further complexity to observations

of the responses of subsequent storms.
S
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

* DThe Arctic mixed layer is a shallow surface zone of nearly

homogeneous density, bounded below by a strong pycnocline. It is im-

portant in the dynamics of the Arctic Ocean because it is the region

* through which the vertical exchange of momentum, heat and mass between

the interior ocean and the ice cover or atmosphere occurs. The most

commonly discussed mechanism for such exchange is the generation of

* turbulence at the ocean surface by the effects of wind and ice motion

and the consequent mixing of mass and momentum across the pycnocline.

These processes are irreversible, deepening the mixed layer and in-

* creasing the surface density. However, momentum may also be trans-

ferred across the pycnocline by conservative processes, that is by pro-

cesses which do not require turbulent transport at the pycnocline and

which are reversible. An important example of the latter type is the

generation of forced internal waves by various mechanisms. For example,

horizontal variation in wind stress at the surface often causes conver-

S gence in the mixed layer which in turn deepens the pycnocline and

forces readjustment of the mass field at depth. In this way the mixed

layer structure is changed and motions are excited below the seasonal

* pycnocline with no increase in mixed layer density and no turbulence at

the pycnocline.

Forced internal waves can also be driven by a surface buoyancy

- |flux. In temperate oceans this may be due to surface heating, cooling

or evaporation but in an ice covered ocean the most important buoyancy

p .
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flux is that due to haline convection, caused by the freezing of sea

water in open leads. The circulation patterns that result from lead

convection are unique in that they produce significant changes in den-

sity and velocity in the mixed layer over relatively short horizontal

length scales. These changes involve convergence and divergence in the

mixed layer and thus drive internal motions in the main pycnocline.

Forced internal motions are important for several reasons.

First, no matter what the magnitude of a storm may be, some forced in-

ternal motion will result; even if the storm is too weak to cause

changes at the pycnocline through mixing there, a change in pycnocline

depth can be expected. The mechanism thus provides a virtually contin-

uous input of energy to the main pycnocline. This energy is dispersed

through internal wave processes. Second, the forced motions persist

after a storm ends, leaving the density and velocity field disturbed

over a wide range of length scales. Finally, interpretation of the be-

havior of the mixed layer requires an ability to separate the relative

effects of turbulent mixing and forced internal motions during storms.

This is only possible if one has a complete understanding of at least

one of the processes and that associated with the inviscid response ap-

pears to be more readily characterized quantitatively.

In this dissertation the processes of internal wave generation

by surface stress and by buoyancy flux in leads will be discussed in

light of observations and theoretical considerations. It will be shown

that both of these processes make significant contributions to changes

in the velocity and density structure of the upper Arctic Ocean. The

internal wave responses forced by surface stress and buoyancy flux
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non-uniformity are examined and each one is shown to produce rapid dis-

placements of the pycnocline with a magnitude on the order of one meter

and to induce horizontal velocities from one to ten centimeters per

second under typical conditions.

The motivation for this work comes from data gathered during

the Arctic Mixed Layer Experiment which was conducted from an ice camp

in the Beaufort Sea during March and April 1976. The experiment pro-

vided a unique opportunity to study forced internal motions. Meteoro-

logical and oceanographic conditions were quite calm until one short

storm occurred. The structure of the storm was documented fairly well

with ice navigation data and satellite photographs and the ocean re-

sponse was measured quite well during the entire period with a profil-

ing current meter-CTD. Thus, the data gives a good picture of the

ocean responses to an isolated event and can be compared with theoreti-

cal predictions in a meaningful way.

In what follows, Chapter 2 deals with the motivation for and

history of the Arctic Mixed Layer Experiment. The profiling current

meter- CTD will also be described there. Chapter 3 deals with all the

observations made during the experiment and in so doing, a broad range

of topics is discussed. Aside from the storm response, data pertaining

to the lead convection process will be presented. This chapter also

highlights the usefulness of the profiling current weter- CTD system.

In Chapter 4 emphasis is focused on the forced internal wave response.

Theories for the forced response to surface stress, pressure, and buoy-

ancy flux are developed and simulations are compared to the experimental

9 kip"
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data. The work discussed in Chapter 4 comprises the core of the dis-

sertation.
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Chapter 2

THE ARCTIC MIXED LAYER EXPERIMENT

2.1 Experimental Goals and Plan

The goals of the Arctic Mixed Layer Experiment (AMLE) were to

investigate the turbulent boundary layer under smooth ice and to study

the response of the Arctic mixed layer to various types of forcing. A

previous near surface experiment performed by McPhee and Smith (1976)

produced boundary layer measurements generally showing good agreement

with existing theories but which were degraded by the effects of a

small pressure ridge. It was hoped that performing the boundary layer

experiment under a large refrozen lead, rather than from multi-year

ice, would avoid this problem. A site on smooth ice also would provide

an excellent location at which to measure changes in the mixed layer

structure in response to boundary layer processes.

The experimental plan called for setting up a camp comprised of

three buildings. A sketch of the proposed configuration is given in

Figure 2.1. Under one building a profiling current meter- CTD was to

be cycled continuously through the upper 100 m or so of the water col-

umn. Among other things this instrument was intended to provide data

showing changes in the velocity and density fields due to turbulence in

the mixed layer. Under the second building, 25 current meter triplets

were to be mounted on three tubular masts extending to a maximum depth

of 55 m. This arrangement, which has been discussed in detail by Smith

• i
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ANEMOMETER MAST1 f AUTOMAT IC WINCH

HUT . HUT 3 HUT 2

A_- SEA ICE

PROFILING CURRENT
ME TER-C TD

(APS) LOWERED
~ TO 85 m

FIXED CURRENT
METER MAST
TO 55 in

Figure 2.1. Sketch of AMLE camp layout showing the key instruments
used: the Arctic Profiling System, the mast of fixed current meters
(actually three separate masts were installed with a total of 25 cur-
rent meter triplets), and the anemometer mast with sensors at 2 m and
4 m.
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(1974a), McPhee (1974) and Smith (1978), was to be used to measure tur-

bulent flow in the boundary layer and to detect any velocity fluctua-

tions that might occur in the upper pycnocline. Data from all sensors

was to be fed to a NOVA 1200 computer system, housed in the third and

smallest building. This light-weight hut was designed to be evacuated

on a sling by helicopter in case the relatively thin ice on which the

camp was tobe situated began to break up. Also included in the plan was

an anemometer mast supporting two Aanderaa cup anemometers at heights

of 2 m and 4 m.

2.2 Camp History and General Results
of the Experiment

In practice the camp arrangement was much as planned. The ex-

periment was conducted in March and April of 1976 with the help of the

AIDJEX staff. The author spent a week at the AIDJEX ice camp, Caribou,

examining potential sites from various types of aircraft. Eventually

a suitable location on a 1 m thick refrozen lead, approximately 3 km

south of the abandoned AIDJEX camp, Big Bear, was deemed acceptable and

was occupied on March 13, 1976. With one exception, the surface relief

(t of this six-month old feature was less than 20 cm, the exception being

a small ridged area with a maximum elevation of 1 m. The area of

smooth ice was about 1.5 km long in the east-west direction and about

6 1 km wide in the north-south direction.

Figure 2.2 is a sketch of the general camp layout indicating

the salient local features. It also includes a larger scale map show-

* ing the camp position relative to the AIDJEX camps. The huts were

placed 1 km from the west end of the smooth ice in anticipation of

4]
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CAMP AT B8
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Figure 2.2. Maps showing position of AXLE camp at Big Bear (BB) in the
Beaufort Sea and the layout of the AMLE camp on a refrozen lead. Also
shown are the relative positions of the AIDJEX camps Caribou (CA), Blue
Fox (BF) and Snowbird (SB).
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predominantly westward ice motion due to occasional storms.

During the first two weeks the main effort was devoted to

building the runway, moving 3 huts for the old Big Bear camp and set-

ting up the scientific gear (e.g., computer, current meter masts, winch

and profiling system). Numerous technical problems delayed full opera-

tion until April 1. By that time the camp was arranged according to

the experimental plan.

From March 13, when the camp was first occupied, until April 8,

atmospheric conditions were generally quiet. The only operational

problems during this period were caused by a small lead which opened to

.6 m for a few hours on March 17 and again to a width of 3 m on April 6

(see Figure 2.2 for the lead location). Currents during this period

were found to be very small.

On April 8 a storm occurred which lasted the whole day. This

storm caused significant relative motion of the ice and the measured

-l
water velocities reached 15 cm sec . It is this small storm and the

response it produced which provides the data for most of this disserta-

tion.

Calm conditions prevailed again on April 9 and 10 but a large

lead opened through the camp on April 10 at 1200 AST. By 1200 AST on

April 11 it had reached a width of over 1 km. Due to the precarious

position of the camp it was struck rapidly after the lead opened and

was abandoned by 1800 on April 11.

Owing to the calm conditions that prevailed during most of the

experiment, the turbulent boundary layer flow measurement program was

not very successful. Currents were below the threshold of the fixed

I ii
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current meters most of the time and the one storm which did occur was

too short to set up a steady state Ekman layer. However, the profiling

current meter has a zero threshold velocity and produced a continuous

record of the changes in the mean properties of the mixed layer which

occurred throughout the experimental period. Thus, although the in-

tended boundary layer study was not successful, it was possible to ob-

serve what was effectively the impulse response of the upper ocean

starting from a quiescent initial condition. Because the bulk of the

useful data was gathered with the profiling device and because the in-

strument is new and unique, the next section is devoted to a brief dis-

cussion of it.

2.3 The Arctic Profiling System

The Arctic Profiling System (APS) is a wire lowered device used

for making continuous vertical profiles of density and velocity. A

discussion of it is given by Morison (1978) and very complete descrip-

tions of the instrument, the techniques used to process data from it,

and current meter calibration procedures are given in Appendix A.

Figure 2.3 is a photograph of the APS lying on its side. The three

main sub-components are illustrated. They are: the current meter

triplet, the inertial reference unit (IRU) and the CTD (conductivity,

temperature, depth). The APS is lowered in the orientation shown in

Figure 2.1.

The current meter triplet is used to measure the complete ve-

locity vector relative to the descending APS. A closeup of it is shown

in Figure 2.4. The current sensors are 3.5 cm diameter, partially



W-PROW

CURRENT METER TRIPLET CTD IRU

L Figure 2.3. The APS. The three main components are shown: Current

meter triplet, CTD, and the inertial reference unit (IRU).
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Figure 2.4. The APS current meter triplet.
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ducted, four bladed rotors of the type discussed by Smith (1974a),

McPhee and Smith (1976), and Smith (1978). To a close approximation

the rotation rates of the propellors are proportional to the component

of water velocity parallel to their axes. The rotor heads are mounted

with the axis pointed toward the triplet centerline at an angle of

54.7 degrees to the vertical, placing them on orthogonal axes with each

current meter sensing an equal component of the lowering velocity. The

rotation rate of each propellor is determined by means of a Hall effect

device in the end of the current meter support tube which detects the

field produced by magnets in the tips of two of the rotor's four blades.

The output of the Hall effect device is amplified to form a square wave,

the frequency of which is proportional to rotation rate. Three such

frequency signals comprise the output from the current meter triplet.

The IRU is used to measure the orientation of the APS. A pho-

tograph of the disassembled unit is shown in Figure 2.5. It consists

of three basic sensor packages: a Humphrey D604-0115-1 north seeking

gyro compass, a group of three Sundstrand QA 1100 accelerometers in a

triaxial mount, and a Hamilton standard three axis rate gyro. The com-

pass produces a voltage signal proportional to the azimuthal orienta-

tion of the APS. The accelerometers sense both tilt and acceleration

but their low frequency output is dominated by tilt while their high

frequency output is dominated by acceleration. Therefore,an averaging

scheme is used to filter out the acceleration component and yield a

tilt measurement. The rate gyros measure the rate of change of angular

position. Conceive.bly their output could be integrated to yield angu-

lar position but the units used were not of sufficient accuracy to

* . ,
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Pressure Case
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Figure 2.5. The sensors in the IRU. The accelerometer package, rate
gyros, and north-seeking gyrocompass are shown.
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permit this integration to be carried very far in time. However, the

units were used to determine the maximum frequency at which the accel-

erometers could be used as tiltmeters.

The CTD is used for measuring water conductivity, temperature,

and depth. It is a standard Guildine 8101A. Specifications for it and

the other individual sensors in the APS can be found in Appendix A.

The APS is held together by an arrangement of stainless steel

bars. It is 2 m long and weighs 61 kgm in air and 48 kgm in water. It

was lowered through a 36 cm hole in the ice on a 32 conductor electro-

mechanical cable by an automatic winch. The winch was hydraulically

powered, had a drum diameter of 1.5 m, and was constructed of plywood

to facilitate air transport and field assembly. The hydraulic system

incorporated a device to regulate the rotation rate of the drum and

this, along with the large drum diameter, assured a constant lowering

speed. The automatic control of the winch was effected with a two way

solenoid valve actuated by a two pole microswitch. Balls of foam rub-

ber at each end of the cable tripped the microswitch in such a way that

the cable was reeled in and out between the two balls. During the ex-

periment the APS was cycled automatically between 0 m and 85 m continu-

S ously, each up/down cycle requiring 5 minutes.

Data from all sensors in the APS were recorded using a Data

General NOVA 1200 minicomputer system. The system included two Ampex

digital tape drives for recording data, a Preston 12 channel, 14 bit

A/D converter for processing the analog signals from the CTD and IRU

sensors, and current meter interface circuitry. The outputs of all the

other sensors except the anemometers were also recorded with this system.
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The processing of APS data since the Mixed Layer Experiment has

proceeded along the following lines. First current meter output fre-

quencies are averaged over a 1.2 sec window every .4 sec. This averaging

period has been chosen in order to eliminate the effects of a natural 1.2

sec oscillation of the instrument. From the frequencies, initial esti-

mates, V1, V2 , V3 , of the current meter velocities are calculated using

calibration coefficients determined from zero angle of attack. Here

V. = af. + b j = 1, 2, 3 (2.3.1)

a = 3.601 cm/pulse

b = 1.809 cm/sec

f. = frequency in pulses/sec

If the angular response of the current meters were a perfect

cosine, no further corrections would be required. However, the actual

calibrations, as determined by tests described in Appendix A, deviate

slightly from a perfect cosine response and the initial estimates must

be modified by the current meter angle of attack corrections GI, G2,

and G These corrections are given by a polynomial in V 2/V 1 and V3 /VI.

The polynomial has been derived as a curve fit to the result of itera-

tive determinations of angle of attack corrections over a large range

of velocities (see Appendix A for details). Once G1 , G2 and G3 are de-

termined, the true current meter velocities, Uj- GjVi. are calculated.

These velocities are in the triplet coordinate system and must

be transformed to a reference frame carried with the profiling device

and oriented north, east, and down. They are first transferred to a

coordinate system carried with the APS and oriented forward, to the

- ..- .... ..- ~ .--. - ., - .- .- - - . ,
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right and down the vertical axis using a transformation dependent only

on triplet geometry. The rotation into the body carried, earth cen-

tered coordinate system is achieved using tilt information from the

accelerometers and the bearing measured by the compass. The actual

transformations used are given in Appendix A.

Horizontal velocities calculated in the manner described above

for data from a single downcast are shown in Figure 2.6 along with t

as calculated from the CTD data. The data for the plot was gathered

at 1333 on April 8 during the one storm which occurred during the AMLE.

The profile is made over 2.5 minutes real time. The noise on the t

plot is generated by the gyrocompass. Comparison with at profiles made

when the compass was off indicate that although the noise looks objec-

tionable, if averaged over 1 m, the noisy profiles yield comparable re-
1

sults to the noise-free profiles.

The plus signs indicate 10 m.inute averages of velocity as

measured by the mast mounted current meters at 1333. In general the

mast mounted meters were below threshold but during the storm they pro-

duced usable data. Information from the fixed meters has been analyzed

in much the same way as that from the APS current meter. In particular

the same method of determining frequency is used; however averages are

taken over 10 current meter records (4.096 sec) instead of three rec-

ords.

Agreement between the fixed current meter data and the APS ve-

locity data is good, the fixed meter values generally falling within

the ± 0.5 cm/sec scatter in the profile data. While the APS profile

reproduces the average velocity shown by the fixed meters, it also

•A
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Figure 2.6. Data from a single downcast of the APS made at 1333 AST,

April 8, 1976. The + signs are velocity values from fixed current

meters.
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provides much more detail in the vertical structure of the velocity

field. For example, the jet-like feature in v at the pycnocline is

completely unresolved by the fixed meters.

Profiles were originally made every five minutes but it is use-

ful to smooth the data by combining several profiles. This is done by

averaging all the points from successive profiles in 1 m depth bands.

Results from this averaging scheme also yield estimates for the noise

in the data and permit further comparison of velocity data from the APS

and fixed meters. Figure 2.7 shows velocity and at profiles obtained

from one data tape; it includes average results from 12 profiles made

over one hour. Also shown as plus signs are the fixed meter velocities

averaged over the whole tape. The profiles of Figure 2.6 were from the

tape averaged to obtain Figure 2.7 and much of the structure observed

in the single profile of Figure 2.6, such as the jet in v at 40 m, is

preserved in the average profile. This consistency indicates such fea-

tures are real rather than manifestations of noise in the measurements.

The consistency of the results can also be illustrated with

statistical data from the tape averages. The variances of the velocity

measurements in the I m bands over 1 hour are computed when the profile

averages are made. The resulting standard deviations for u and for v

in each of the bands range from a minimum of 0.3 cm/sec (av at 29.5 m)

to a maximum of 1.7 cm/sec (au at 3.5 m) but exceed 1 cm/sec in only 11

Instances out of 160 (u and v in 80 bands). The standard deviation

corresponding to the average variance over all depths is t 0.654 cm/sec

and values for individual I m bands typically are close to this. The
S

variations include not only instrumental errors but also natural

* ___ i.
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variations in the flow velocity. However, during the period being dis-

cussed here, the currents were fairly constant and the individual pro-

files are burdened with ± 0.5 cm sec noise so the standard deviations

over one hour probably are due in large to the noise in individual pro-

files.

The average velocities from the fixed current meter data agree

quite well with the profile averages. However, the tape average does

reveal a slight systematic difference between the two data sets. This

is especially apparent in the v values from the fixed meters which are

slightly less than those from the profiles. The difference is due al-

most entirely to a difference in current direction; the directions (ex-

pressed as bearings) from the fixed meters average 8 degrees greater

than those from the profile data at the same levels. In contrast, the

average difference in speed (speed from fixed meters minus speed from

the APS) is only - 0.1 cm/sec.

Comparisons of fixed current meter data and velocity profiles

from the four other tapes made while the APS gyrocompass was operating

and the fixed meters were above threshold yield results comparable to

those of Figure 2.7. The difference in direction between the fixed

meters and the profiles for all five tapes is + 10 degrees ± 7 degrees

and the difference in speed is + 0.55 t .5 cm/sec. The consistency of

the average difference in direction indicates it is due to an error in

the north reference alignment of the masts or the compass in the APS or

a combination of the two. Such a difference is not important for the

purpose to which the profile data is being used in this dissertation

but if the mast data and profiles were being used together to study
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boundary layer phenomena the mast data (or profile data) would have to

be rotated 10 degrees to bring the two data sets into alignment.

The slight difference in speed measurements between the two

systems indicate that on the average, speeds from the fixed meters are

a little higher than those from the APS. This is probably due to the

APS moving slightly in the direction of the flow as it is lowered.

Such lateral motion is to be expected from an instrument lowered on a

cable, but the APS is heavy enough so that, given the weak current con-

ditions in the Arctic, the horizontal motion is very small (.55

cm/sec). For this reason the measured velocities will be considered

relative to the ice even though in principle they are relative to the

APS.

Overall the performance of the APS as a velocity sensor is

quite good. The variance of an individual profile such as that of Fig-

ure 2.6 indicates the resolution of the instrument is 0.5 cm/sec. Us-

ing comparisons of the profile data with the fixed meter data as an

indication of the accuracy of the APS is pessimistic because errors

in the values from the fixed masts are also involved and these may be

considerable in view of the near threshold (for a whole triplet) ve-

locity conditions. Nevertheless, such a comparison indicates the

accuracy in speed is better than I cm/sec and, neglecting the system-

atic difference in direction, the current direction is accurate to

better than 7 degrees.

Of course, one big advantage of the profile measurements is

that they resolve the complete velocity structure down to fairly small

scales. In this case, lowering at 60 cm/sec and using a 1.2 sec

I.
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averaging time, features with depth scales on the order of 2 m can be

resolved.

The tape averaged density data of Figure 2.7 is much smoother

than that of Figure 2.6. Averaging over a 1 m depth interval and 12

profiles eliminates most of the noise induced by the gyrocompass. The

standard deviation for the 1 m bands ranges from .003 a units to

.074 a units; the maximum occurring at the pycnocline where vertical

motion of the water has the greatest effect on local at . The standard

deviation corresponding to the average variances in all the 1 m bands

is 0.055 at units. This is comparable to the ± .034 scatter in the in-

dividual at profile of Figure 2.6 and thus is probably largely due to

the noise on the individual profiles comprising the average. Typically

a total of 49 values go into each tape average so the uncertainty in

each average at value is ± .008 at units.

The tape average profiles of Figure 2.8 were computed from data

gathered on April 15 when conditions were quite calm. The figure il-

lustrates another advantage of the APS over other current measurement

techniques. That is the ability to resolve very low velocities. The

components are less than 4 cm sec' at all depths and the total speed

at 24 m is less than I cm sec- 1 . It is possible to resolve such low

flows with the APS because the lowering speed keeps all the current

meters turning at well above threshold. As a result, the threshold for

horizontal velocity is zero. This feature is particularly advantageous

in the Arctic where currents are often quite weak.

Because the gyrocompass introduced noise in the CTD signals it

was shut off during the recording of every other data tape. It has

S:•
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Figure 2.8. Average of 16 APS profiles made between 0712 and 0812 AST,
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APS to measure weak currents.
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been possible to reconstruct most of the profiles for which no compass

data exists. In comparing outputs of the gyrocompass produced during

profiles several hours apart, it has been found that the bearing versus

depth is remarkably consistent profile to profile. The large torque

balanced cable and large diameter winch drum produced almost the same

rotation pattern on every lowering. For this reason it has been possi-

ble to interpolate the bearings for a profile without a compass signal

from adjacent profiles with a compass signal. First 1 m averages of

the velocities are calculated assuming a compass bearing of zero.

Then, the bearing for each 1 m block is interpolated from bearing pro-

files from previous and subsequent tapes and the velocities are rotated

with the interpolated bearing to obtain individual profiles.

For the one hour period following that represented in Figure

2.7, the profiling system was used with the gyrocompass shut off. The

resulting nine profiles were processed in the above manner and averaged

to obtain the plot of Figure 2.9 (only 9 profiles were completed during

the hour due to technical problems).

These velocity component profiles compare well with the corres-

ponding one hour average velocity components from the fixed current

meters (indicated by +), and comparisons of current meter mast data

with velocity profiles from three other tape averages made with inter-

polated bearings show results comparable to those displayed by Figure

2.9. The differences between the mast and profile data for all four

tapes are also similar to those in tapes made with the gyrocompass

turned on. As with the complete APS data, the profiles with interpo-

lated bearing indicate directions averaging 10 degrees less than those

S
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April B. Velocities were computed using interpolated bearings. The
+ indicates data from fixed current meters.
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* from the fixed meters with a variation in the differences of ± 7 de-

grees. The speed difference is slightly greater for the interpolated

bearing profiles, averaging +0.93 cm/sec with a variation of ± 0.8

t *cm/sec. In general it appears interpolation of bearing works well.

The validity of the bearing interpolation scheme is also indicated by

the smooth transition from one velocity profile to another which it

produces.

The at profile of Figure 2.7 is comparable to that of Figure

2.9, supporting the opinion that the noise caused by the gyrocompass

can be successfully filtered out by profile averaging.

Tape averages of the type shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.9 were

made for every data tape. These profiles are useful in that they are

averages over 18 (only the APS triplet being recorded) or 12 (APS and

mast triplets being recorded) profiles which were gathered consecutive-

ly as a group. Basically, every bit of data is used. However, during

data collection, there were often gaps between tapes when no recording

was done. Also no attempt was made to start each data tape at a par-

ticular time. As a result the tape averages are not evenly spaced in

time. In order to present the data at even time increments and in

order to resolve rapid changes in the velocity field, another averaging

scheme was used. The method basically involves averaging individual

profiles in 15 minutes blocks and it will be described further in the

next chapter. Examples of both types of averaging schemes will be used

in subsequent chapters.

S



Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 General Features

Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 show at profiles representative of

those encountered during the AMLE. A mixed layer of weak stratification

extends to about 40 m. At the base of the mixed layer is a sharp top

pycnocline. The density increases there by more than 0.5 at units be-

tween 40 m and 50 m. Below 50 m the stratification is representative

of upper part of the main pycnocline.

Profiles of salinity and temperature corresponding to the at

plot of Figure 2.7 are given in Figure 3.1. Because the temperatures

are uniformly low, the stratification is controlled by salinity and the

profiles of salinity and at are quite similar in shape. The water in

the upper 80 m is of the type termed Arctic (surface) Water by Coachman

(1963). It is water of relatively low salinity (310/oo to 330/oo) with

temperature at or near the freezing point. The slight temperature maxi-

mum at 40 m may be due to an interfingering of Bering Sea water with

the surface water. AIDJEX temperature profiles from the same period

indicate the major temperature maximum representing the core of the

Bering Sea water is just below 80 m.

The chronology of events as far as the oceanographic observa-

tions during the AMLE is concerned is represented in Figure 3.2. It

shows isopycnal depths plotted versus time along with the 2 m wind data.

The isopycnal depths were calculated from tape average density profiles.

G'7 7 .
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Comparison of plots made over short periods with individual density

profiles indicated the changes in density structure were well resolved

with tape averaged data. The locations of the isopycnals corresponding

to a equals 25.1, 25.5, and 26.0 are shown by arrows, t, in Figure 2.7.

The top of the region of maximum stratification or mixed layer depth is

represented best by the 25.1 isopycnal. The 25.5 isopycnal is at the

knee of the upper pycnocline and the 26.0 isopycnal is at the bottom of

the APS profiles.

Conditions were quite calm throughout most of the AMLE and for

the most part the isopycnals shown in Figure 3.2 are at constant depth.

The first significant activity occurred on April 3. As Figure 3.2

shows, the isopycnals increased in depth about 4 m during the morning

of April 3 but returned to their original positions by mid-afternoon.

This event is not well resolved by the data set but is real and appears

to be due to the presence of a front or eddy. Possible explanations

for it will be discussed in Section 3.2.

After April 3 the isopycnal depths are quite constant for four

days. The wind record also shows low wind speeds except on April 4
-1

when the wind speed reached about 6 m sec . The wind direction at that

time was to the west-southwest. As will be explained in Section 3.3 a

northward wind component is necessary to break the ice pack free from

the Alaska-Canada coast; so, the winds of April 4, though significant,

did not produce ice motion. As shown by the isopycnal plots oceano-

graphic conditions remained calm.

On April 8 the isopycnals were displaced again, showing a gen-

eral pattern of depression, rebound, and oscillation. The typical
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magnitude of the depression below 38 m was 2 m. This event coincided

with a small storm. The wind record indicates wind speeds began to rise

about 1030 and reached a maximum of about 9 m sec- 1 at 1941. The wind

direction was to the west-northwest. Apparently the wind speed was high

enough and had a large enough northward component to break the pack ice

away from the coast because significant ice motion occurred. The storm
4

ended by April 9 and the wind and isopycnal plots indicate relatively

calm conditions prevailed until about mid-day on April 10.

On April 10 a lead broke through the camp. The response shown

in the isopycnal plots consists of rapid changes in the isopycnal depths

in the pycnocline. Associated with these changes was an increase in

mixed layer salinity.

The events of April 3, April 8, and April 10 will be discussed

at length but first the general features of the velocity records must

be examined. Figures 3.3a through 3.3k show velocity profiles relative

to the ice as measured with the APS throughout the experiment. Before

these were constructed, individual profiles were averaged in 15 minute

blocks over 1 m depth intervals. The results were stored on tape. In

order to make Figures 3.3 a-L, the 15 minute average profiles were

smoothed over 3 m depth and a one hour time interval. If there were

less than two 15 minute average profiles in a one hour block, no profile

was constructed. In the figures the average relative velocity is cen-

tered over the time for which the profile applies and the average is

plotted above the profiles as U and V. Also shown are velocities (in-
S

dicated by X) averaged over the depth range 10 m to 20 m and over one

raw data tape.

. . .
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These graphs are unique in the sense that the profiles are made

at such high frequency. Perkins and VanLeer (1976) describe an ingen-

eous self-contained profiling system but their device moves slowly

through the water column (10 cm/sec) and is not capable of the high

frequency sampling shown here. Sanford (1975) has developed a dropped

velocity profiler, as have Evans and Rossby (1976). These units are

capable of profiling over large depth ranges in the open ocean but re-

trieving and rearming the instruments requires a couple of hours and the

cycle times are correspondingly long.

Examination of the profiles reveals several interesting features.

The first that stand out are the large shears at the 40 m depth shown

on April 1, 2, 3, and 8. The largest occur on April 2 in the u compo-

nent when the change in velocity across the pycnocline is about 7.5 cm
-l

sec . This is during a period when the average relative water veloc-

ity, and by inference the ice velocity, is negligible. Thus the shears

observed April 1, 2, and 3 are not due to surface forces but, as will

be discussed in Section 3.2, are associated with a small baroclinic

feature to the northeast of camp. On April 8 strong shears were in

evidence during the initial stages of ice motion and are part of a gen-

eral storm response.

The observed shears are not strong enough to cause turbulence

at the pycnocline. If turbulence is to be generated by shear produc-

tion, the local gradient Richardson number,

2i p dz N

ii 

2

-.- ,- .. _ _ .
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must be less than .25. For the v velocity component of April 2 at 1100

in Figure 3.3a the velocity shear is the maximum observed at the pyc-

nocline and the corresponding Ri is 3.184, more than an order of magni-

tude greater than the critical R The velocity change is about 6
i.

cm/sec over a depth of 3.5m. In order to achieve the critical Ri the

change in velocity over this depth span would have to be 21 cm 
sec 1

Thus, it is unlikely shear at the pycnocline produced turbulence at

this or any other time during the AMLE. Although strong shear layers

at the pycnocline may develop as a result of the inertial motion in the

mixed layer, Miles McPhee and Roger Colony (personal communication)

have pointed out that inertial motions in the Arctic during the winter

are suppressed by internal ice stress.

Another striking feature of the velocity profiles is the common

appearance of jet-like features throughout the water column. The mag-
-1

nitude of the "Jets" ranges up to 3 cm sec . They most commonly occur

at or slightly above the top pycnocline near 40 m, persist from one to

eight hours, and range in vertical extent from 5 m to 20 m. An example

of a "Jet" at the pycnocline is shown in Figure 3.3b. The u velocity

profiles from 2100 to 2400 on April 2 display a "Jet" of about +2 cm
-1

sec magnitude superimposed on a shear at the pycnocline. 
Similar

features appear almost every day. The largest "Jets" in the pycnocline

are shown in the u and v profiles for April 7 in Figures 3.3g and 3.3h.
-1

These are of about 3 cm sec -mplitude and persist for a few hours at

a time. Those in v change direction between 1700 and 2400. Figure

3.3e shows "Jets" in the top pycnocline on April 6. The "Jet" in u

-f
builds up to 1 or 2 cm sec from 0400 to 0500 then reverses direction

II I " -* i . . . . |1 li II1 l -i- , 'i !
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from positive to negative between 
0500 and 0600.

Occasionally "jets" appear below the seasonal pycnocline. Ex-

amples appear on April 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 and large scale (>20 m)

shears are quite common in the main pycnocline. Such motions are to be

expected in the highly stratified regions of the water column. Free

internal waves at all wavelengths cause motions with periods between

the inertial period (12.55 hours) and the local Brunt VXisMl period

(3 to 15 minutes in the seasonal pycnocline and below). Longer period

motions can be attributed to forced internal waves and the mean flow

field as observed from a moving platform.

"Jets" and shears also occur in the mixed layer. "Jets" appear

in the v profiles of April 2 and 3 in Figures 3.3b and 3.3c, the u pro-

files at 1300 on April 5 shown in Figure 3.3d, and the u profiles be-

tween 0900 and 1500 on April 10 shown in Figure 3.3i. Appreciable

shear is evident in the mixed layer on April 2 at 1100 in Figure 3.3a,

on April 6 and April 7 in Figure 3.3f and on April 10 at 0200 to 0500

-1
in Figures 3.3k and 3.3k. These shears are as large as 6 cm sec in

10 m but are not persistent, lasting only for 3 to 7 hours.

If the mixed layer were truly unstratified, "Jets" and shears

there would be quite difficult to explain. In such a case one would

expect most motions to be barotropic. In fact, slight stratification

builds up in the mixed layer during calm periods and allows baroclinic

motions to exist. The occurrence of a storm breaks down the stratifi-

cation and the flows in the mixed layer become barotropic. Examination

of the mixed layer N2 plot in Figure 3.2 indicates that this is so.

Prior to the April 8 storm, N2 averaged from 10 m to 30 m is of the

t
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same order as that near the bottom of the main pycnocline. This strat-

Ification probably builds up asa result of lead convection which, dur-

ing calm periods, deposits salt enriched water at depths of density

equilibrium between the surface and the top pycnocline. As a result,

though the mixed layer appears unstratified compared to the top pyc-

nocline, it can in fact sustain baroclinic motions similar to those

found in the main pycnocline plus an additional regime of velocity

structures associated with lead convection. Such motions account for

the "Jets" and other disturbances observed prior to April 8. During

the April 8 storm the mixed layer N2 decreases dramatically. As will

be shown in Section 3.3 this is probably due to mixing by boundary

layer turbulence. After April 8 the degree of baroclinicity in the

mixed layer is greatly reduced in spite of increased mean velocities.

"Jets" did appear on April 10 in the mixed layer and were persistent

even in view of very weak stratification. However April 10 was a time

of vigorous lead activity and they may have been forced by pressure

gradients set up by lead convection.

3.2 The Event of April 3

As shown in Figure 3.2, density measurements made between 0736

and 0955 on April 3 display a 4 m downward deflection of all the iso-

pycnals relative to measurements made at 2300 April 2 and at 1500 on

April 3. Unfortunately the event is not well documented. The data

gaps from 2330 April 2 to 0736 April 3 and from 0956 to 1534 on April 3

are due to operational problems and experiments with an acoustic cur-

rent meter. Figures 3.3b and 3.3c show an even longer gap in the

St
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velocity record from 0955 AST on April 3 to 2115 AST on the following

day.

There are a number of possible explanations for the observed

disturbance. One is an instrumentation error but this idea has been

abandoned because the density data showed no excessive noise or other

sign of instrument malfunction and such a depth shift has never been

observed before or since using the Guildline CTD. An event such as

this might also be due to internal waves but this is unlikely because

the response is too slow to be a free gravity wave and there are no os-

cillations associated with it. The lack of atmospheric forcing negates

the possibility that this is a forced internal wave and the response is

too rapid for it to be due to a free internal Rossby wave.

The most likely explanation is that the ice moved over a geo-

strophically maintained, slow moving, depression such as a front or an

eddy similar to those described by Newton et al. (1974) and Hunkins

(1974). The velocity data indicates this might be the case. Figure

3.3b shows very strong shears across the pycnocline. Typically the u
-i

component decreases a total of about 8 cm sec and the v component
-I

increases about 8 cm sec between 40 m and 60 m. Given that the

change in density between these depths is 6 x 10 gm cm , and assum-

ing the feature was changing very slowly, a geostropic balance would

have required the pycnocline to tilt downward to the northeast with a

slope of 2.7 x 10- . A 1.5 km northeasterly movement of the ice rela-

tive to this depression at 5 cm sec 1 would produce the observed pyc-

nocline displacement. At 2300 on April 2 the average relative water

velocity between 40 m and 60 m was 3.7 cm sec- 1 , 2180 true. This

UA.
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corresponds well with the required relative ice velocity and, if the

average water velocity in the disturbance is assumed equal to the

velocity of the disturbance, the data indicates the required northeast-

erly displacement did occur. Also, at 0845 on April 3 the relative
-l

water velocity averaged between 40 m and 60 m is only 0.9 cm sec

Thus, the best explanation for observed response might be that the ice

moved northeast relative to a depression in the pycnocline during the

early morning of April 3 and stopped around noon on April 3. A knowl-

edge of the velocity profile after 1000 on April 3 would be useful in

determining whether the ice continued to move across an eddy. If so,

opposite shear patterns would occur during the isopycnal depression and

rebound. If the ice moved into and back out of an eddy or back and

forth across a front the velocity pattern would be the same during the

rise and fall of the isopycnals. It is guessed that the ice moved into

and back out of a front or eddy because of the low relative velocity at

0845 on April 3.

In order to say much more about the event of April 3 a more

complete data set would be required. In fact the most important point

which can be drawn is the importance of high frequency sampling in the

mixed layer and upper pycnocline. The event described occurred in less

than 18 hours and while the standard sampling scheme used during the
$

ANLE would have resolved it very well, the seven hour gaps in density

measurements and even longer gap in the velocity measurements make it

very difficult to interpret the response. Even when there is no inter-
S

eat in resolving such events, they will cause aliasing problems when

low frequency sampling schemes are used. High frequency sampling is *4.
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an absolute necessity for studies of the mixed layer and upper pyc-

nocline.

3.3 The Event of April 8

The storm of April 8 propagated across the Beaufort Sea from

west to east and imparted a northwesterly motion to the ice. This can

be illustrated with plots of ice motion and satellite photographs of

the region. Figure 3.4 shows the ice northerly velocity component u,

for the three AIDJEX ice camps, Caribou, Blue Fox and Snowbird, from

April 7 to April 10. Figure 3.5 shows the easterly component, v. As

illustrated in Figure 2.2 the AMLE camp at Big Bear was bracketed by

the AIDJEX camps which were equipped with satellite navigation equip-

ment. The position data from them has been analyzed by the AIDJEX

staff using a sophisticated Kalman filtering scheme (Thorndike and

Cheung, 1977) and the plots of Figures 3.4 and 3.5 result from that

analysis.

Both figures also show the velocities at Big Bear, estimated

in two ways: by linear interpolation among the three AIDJEX camps, and

by assuming the ice velocity is minus the relative water velocity

averaged from 10 m to 20 m. An AIDJEX navigation buoy of the type

described by Brown and Kerut (1978) was deployed at the AMLE camp on

April 8 and velocity data from this buoy is also shown in Figures 3.4

and 3.5.

As discussed by McPhee (1974), the validity of using relative

currents between 10 m and 20 m for estimating ice velocity rests on the

assumption that currents below the turbulent boundary layer and above

" iii
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Figure 3.4. Northward ice velocity from three AIDJEX camps Caribou
(CA), Snowbird (SB) and Blue Fox (BF). Also shown are the ice veloci-
ties estimated for the AMLE camp from interpolation, water velocity
averaged from 10 m to 20 m, and from RAMS buoy (BE).
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ties estimated for the AMLE camp from interpolation, water velocity
from 1 m to 20 m, and from MS buoy (BB).
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the region of strong stratification should be due only to rather small

(1 - 2 cm sec - ) barotropic currents. The general agreement between

the different ice velocity estimates for Big Bear leads us to believe

this idea is reasonable. The differences between the interpolated and

current velocity estimates are due to three factors: the existence of

baroclinic currents in the mixed layer (especially during calm periods

when the mixed layer is partially stratified), deviations of the ice

motion from the linear behavior assumed for the interpolation estimate,

and high frequency motions not resolved by the camp navigation filter-

ing scheme. In general, agreement is better during periods of rapid

ice motion because the magnitude of the baroclinic currents in the

mixed layer is decreased relative to the ice velocity. In what follows

both interpolated velocity estimates and water velocity estimates

will be used to discuss the April 8 storm. This should be acceptable

because agreement between the techniques is fairly good during the

storm.

According to the AIDJEX camp data, ice velocities were less
-I

than 1 cm sec through April 7. As can be seen in Figures 3.4 and

3.5 the u components at Caribou and Snowbird began to increase at 2400

-l
on April 7. They peaked at about 10 cm sec at 1200 on April 8 and

dropped to zero by 0300 on April 9. The v components for these two

sites decreased rapidly starting at the time the u components increased.
-l

The v component at Caribou reached a minimum value of -5.6 cm sec at

1400 on April 8 and returned to zero by 2000 on April 8 while v at
C -1

Snowbird reached a minimum of -4.2 cm sec at 1700, April 8 and went

back to zero by 0100 on April 9. The ice velocities at Blue Fox
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behaved in a similar way but lagged the motion at Carobou and Snowbird

by about 12 hours. The northward motion began at Blue Fox at 1300 on V

April 8, reached a maximum of 14.8 cm sec- I at 1900, and dropped to

zero at 1600 on April 9. The eastward component began to drop at 0100

on April 8, reached a minimum of-10.0 cm sec 1 at 2400, and went back
-1

to -.6 cm sec at 1100 on April 9.

Examination of Figure 3.2 reveals that the increase in ice

velocity on April 8 is associated with an increase in wind speed. At
-i

that time the wind increased to a peak speed of 8.9 m sec and blew

in a northwesterly direction. Wind speeds were quite small during the

rest of the experiment except on April 4 when the wind blew toward the
-i

east at up to 7.1 m sec . However, the AIDJEX navigation data and the

relative current data of Figure 3.3c both indicate ice motion was neg-

ligible on April 4. This is probably because there was no component

of wind to the north. When ice in the Beaufort Sea is frozen up after

an extended period of calm weather, a wind blowing to the northwest is

required to pull the pack ice away from both the Canadian islands and

the Canada-Alaska coastline. The NOAA-4 satellite photographs of Fig-

ures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 along with Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate how

this occurred on April 8.

The photograph of Figure 3.6 was taken at 1000 AST on April 7.

Alaska and the Chukchi Sea are at the bottom and the Canadian Islands

are in the upper right. The AIDJEX ice camps and the AMLE camp at Big

Bear are denoted as in Figure 2.2. The ice appears relatively free of

leads in this picture. The photograph of Figure 3.7 was taken at 1000

AST on April 8. It shows a pattern of leads running approximately

.~~ ~~ ~ .
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411"

Figure 3.6. NOAA-4 satellite image of the Beaufort Sea, 1000 AST,

April 7, 1976. Alaska is at lover right and the Canadian Islands are

in the upper right. The ice is relatively free of leads.
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Figure 3.7. NOAA-4 satellite image of the Beaufort Sea, 1000 AST,
April 8, 1976. Banks Island is at upper right, Alaska is at the bot-
tom, and the Mackenzie River is at center right. A pattern of leads

runs through the AIDJEX camp array.
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Figure 3.8. NOAA-4 satellite image of the Beaufort Sea, 1000 AST,
April 9, 1976. Alaska is at lower right and the Canadian Islands are
in the upper right. The region of numerous leads extends east to the
coast of the Canadian Islands.
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north-south extending into the AIDJEX camp array from the west. Fig-

ures 3.4 and 3.5.show that at 1000 on April 8, the ice was moving

rapidly at Caribou and Snowbird and was still stationary at Blue Fox.

Figure 3.2 shows the wind at Big Bear had just started to rise and

Figures 3.1, 3.3h, 3.4, and 3.5 show the isopycnals and ice were mov-

ing. Figure 3.8 was taken at 1000 AST on April 9. The region of num-

erous leads appears to have moved up to the Canadian islands. By the

time the photograph of Figure 3.8 was taken the wind, relative cur-

rents and ice velocity had dropped off at Big Bear. The ice velocity

at Caribou and Snowbird had also decreased. Only the ice velocity at

Blue Fox was still high.

The sequence of events described above indicates a storm with

northwestward surface winds moved across the Beaufort Sea from west to

east and drove the sea ice in a north-northwestward direction. Judg-

ing from Figures 3.4 and 3.5 the time required for the storm to travel

from Caribou and Snowbird to Blue Fox was about 12 hours. Alternately,

the 10 m wind speed records at the three AIDJEX camps indicate the

storm travel time was about 10 hours. Given the average separation

distance of 220 km, these times correspond to a storm propagation speed

between 18 and 23 kilometers per hour.

A similar pattern of events to that shown in Figures 3.6, 3.7,

and 3.8 has been observed in other satellite photographs (P. Martin and

R. Hall, personal communication); that is, after a quiet period with

little ice motion, leads running north-south first occur off the west-

ern edge of Alaska and appear successively as an eastward moving wave.

Ice moves south in the Chukchi Sea and a system of east-west shear
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leads propagates with the disturbance eastward along the Alaska and

Canadian coasts. This pattern of breakup occurs when a weather system

with surface winds blowing to the northwest moves from west to east

pulling ice offshore and to the west. The lack of ice response on April

4 indicates that without a northward surface wind component the pack

does not break away from the coast even if there is a substantial wind

component to the west.

The response of the upper ocean to the storm is of particular

interest here. Figure 3.2 shows this response in terms of vertical

displacement. The isopycnals all display some initial depression fol-

lowed by varying amounts of rebound and oscillation. An important

point is that the ocean began to respond before the wind speed in-

creased at Big Bear. The isopycnals began to move at 0700 on April 8

while the wind speed did not begin to increase until 1030. Figures

3.3h, 3.4, and 3.5 indicate the relative water velocity began to in-

crease by 0700 or before and the isopycnals for o equal to 25.6 and

greater began to increase in depth at about 2400 on April 7. The iso-

pycnals at c equal to 25.1 through 25.5 reached maximum depths 2 m tot

3m deeper than the initial values at times between 1000 and 1500, April
-1

8. The wind speed did not reach a maximum of 8.9 m sec until 1941.

J. D. Smith (personal communication) reports having observed an ocean

response prior to the arrival of an Arctic storm on several occasions.

The ocean must respond to large scale forcing rather than local condi-

tions. An explanation for this is offered in Chapter 4.
S

The isopycnal responses to the storm are not the same at all

depths. The 25.1 isopycnal drops 2 m by 1030 on April 8 and then
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returns to the pre-storm depth and oscillates with a period of about 6

hours. The 25.5 isopycnal dropped a maximum of 4 m by 1500 during the

storm and returned to a depth I m deeper than that before the storm.

The 25.2, 25.3, and 25.4 isopycnals behave in ways intermediate between

those of the 25.1 and 25.5 isopycnals. They display a general pattern

of initial depression, rebound, and oscillation with periods from 6 to

10 hours. The isopycnals below ot equal to 25.5 display a different

pattern than those above. They all deepen about 2 m by 0600 on April

8. Then, by 0600 on April 19, they slowly return to depths I m to 2 m

shallower than their depths prior to the storm.

The velocity field also displays a change in character with the

storm passage. As noted in the previous section, the stratification

of the mixed layer decreased during the storm and the velocity became

more nearly constant over the mixed layer depth. Another aspect of the

change in the velocity field is shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. These

figures are contour plots of velocity in time and depth. The contours

are constructed from tape average data and the velocity values are

relative to the velocity averages from 10 m to 20 m. The contours thus

give an approximate picture of the absolute velocity field. The chief

advantage of such plots is that they yield a much more compact view of

the velocity field than do velocity profiles of Figures 3.3a-Z.

Prior to the storm of April 8, the contours of u and v present

a broad amorphous character; at any given depth the same velocity may

persist unchanged for a day at a time. After the storm vertical bands

-1
of -4 cm sec velocity appear and disappear with a period near the in-

-1ertial period, 12.55 hours. In u these bands show up as -2 cm sec
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and -4 cm sec contours below the pycnocline at 0000, 1200 and 2136

on April 8 and at 0936 on April 9. In v the bands show up as -2 cm
-l

sec contours at 0224, 1424 on April 8 and at 0224 and 1424 on April

9. The v velocity goes negative after u, implying clockwise rotation.

The velocity patterns may be due to inertial motions in the ice and

mixed layer or they may be due to inertial motions below the pycno-

cline. In either event, the transition across the top pycnocline is

not sharp, indicating some energy at the inertial frequency is trans-

ferred across it. Because the shear stress at the pycnocline is negli-

gible, the energy transfer must occur through some means besides turbu-

lent momentum exchange. In Chapter 4 it will be shown that forced in-

ternal waves can excite inertial frequency motions which extend from

the surface through the pycnocline.

The important question to be answered here is: what are the

mechanisms responsible for causing the observed response of the mass

and velocity fields to the April 8 storm? Often discussions of the

response of the mixed layer to storms involve the idea of deepening

the mixed layer by turbulent entrainment at the pycnocline. The turb-

ulence generated during this storm appears to have been sufficient to

break down weak mixed layer stratification but too weak to cause en-

trainment at the pycnocline.

In Section 3.1 it was hypothesized that turbulent mixing was

the cause of the decrease in mixed layer stratification on April 8.

Two points indicate this is a valid hypothesis; the decrease in strat-

ification resulted in a negligible change in average mixed layer den-

sity and the work done by surface stress was sufficient to cause the
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observed change in density structure. If the change in stratification

were due to mixing, one would expect the average density from 10 m to

30 m to remain the same. In fact Ct averaged from 10 m to 30 m de-

creased very slightly, going from 24.98 at 1700 on April 7 to 24.97 at

1500 on April 8. These changes are close to the resolution of the

measurements and are no greater than natural variations prior to April

8 when the stratification remained high.

The potential energy change due to the observed reduction in

-2the stratification is 0.82 x 10 ergs cm . If the reduction is due to

mixing, the work done by surface stress must be great enough to account

for the resulting increase in potential energy. The energy input to

the water column is the integral over time of the product of surface

stress and ice velocity. A stress estimate for the pack ice can be

made using the drag law from the AIDJEX ice model:

T = c Vii VileiS (3.3.1)

where Vi is the complex ice velocity (Veast + i U north ) and p = 1.025
-3

gm cm . The drag coefficient, c = 0.0055, and turning angle, S = 23',

were determined by McPhee (personal communication, 1977) using a sta-

tistical analysis of the ice force balance under simmer conditions with

ice velocity and wind stress data from the AIDJEX experiment. It

should be mentioned that according to Pritchard, et al. (1976) the un-

certainty in cw may be as great as ±33 percent. Taking Vi as minus the

10 m to 20 m average water velocity, the power input T " VV, inte-
4 -2

grated from 0000 to 1200 on April 8 is 5 x 104 ergs cm . Thus the

energy required to change the potential energy is only 16 percent of
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the total energy input. The rest of the energy input must have in-

creased the mean kinetic energy in the boundary layer and gone into

dissipation. Because the decrease in mixed layer stratification oc-

curred during the storm and because the surface stress imported enough

energy to cause the decrease, it can be concluded that turbulence was

the probable cause of the breakdown of mixed layer stratification and

the hypothesis of Section 3.1 is most likely correct.

Although storm induced turbulence was a factor in decreasing

mixed layer stratification, mixing at the seasonal pycnocline does not

appear to have been important. Figure 3.11 shows at profiles before,

during and after the storm. In it the base of the mixed layer appears

more sharply defined after the storm. This could be due to turbulence at

the base of the mixed layer but if so, one would expect the density be-

tween 10 m and 30 m to increase when, in fact, it decreased slightly.

What is more important, the 25.1 isopycnal only deepened temporarily

during the storm, then rebounded and oscillated about its original depth.

Thus, even if mixing did cause a breakdown in the mixed layer strati-

fication it did not extend into the highly stratified top pycnocline.

It is easy to see why surface layer deepening due to mixing did not oc-

cur. Basically, the storm was too weak and short to cause mixing at

the depth of the pycnocline. Under conditions of neutral stratifica-

tion and steady state, the turbulent planetary boundary thickness is

about 0.4 u*/f where u* - VT7p is the shear velocity, T is the sur-

face stress, p5 the water density and f is the Coriolis parameter

-4(-l.3906x 10 at the AMLE camp). Under stratified conditions the thick-

ness is smaller and time required to increase the boundary layer

OI
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Figure 3.11. at profiles before, during and after the April 8 storm.
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thickness to the steady state value after the initiation of surface

stress is on the order of an inertial period, 27/f. Using the average

stress on April 8, calculated from (3.3.1), 0.4 u*/f is found to be

16 m. Also the profiles of Figures 3.3h and 3.3i show no shear between

5 m and 20 m in the proper sense to indicate the presence of a turbu-

lent boundary layer. Most of the shear in the boundary layer is above

the 5 m minimum depth of the APS profiles. At depths below 16 m tur-

bulence must have been negligible and, though it may have been suffi-

cient to break down the weak stratification in the mixed layer, it was

insufficient to cause mixing at the strongly stratified top pycnocline.

If turbulent mixing did not cause the response in the top pyc-

nocline and below, what did? Several facts indicate the response may

be an internal wave motion driven in part by forces associated with the

storm. The coincidence of the response with the onset of the storm

leads one to believe the motion may be forced by the storm. The re-

bound and oscillations of the isopycnals after the storm are suggestive

of internal wave motions. As stated previously, the velocity fluctu-

ations below the pycnocline with periods on the order of the inertial

period are similar to what one would observe in the presence of low

frequency internal waves.

One manner in which the storm could cause internal wave motion

can be shown by examining the effect of horizontal variations in sur-

face stress. The initial depression of the isopycnals can be caused by

convergence in the mixed layer due to Ekman pumping. Consider the

simple two layer model of the ocean around Big Bear shown in Figure

3.12. At the beginning of the storm the northward ice velocity first

A
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increased at Caribou and Snowbird while the motion at Blue Fox was

negligible. This implies eastward Ekman transport in the mixed layer

due to the northward surface stress at Caribou and Snowbird was not

balanced by an equivalent transport near Blue Fox. The resultant con-

vergence would have required the mixed layer depth to increase, just as

observed. As the storm passed and the stress in the region around Blue

Fox rose and that near Caribou and Snowbird decreased, the pycnocline

depth would have had to decrease to balance divergence of Ekman trans-

port. After the storm passed the energy imparted to the pycnocline

would have been manifested as oscillations due to internal waves. The

observed rebound and oscillations of the isopycnals is thus also con-

sistent with this simple model. Furthermore, the model suggests the

mixed layer depth responds not to local stress but the horizontal grad-

ients of stress. Thus the depth may change before the local stress

arises, just as observed on April 8.

Another mechanism which might drive the internal motions is the

buoyancy flux under leads which opened during the storm. The increase

in density in the mixed layer near leads, due to salt rejection by

rapidly forming sea ice, can cause diverging currents in the mixed

layer. The divergent circulations can in turn cause changes in the

pycnocline depth.

These simple models neglect the time required to spin up the

Ekman layer, the inertia of mixed layer and the restoring forces due to

stratification. In the next chapter a sophisticated model of internal

wave generation by surface stress, pressure, and buoyancy flux will be

developed. The model will be run with forcing representative of actual

"
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conditions in the Beaufort Sea at the time of the storm. The results

indicate the response below the main pycnocline was largely due to in-

ternal wave motions driven by surface stress and buoyancy flux in leads.

3.4 Lead Convection Observed During the AMLE

On April 10 a lead broke through the AMLE camp. The photo-

graph in Figure 3.13, taken the following day during evacuation, shows

the camp orientation relative to the lead which by this time had wid-

ened to over 1 km. The relative current velocity at the time the lead

opened was directed 200 true as shown, indicating the camp was down-

stream of the point 0.5 km to 1 km distant where the lead turned to the

north and went around the experimental site. Figure 3.14 shows veloc-

ity and density profiles averaged over the last hour of operation along

with a density profile obtained prior to the lead opening. No large

changes in the velocity profiles were observed but changes in the den-

sity field were dramatic, mainly in the mixed layer where the density

increased markedly.

Figure 3.15 which shows the salinity at 3 depths plotted versus

time, yields an interesting history of the changes in the mixed layer

density structure. The lead opened at approximately 1200 AST. The

salinity first increased at the deepest depths. The density disturb-

ance then moved up the water cclumn, finally causing an increase in the

mixed layer salinity starting at 1240. The salinity in the mixed layer

increase by about 0.1°/oo while the initial density disturbance at

depth gradually decreased. As can be seen by comparing the before

and after density profiles of Figure 3.14 a decrease in density at
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Figure 3.14. Velocity and a tas measured with the APS from 1430 to
1530, after the lead opened at the end of the experiment. Also shown
if a o t profile made prior to the lead opening. There were no major
changes in the velocity field. Air temperature *-16 0C.
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depths from 35 m to 41 m was caused by the deepening and sharpening of

the pycnocline. This deepening may be due in part to turbulent mixing

at the base of the mixed layer produced through vigorous convection di-

rectly under the lead.

The rapid increase in salinity at 75 m, which starts at 1215 in

Figure 3.15, is associated with the marked rise shown in Figure 3.2 of

all the isopycnals below 50 m. The manner in which the isopycnals rise

together suggests the response at depth might be due to an internal

wave driven by stress divergence across the lead or by buoyancy flux;

the sense of the motion is appropriate to both forcing functions. How-

ever, results using the model developed in the next chapter indicate

the theoretical response due to these factors is much slower than the

observed response at depth. Alternatively it may be due to an isolated

instance of penetrative convection, but it is difficult to imagine that

a great enough salinity perturbation (more than 20/oo is required)

could develop in the mixed layer to drive a plume to an equilibrium

depth of 75 m.

As a check on the source of the observed change in mixed layer

salinity, the horizontal salt flux under the camp may be compared with

the expected salt production in the lead. In order to calculate the

total salt flux from a lead it is necessary to have upstream and down-

stream profiles of salinity and velocity. These measurements were only

obtained for the downstream side, but it. is possible to estimate the

upstream salinity profile from measurements made prior to opening of

the lead and to use this data with measured downstream velocity and

salinity profiles to estimate the difference in salt flux across the

2d
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lead

q(z) [Sdownstream -Supstream] V p[AS'(z)]V(z) (3.4.1)

where p is the water density, S is salinity, and V is the horizontal

velocity. The integral of q with depth equals the salt rejected in a

strip of unit width across the lead. To estimate the upstream salinity

profile, a linear curve fit was made to the salinity over each 1 m

depth interval for 24 hours prior to the lead opening. The linear fit

was used to extrapolate an upstream (or undisturbed) salinity profile.

This profile was subtracted from measured profiles to estimate AS'(z)

in equation (3.4.1). Figure 3.16 shows q(z) averaged over the last

hour of data when, hopefully, the lead convection was approaching

steady state. The velocity and measured salinity profile correspond to

those of Figure 3.14. Also shown are error bars for q(z) calculated by

using the extrapolated upstream salinity plus or minus the standard

deviation of the linear curve fit. The salt flux in the mixed layer is

signficantly greater than the noise level while below the pycnocline

the salt flux is negligible. At the pycnocline, the negative salt

fluxes occur because AS' is negative due to the deepening of the pycno-

-1cline. The total salt flux (integral of q over z) is 0.55 gm cm

~-1
sec bearing 14*T to 20*T. This direction is shown in Figure 3.13.

The effective width of the lead contributing salt to the mixed

layer can be estimated by dividing the total salt flux in the ocean by

salt flux per unit area at the surface of open water. Determining the

salt flux at the lead surface involves calculating the rate of ice

growth and the salinity of the new ice. The difference between the
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salinity of the new ice and the water from which it was formed yields

the salt rejected at the surface.

Several authors have dealt with the estimation of ice growth

rates. Anderson (1961) gives an empirical expression for the ice growth

rate based on field measurements,

dh B2 (T - Ta)
h t 2h + B1  (34.2)

where T is the water temperature (assumed to be the freezing tempera-
w

ture) and Ta is the air temperature. B1 equals 5.1 cm and B2 equals
-5 -2 -l

7.75 x 10 cm sec Based on a theoretical examination of the

heat flux through thin ice and open water, Maykut (personal communica-

tion, 1979) reports

1 -A ki (C 0 + AO') (3.4.3)
h i i+ Ct+Ah tJ

where

ki M 4.63 x 10
- 3 cal cm-lsec-l

-1C1

- conductivity of ice

A - 8.68 x 10-5cal cm -2sec-1 C
- 1

Ct = al Pa C Ce Ua

- {1.15 x l0-4 (cal cm-2oClsec-l)/m sec-)} Ua

U -wind speed at 2 m in m secT
1

8=T -T
a w

e' T -T
e w
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T e = cI/4 T = (.7855 + .00312 G Te a C a

G = 10 x fraction of cloud coverc

The 8 term in (3.4.3) accounts for the sensible and latent heat loss

while the 0' term accounts for heat loss due to long wave radiation.

The heat required to produce one cubic centimeter of solid ice, iX,

is 72 cal. When predicting the growth rate of a porous ice sheet

-3
Maykut uses Oi equal to 55 cal cm . Lindsay (1976) has measured the

sensible heat flux from open leads. The ice growth rate corresponding

to his empirical formula for heat flux is

Pi P CpPaCsUaO (3.4.4)

where

C = (2.6 + .I1/U ) x 10-3
s a

Converting these ice growth rates to salt flux requires an

estimate of how much salt is rejected from the ice as it grows. Based

on laboratory experiments, Cox and Weeks (1975) indicate the surface

salt flux may be expressed as

Fs Pih [l-kc]Sw (3.4.5)

where

S - water salinity fraction
w

P1 = ice density .9 gm/cm3

and
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kn0.8439 + 0.0529 n h < 2 x 10-5 cm sec -1

:" c 0.26/[0.26 + 0.74 exp (-7234h)] h > 2 x 10-5 cm sec - I

This formula is appropriate when the ice is of finite thickness. In

fact, the surface of a lead is often kept ice free because wind stress

moves surface water and ice crystals to the downwind edge of the lead.

In such a situation the salinity of ice is effectively zero and k Cmay

be set to zero.

The salt flux has been calculated using equations (3.4.2),

(3.4.3) and (3.4.4). Equation (3.4.5) was used to determine the salt

flux as a function of ice growth rate, but k has been set to zero be-
c

cause the wind kept the surface ice free for several hours during the

AMLE. The water temperature was -1.8*C, the air temperature was

-16.80 C, and Sw was 31.0. The average 2 m wind speed was 4.5 m/sec

and G in equation (3.4.3) is taken as 6. The results for these condi-
c

tions and the three equations are given in Table 3.1. Also given are

the lead widths over which these fluxes would have to act to produce a

.55 gm/sec total salt flux.

Table 3.1

Salt Flux and Required Lead Widths

Model Salt Flux, Qs Required Lead Width

Anderson (3.4.2) 7.3 x 10- 6 gm cm -2sec- 1 759 m

Kaykut (3.4.3) 4.0 x 10- 6 gm cm-3sec ~- 1382 m

Lindsay (3.4.4) 2.5 x 10- 6 gm cm -2sec 2209 m

Clearly there is a rather wide variation in the estimates of salt flux.

The salt flux of equation (3.4.4) is low, probably because Lindsay's
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equation accounts for only the loss of sensible heat. Maykut's equation

(3.4.3) is based on a complete analysis of the thermodynamic exchanges

at the lead surface and includes the effect of long wave radiation. It

agrees well with the more sophisticated theoretical model used by May-

kut (1978). Anderson's equation (3.4.2) produces the greatest ice

growth and is based on field data. Because of the difficulty of meas-

uring growth rates in open water, his results may be nothing more than

an extrapolation from data for finite thickness. Because of the prob-

lems inherent in the other two equations, Maykut's equation (3.4.3)

will be used henceforth.

In order to produce the observed total salt flux, a lead width

of 1.4 km is required. This is much greater than the actual lead

width of 100 m at 1590 on April 10. There are two probable reasons for

the disparity. Most important, the flow past the lead was not per-

pendicular to it but rather parallel to the lead axis. The effective

width of open water in such a case is very much greater than the actual

lead width. Also, complexities in the circulation such as roll vor-

tices may tend to concentrate the most highly saline water in streaks

away from the lead. In any event the change in mixed layer salinity

is consistent with the amount of salt released by a stretch of open

water 1.4 km long.

The salinity data suggests that salt is rejected from the lead

surface then mixed uniformly through the layer. The velocity data

indicates more complicated processes may have been occurring. Although

there were no large changes in the velocity structure, weak jets did

appear in the mixed layer when the lead opened on April 10. These are

,,.
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especially apparent in the u velocity profiles made around 1400 shown

in Figure 3.31. At 15 m depth there is a 2 cm sec- I jet to the north,

toward the lead. It persists from 1100 to the end of the experiment

and is also shown in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.3k also displays a jet in u

at 38 m depth which persists from 1100 to 1430. Its magnitude is about

2 cm sec -I and it is directed south, away from the lead. The density

disturbance in the mixed layer is due to salt rejected along the lead

axis and advected past the camp while, because the lead veered around

the camp to the north, manifestations of a lateral circulation pattern

appear as jets in the u velocity profiles. The jet at 38 m is driven

by the descending brine plume in the lead to the north of the camp and

the jet at 15 m supplies an influx of mixed layer water to the lead

surface. The density disturbances associated with these jets are ob-

scured by the salt flux along the lead axis. Thus, the data suggests

the observed pattern consists of simple entrainment of brine into the

mixed layer due to a mean flow nearly parallel to the lead axis with a

superimposed pattern of localized lead driven circulation perpendicular

to the lead axis. Such a pattern has been predicted by Estoque and
I

Bhumralkar (1969) using a numerical model of flow over a two-dimen-

sional heat island; when the mean flow is along the axis of such a

source, convective cells are still active perpendicular to the sides.

Smith (1973) has suggested similar patterns of lead convection in

order to explain jet-like features in other velocity data gathered in

the Arctic.

-----------------------
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Chapter 4

FORCED INTERNAL WAVES AND THE APRIL 8
STORM RESPONSE

4.1 Theoretical Models of Internal Wave
Generation by Surface Forces

Numerous attempts have been made to determine the internal wave

response to surface forcing. Free internal waves arise as a balance

of buoyancy forces and fluid acceleration. These waves occur for a

wide range horizontal and vertical scales with frequencies between the

local Brunt-Viisali frequency N and the inertial frequency f. The tem-

poral character of forced internal waves depends to a large extent on

the nature of the forcing. In theory, the permissible frequencies of

forced waves vary over an infinite range. Therefore, numerous studies

of forced internal waves have been made in order to explain a broad

variety of internal motions. Thorpe (1975) gives a good review of work

in this area.

Some of the earliest work involves the assumptions that (1) the

ocean is composed of two layers and (2) shear stress can be treated as

a body force. Veronis and Stomel (1956) deal with the general fea-

tures of baroclinic and barotropic motions in a two layer ocean driven

by atmospheric forcing. They give dispersion relations for motions at

all time and length scales but focus attention on large scale, long

period motions in which the p effect is important.

Kajiura (1958) and Geisler (1969) have determined the response

of a two layer, f plane ocean to a hurricane moving at constant speed.

0 i
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They use linear models and techniques discussed by Lighthill (1965,

1967). In contrast, O'Brien and Reid (1967) have determined the re-

sponse of the ocean to a stationary hurricane using a two layer non-

linear model. For these models the curl of wind stress is found to be

the dominant forcing term and for realistic, hurricane intensity forc-

ing the pycnocline may rise to the surface due to Ekman suction. In

their studies of the response to a moving huricane, both Geisler and

Kajiura find the hurricane propagation speed is much less than the

barotropic wave speed and greater than the baroclinic wave speed.

Hence, the energy in the barotropic response radiates rapidly away from

the storm while the baroclinic response moves as a wake behind the

storm front. Prior to the work discussed later in this chapter, an

attempt was made by the author to determine the ocean response which

was moving with the storm of April 8. The resulting wake response at

the pycnocline was only about 20 cm and did not lead the storm. Thus

it was concluded that the two layer approximation and the assumption

that the response was a wake moving at constant speed with the storm

were not applicable to the experimental case.

The next most complicated set of models allows constant strati-

fication and some of them even include a turbulent eddy viscosity to

account for forcing by surface stresses. Commonly a Fourier trans-

formation is used to eliminate the horizontal dimensions and time from

the linearized equations of motion. This results in a differential

equation in the vertical dimension which must be resolved to obtain the

response for each horizontal wave number and frequency. Tomczak (1966.

1967) examines the response of an ocean with constant N and constant

:1
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eddy viscosity to surface stress and surface pressure. His model as-

sumes zero surface displacement and he decomposes the solution in

vertical wave numbers. He finds the curl of surface stress drives

motions at frequencies below f and the divergence of surface stress is

dominant at frequencies greater than f.

Krauss (1972a) uses a constant stratification and eddy coeffi-

cient and, after solving a fourth order equation for the vertical

structure, gives transfer functions for the response at different

depths as a function of horizontal wave number and frequency. His

model uses the kinematic boundary conditions at the surface. In a

similar work, Krauss (1972b) assumes a thin homogeneous surface layer

overlies a layer of constant stratification. He uses a condition of

zero displacement at the surface and obtains the response to a step

change in surface stress. The zero surface displacement condition is

not a rigid lid condition in that the pressure at the surface is also

zero. Therefore, convergent inertial motions occur in the surface

layer. These couple with low frequency internal waves in the lower

layer to produce a beating phenomena in vertical velocity. If a more

realistic surface boundary condition were used, veritical motions could

not resonate at the inertial frequency (although horizontal velocities

may) They would drive baroclinic and barotropic motions with resonant

-frequencies greater than f. The only beating which would occur would

be between internal wave modes with nearly equal resonant frequencies.

More sophisticated models allow arbitrary stratification. Mork

(1972. 1968) allows an arbitrary density distribution and uses an eddy

coefficient inversely proportional to N. He decomposes the motion into

INNE
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vertical normal modes in a manner similar to that of Fjeldstadt (1964)

and obtains response functions for surface pressure and stress. Though

the model employs an eddy coefficient, the eigenfunctions only satisfy

a zero surface stress condition and the response of each mode is ob-

tained by vertical integration of the stress profile. Thus, it appears

the response is driven in the same manner as if a body force approxima-

tion were used. Mork (1972) compares his theory with a response meas-

ured off the coastof Norway but, because the observation site was on

the continental slope, topographic effects had to be included. Doing

so produced a very large (300 m) response in the first mode which seems

to agree with the observations.

Leonov and Miropolskiy (1973) derive an expression for the in-

ternal wave response to surface pressure using the complete kinematic

boundary condition. An inverse Laplace transform technique is used to

separate the response into normal modes. They solve the equations for

two special cases, constant N and a two layer ocean, but the theory is

quite general.

Goodman and Levine (1977) use the pressure response of Leonov

and Miropolskiy (1973) and the ratio of stress response to pressure

response from Mork (1968) in order to study resonant forcing of inter-

nal waves. As will be discussed, they misinterpret the response func-

tion of Leonov and Miropolskiy. In spite of this, by including bound-

ary effects, they produce a model response which agrees well with

observations.

The most elaborate internal wave model is by Krauss (1976a and

b). It allows arbitrary distributions of density and eddy diffusivity.

4
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The complete linearized equations of motion are solved numerically for

different cross-sections in a wave number-frequency space. Resonance

peaks are found and identified with particular modes. Using a realis-

tic stratification from the Baltic, the model response is found to have

a maximum at the third mode. This contrasts sharply with the assump-

tion, arising from constant N models, that the wind stress response

decreases monotonically, with increasing mode number.

The works discussed above deal with the generation of internal

waves by surface stress or pressure or both. Magaard (1973) derives an

expression for the generation of internal waves by surface buoyancy

fluxes such as evaporation, rainfall or salt rejection. He assumes a

constant stratification and eddy diffusivity and uses coupled perturba-

tion expansions to derive his result. He concludes the response due

to buoyancy flux forcing is a small but significant fraction of that

due to surface stress.

The goal of this chapter is to develop a model which might ex-

plain the generation of the internal wave motions observed during the

April 8 storm. The high level of vertical structure observed in the

storm response and the complicated stratification indicate the model

should allow arbitrary stratification and be applicable for a large

number of modes.

It is also desirable to use the true kinematic boundary condi-

tion at the surface. What is often called a rigid lid assumption in

some of the works cited above is, in fact, not a true rigid lid but

rather a zero displacement, zero pressure assumption. That is, not

only is the surface displacement assumed zero but also the pressure0h
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changes due to surface displacement are assumed zero. This is a poor

assumption. When Ekman transport causes convergence in a surface mixed

layer the pycnocline must be forced down. A pressure perturbation in

the mixed layer is required to force this deflection and it can only

be due to a small upward displacement at the surface. The displacement

is very small but the pressure has an important effect on velocity in

the mixed layer and should be included in the model.

Finally, the model must be simple enough to be run with realis-

tic input data and produce outputs of vertical displacement and hori-

zontal velocity over a period of about sixty hours. The model of

Leonov and Miropolskiy (1973) is suitable for calculating the response

to pressure but the results of Tomczak (1966, 1967), Krauss (1972a) and

Mork (1968, 1972) indicate the pressure response is usually much

smaller than the stress response.

In order to simplify the stress response model, the eddy coef-

ficient approach will be avoided. The only models discussed above

which allow arbitrary stratification and a realistic surface boundary

condition in deriving the stress response are those of Mork (1968,

1972) and Krauss (1976a and b). Krauss' model is much too complex to

be used to obtain a time response. The derivation of Mork's model is

complicated a great deal by the inclusion of an eddy coefficient in

what is only a marginally realistic manner. This added complication is

not really necessary. The results of Krauss (1972b, 1976a and b) and

the simple model of the previous chapter indicate deflections in the

pycnocline are driven by Ekman pumping. Because the surface layer is

unstratified or nearly so and because the stress goes to zero at its

.4d,
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base due to the strong stratification at the pycnocline, the total con-

vergence is dependent only on the surface stress, not on the stress

profile. Furthermore, the shear due to internal waves is zero in the

unstratified surface layer. Because of this, internal waves probably

have little direct effect on the stress profiles anyway. Thus, as

pointed out by Geisler (1969), the stress may be assumed to act as a

body force in the mixed layer. In fact, the stress response model by

Mork (1968, 1972) probably amounts to a body force model in spite of

.the inclusion of an eddy coefficient. He decomposes the internal wave

motions in normal modes which satisfy the zero surface stress condition.

Thus, the solutions do not predict the true surface stress, only the

internal wave response. His response is due to Ekuan pumping driven

by surface stress. Finally, use of the body force assumption avoids

one problem encountered with the eddy coefficient models. That is, it

is difficult to assess what effect errors in parameterizing the eddy

coefficient may have on the model behavior. The eddy coefficients

used by Mork and Krauss are not particularly realistic. Indeed realis-

tic eddy coefficients for time varying boundary layer flows are only now

being developed. It seems unwise to complicate a model with a crude

parameterization of a poorly understood process when it is not neces-

sary to do so.

In this work, stress will be assumed to act as a body force

which matches an Imposed stress at the surface and goes to zero at the

pycnocline. Aside from these two conditions, the exact shape of the
C

stress profile is left unspecified. In this way a simple model is

developed which produces realistic behavior.

6
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This approach can go awry if the surface stress is affected by

the internal wave motions. With regard to wind stress forcing, the

horizontal velocities due to internal waves are completely neglible

relative to typical wind velocities; so, the surface stress (a function

of the relative wind velocity), can be considered independent of the

ocean response. Even for the case of ice stress on water, the ice

velocity is expected to be much greater than the internal wave water

velocity so the stress profile is independent of the internal wave

response.

The only other problems created by not using an eddy coeffi-

cient approach is that the effect of frictional damping at the ocean

bottom is ignored and the coupling of internal wave modes due to turbu-

lent stress interaction is neglected. With regard to the first prob-

lem, the horizontal velocitites at the ocean bottom are very small and

bottom stress is not expected to be important during the initial gen-

eration of internal waves. The second problem is more complicated. As

pointed out by Maurice Rattray (personal communication), turbulence

should couple internal wave modes because when one mode produces turbu-

lence and stress, the stress will excite motions in other modes. The

simple eddy coefficient parameterization of Mork (1968, 1972) elimi-

nates this coupling. Only a complicated numerical model such as

Krauss' (1976a) can include this phenomena and the study of such an

effect is beyond the scope of this work. Because the effect of inter-

nal waves on the stress profile is weak, the turbulent coupling of the

modes is assumed to be negligible.

The model which will be developed here employs a thin
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homogeneous surface layer (i.e., the mixed layer) overlying an ocean

of arbitrary stratification. The kinematic boundary condition will be

used. The response to forcing by surface stress will be derived in two

ways, using normal mode decomposition and using an inverse Laplace

transform technique. The pressure response of Leonov and Miropolskiy

(1973) will be used and compared with one derived in Section 4.2 using

normal and mode decomposition.

In addition to deriving the response due to surface stress and

pressure, another model will be derived in order to examine the effects

of surface buoyancy flux. Actually the model is an extension of that

by Magaard (1973) in that the same basic technique is used, but a real

density distribution, rather than constant stratification, is employed.

4.2 Derivation of Response Functions for Internal
Waves Driven by Surface Pressure and Stress

In this section the internal wave response to atmospheric pres-

sure and surface stress is derived. Stratification is allowed to be

arbitrary below a surface mixed layer of uniform density. Turbulent

stresses are assumed negligible at the base of the mixed layer and

below. Solutions are given as functions of time and horizontal wave

numbers. A coordinate system with x to the north, y to the east, and

x positive down is used. The ocean depth is H and the pycnocline depth

is d (see Figure 3.12). (A list of symbols is given in Appendix C.)

If it is assumed that the motion is incompressible, that the

waves are infinitesimal in amplitude and that the weak Bousinesq ap-

proximation holds, the equations of motion are

* *
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+ fxvJ = -Ap + + PgK (4.2.1)

A D = 0 (4.2.2)

and
P

+ L+t= 0 (4.2.3)
at 'aZ

where

a_= _ T9 (<u'w'> i + <v'w'>j + <w'w'>k) (4.2.4)

D is the internal wave velocity perturbation vector

='s + Vj + W

and V' is the turbulent velocity perturbation. The brackets, <>, de-

note ensemble averaging. An f-plane ocean is assumed where f is the

coriolis parameter,

The internal wave pressure perturbation about hydrostatic is p and the

total density is

p - pO(z) + p(x,y,z,t) + p'(x,y,z,t)

where p0 is the mean density distribution, p is the internal wave per-

turbation and p' is the turbulent perturbation whose ensemble average

is zero. The derivations of (4.2.1), (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) are given in

Appendix B. The system of equations is similar to equation (2.18)

given by Lumley and Panofsky (1964) and of the same form as (112.2),

(112.4) and (112.3) in Krauss (1966).

- * * '
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Following Krauss (1966), the time derivative of the horizontal

divergence of (4.2.1) can be combined with the curl of (4.2.1). Using

the continuity conditions (4.2.2) yields

o+ f- - A + f [Vx.] (4.2.5)

- tIIH zj

where A R denotes the horizontal Laplacian, + , VH denotes

+ JI, and denotes a z component. Equation (4.2.5) is

quite similar to Krauss' equation (112.6) except Krauss inconsistently

uses f positive down. Taking the time derivative and horizontal La-

placian of the vertical component of (4.2.1) and using (4.2.3) yields

Po A A + A r27- _ d- Al (4.2.6)

Substituting this equation into the vertical derivative of (4.2.5) in

order to eliminate the time derivative of p and letting N
2 

= L d p °

p dZ
gives the internal wave equation,

___ _2 a
2

__ N2 -  
aW f2 . 1  

+ 2
+ f_-_+_ _-j+ T a- (Al,)

(4.2.7)

In this application the vertical derivatives of stress in the

boundary layer are very much greater than the horizontal derivatives so
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AH  can be neglected in the forcing term on the right side of
az

(4.2.7).

The boundary condition at the sea bottom is

w = 0 @ z = H (4.2.8)

The boundary condition of the sea surface is that the pressure be equal

to atmospheric pressure. The incompressibility condition (equation B4)

implies that, at the surface,

apP -WPg a @a
at at)--

where P is the atmospheric pressure. Using this equation in (4.2.5)a

gives the boundary condition at the surface,

3+W + f2 1  f+ w+ f(x2LI )

DT (V * )] @ z = 0 (4.2.9)

Equations (4.2.7), (4.2.8), and (4.2.9) are the basic equations to be

solved in order to determine the internal wave response to surface

stress and pressure. The biggest problem in solving these equations

is that, strictly speaking, the stress terms are not decoupled from the

velocity field. In this work it will be assumed that the stress field

is determined strictly by the stress at the surface and is independent

of the internal wave response. This amounts to an assumption that the

stress acts as a body force but aside from being zero at the pycnocline

and matching the surface stress, the details of the stress profile are

_ , ..... I
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not specified. These assumptions are quite realistic. In the first

instance the surface stress field is caused by wind or ice motion and

the velocity defects associated with these forcings are typically much

greater than the internal wave velocities. Also, the horizontal veloc-

ity perturbation is the sum of that due to the turbulent boundary layer

motion and the internal wave response, but the turbulent stress is only

important in the unstratified surface layer where the horizontal veloc-

ity component due to internal waves is constant and is not expected to

contribute directly to the stress. The assumption that stress is neg-

ligible below the pycnocline is valid because strong stratification

inhibits turbulence. McPhee (1974) has found this to be the case even

during an Arctic storm.

To proceed, the equations are nondimensionalized by assuming

Po U ps ro Ps P0 @ Z = 0 (4.2.10)

x - Hx

y- Hy

z = Hz

t - f-it

T() - Ps U* s(z) u, psu-T(O)ma x

2

W Ww W- - for , ,

v -Wv P a
W max for u 2 

. 0
u - Wu p fH

P = P d p  Pd - p WHf

P~~~ ~~ -P=p I frU
Pa do a max for u, 0

N2 - f2N2  -psu for u2, 0
a?
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V H H 1V

It-t

a4 a2W+EHa

Nt at2; a

+FA w Br PhX Tz-)- (Vh * -z
0

Equation (4.2.8) is

w =0 @ z=l1 (4.2.12)

Noting that r0= 1 at the surface, and (4.2.9) becomes

3 w aw AA__
at=9 z + 5 z+ T H Ahw =.h a-

+ (Vh x - - (Vh * 2i-) @ z = 0 (4.2.13)

Alternatively, equations (4.2.7), (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) can be integrated

in time assume zero initial conditions in order to obtain equations in

terms of the displacement, ; , where

a t

Nondimensionalizing the resulting equation assuming

2* (4.2.14)

;w- h

results in:
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aZat + ++ L"za (Ta at (4.2.1]5)

N 2  1 t a2; s 2
h4 rh h z.I

0 @ z - 1 (4.2.16)

and

33 (4.2.17)

t -; d V@
AhP. + f Vx.3LI h zOz

This form of the equations has the advantage that, when estimates of

actual stresses are used, the data can be integrated in time rather

than differentiated in order to estimate the forcing term. Thus the

forcing estimates will be less sensitive to noisy data.

These equations are solved by taking their Laplace transform

(the Laplace variable is o) and their two dimensional Fourier transform

in the horizontal coordinates (variable is k k + Q). Assuming zero

initial conditions (4.2.15) becomes

2.L N 2H  2 + a 2  Ell
t+ ! z - N + N k 2 + + 1) (4.2.18)

where *(c,k,z) is the Laplace transform of the Fourier transform of ;.

k is the magnitude of k, and

."(O,z) a -l 'L VX =a d - Vh

where [ ] denotes the Laplace transform and r[ ] denotes the Fourier

transform. Equation (4.2.16) becomes
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0 @ z 1 (4.2.19)

and (4.2.17) becomes

D"- k @ z =0 (4.2.20
z Hfr +1

k kzP + E
+ 1) [ 0 01+(OZ + 1)

where E' is E'(G,k,O) and P is the transformed atmospheric pressure.
0 0

There are two ways to solve (4.2.18), (4.2.19) and (4.2.20). A

method which produces results which have a relatively simply physical

interpretation can be obtained if the equations are decomposed into the

eigenfunctions of the unforced equation with homogeneous boundary con-

ditions. In order to do this the system of equations is first con-

verted to one with homogeneous boundary conditions. Letting

(02+ 1) 11= + (1 - z) (4.2.21)
02 + W2 r (a' + 1)

B 0

Equation (4.2.18) becomes

+ N2H 2 N2 
+ Y

2  
F

1+ .. (4.2.22)3zz c +1 2  (CY + 1

1 Ell N 2H (C I2 + 1 ]

ro0(02 + 1) g ra 2 + WB ro0(0i, + 1)
2 + 2)J

(N2 + 12)k 11(1 - z)

(a" + w) ro(Y + 1)

where

2.
WE i + Hf

Equation (4.2.19) yields
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0 @ z- (4.2.23)

From (4.2.20) we obtain a homogeneous surface boundary condition for yl,

z g2 I ) 0 @ z - 0 (4.2.24)

az Hf (a' + 1)

Equations (4.2.22), (4.2.23) and (4.2.24) with F set equal to

zero comprise a second order eigenvalue problem. For a given k2 , solu-

tions exist only for a denumerably infinite number of values of the

k2
eigenvalue X - - + I The eigenfunction corresponding to eachnn
eigenvalue will be denoted 4. Because the eigenvalue appears in the

boundary condition, (4.2.24), the eigenfunctions are not precisely or-

thogonal but according the Mierovitch (1976) they obey a modified

orthogonality relation. Namely, for n # m,

1 (N2 - l)r *nm dz PnI *.Im0

0 -0 z0 0 0

n

The eigenfunctions are normalized by setting

1
of (N2 - 1) ro1n dz -1

When this is done for a typical example, the maximum value of

(X 413)1 occurs for n - i and m - 2 and is about 6 x 10" decreasing
n Z-0

with increasing n. Thus, the coupling between the modes is very weak

and it will be assumed that
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1

of (N2 - 1) ro*n m dz - nm (4.2.25

This amounts to assuming a rigid lid for the purpose of decomposing the

forcing, r + 1) into modes. The Uigid lid does, however, impose a

pressure at the surface equal to that which would be produced by the

actual surface deflection and the surface forcing, 11, has beem im-

posed by the change in variable from to *. The mode shapes corres-

pond to those of the system with a free surface.

There is another problem due to the presence of the elgenvalue

in the boundary condition. When the solution is decomposed into elgen-

functions, the boundary condition (4.2.24) cannot be satisfied exactly

because the eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary condition only for

a = a . The maximum error resulting from this mismatch has been foundn

to be about 1 percent of the total pressure response and will be neg-

lected.

Assuming a solution of the form,

I a n
n=l

and using the fact that n is the solution to the homogeneous problem

equation (4.2.22) becomes

a n } 1 N1) 
k2ro*n F

n! n

Multiplying this result by m integrating from z = 0 to z 1 1, and

using (4.2.25) yields

- ........... '.
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(02 + 1) 1
a n ( F n dz
n T- - oz)k ~ nn 0

Therefore

00 ( 0Y2 + 1) F i 1
n-n, -(--Zk I dz 4n(z) (..6

nrn-i 0 n nfl

1

Now the components of forcing for each mode, f F dz will
n

be examined. From (4.2.22),

F Ell-!!!H- + 
1 (N2 + A H
B - (a' + ) (1- z)

For the Beaufort Sea, N2 H/g is of order 10- 3 , N 2 is of order 6 x 102,

and the minimum value of k2 is 4 x 10- 4 . Therefore, the second term

on the right side is always negligible compared to the last term.

Breaking H down using (4.2.20), F can be written as

F - 2 + (y2'k2 E'(l-z) + (N2 + o 2 )k, - (l-z) (4.2.27)(0F + cj) (W + w') Po

The forcing is divided into that due to stress and that due to surface
1

pressure. In order to evaluate f " V n dz, the stress profile must be
0

considered in view of the assumed density profile. The stress is zero

for depths greater than or equal to d. As has been mentioned in Chap-

ter 3, the maximum boundary layer thickness was only 16 m during the

AMLE, even less than the 20 m mixed layer depth. Therefore, the stress

and stress gradient are assumed negligible at the bottom of the mixed

layer. Also, because the mixed layer is unstratified, *' is virtually
n

constant there. A scaling analysis applied to (4.2.18) indicates the

.'. ....................-
- - - - - -
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change in 1 over the whole mixed layer is k262, where 6 is the nondi-
n

mensional mixed layer depth, d/H. For the largest k2 to be considered,

this change amounts to only 0.8 percent. With the above assumptions.

1 6 6
f "n dz= f Z"'P dz = n -f E' dz
0 n 0 n0 0n

Evi n + E Ol

For realistic stress profiles and computed eigenfunctions the first

term on the right is 1 percent to 10 percent of the second term and

will be neglected, so

1

f V"$_ dz n'lo (4.2.28)
0

Thus, the internal wave forcing due to the first term on the right of

(4.2.27) is independent of the stress profile shape in the turbulent

boundary layer. Furthermore, the integral of second term on the right

of (4.2.27) multiplied times 4n scales as

k 2 Y 2 -

and is completely negligible. Thus, the total forcing due to surface

stress is completely independent of the stress profile shape. It is

due only to surface stress (i.e. wind or ice stress) because the inter-

nal waves are driven by convergence and divergence in the mixed layer

and these are, in turn, dependent only on the surface stress.

Neglecting the second term on the right of (4.2.27) and sub-

stituting this equation, along with (4.2.28), into (4.2.26) yields the
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internal wave responses to surface stress and surface pressure. The

stress response is

" + 14*l
(z) "- (C- )k" o(Ok) (4.2.29)

* n=i 1

and the pressure response is

D (-+ 1)
p(ai,z) - n'(Z) c ,k' • A * k4P (4, ) (4.2.30)

where

A M N2 + o2 )

Af [o (l-z) % dz (4.2.31)

To obtain the solutions as functions of time the inverse La-

place transforms (denoted -1 ) of (4.2.29) and (4.2.30) must be taken.

This can be done using standard theorems. For any two functions of

time x(t) and y(t) with Laplace transforms X(o) and Y(o),
t

X (CY ()] = f x(t - a) y(a) dca (4.2.32)
0

Also,

+r- sin whnt 
(4.2.33)

Recall that

- k (4.2.34)
n 

., 

+

n1

where X is the eigenvalue (real) for the unforced problem and
n

0 .

-- ,. -~
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n n

where w is a real frequency, greater than unity (i.e. the free waven

frequency is greater than the inertial frequency). Using these iden-

tities the inverse Laplace transform of is

, t

TZ (tkz,) I ( -XW TO (, ) sin w (t-a) daX W '
1T)  [t] = k) n

n=l n n
0

(4.2.35)

where T is the inverse Laplace transform of E or:o 0

T0 f [t] FL f(V xs dE - Vn ° s (4.2.36)

=7 El (Vxs) d + Vh s ]

s is the normalized applied surface stress and, because z is positive

down it is equal to minus the surface shear stress, so.

In order to simplify taking the inverse Laplace transform of

(4.2.30), note that wB' the characteristic frequency of the barotropic

mode, is two orders of magnitude larger than the values of a important

in this problem. Also note that, for any function of time, x(t) with

x(O) - x(O) = 0 and with Laplace transform X(o),

[ij(t)] = a 2 X(o)

Then, using this relation, (4.2.33), and (4.2.34), the inverse Laplace

transform of (4.2.30) is
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'I'-* (tkz 1 Pf"(z)k 4 1 dz2Tp (kz p A i~ fn N (lZ)I n d
0 (4.2.37)

n (-I dz] -+~ )sin w (t-ct) d]

where P is the inverse Laplace transform of Pot

Pi(t,k) - [Po(tP,x,y)] - X-1io (a,k)]

The responses from (4.2.35) and (4.2.37) may be added to obtain the

total response to surface stress and pressure. The forcing must be

Fourier decomposed in x and y and the solutions are expressed as

Fourier components.

It is informative to derive the response function for stress

forcing in an alternate way. The approach is analogous to that used by

Leonov and Miropolskiy (1973) to determine the pressure response. The

technique involves integrating the equations of motion explicitly.

Non-dimensionalizing (4.2.5), using (4.2.io), and integrating in time

yields

z aZ " l100 Lr0 v dC - Vn " (4.2.38)

*'z- i+i 10z h + rK (nx zj T

Taking the Laplace and Fourier transforms of this equation gives

(C2 + 1) - + E' (4.2.39)
az

where p is the Laplace-Fourier transform of p. Denoting *(z 0 0) as

S¢.......................................
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and *(z f 6), as 06, integration of (4.2.39) yields

6
(2 + 1)( O - )= 2 f d + E°  (4.2.40)

o

If the non-dimensionalized vertical momentum equation is integrated in

z from the surface and the turbulent vertical normal stress, s , is
z

assumed zero at the surface, an expression for pressure results,

z
zp0 -or d (4.2.41)

Where pi is the surface pressure. Assuming atmospheric pressure is
z-0

zero, the incompressibility condition relates p to %o" Substituting

this relation into (4.2.41), taking the Laplace and Fourier transforms,

and multiplying by k2 yields

k2p - - k2 ° + k
2E (4.2.42)

Hf 0

where

z

E(Ockiz) =f j-r -2K d& + sj]

0

Inserting (4.2.42) into (4.2.40) gives

(02 + 1)(0 - *+) - - H k2o + k2 f Edz + (4.2.43)
0

and inserting (4.2.42) into (4.2.39) yields, for z = 6,

' t
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•* - Hf o2 + 1) - + k E (4.2.44)

Substituting (4.2.44) into (4.2.43) gives an expression relating 06 to

&the surface stress,

( f2 + 1)((j.z.(2 + 1) + ) (4.2.45)
(o0) l +f 1) Hf +°

3+ 0

+ (a + 1) +f2- (02+ ) 2 + 6k2E 6 +k 2f E dz

(a) (b) (c)

For the problem to be examined here, the neutral boundary layer thick-

ness is less than the pycnocline depth and the term, (a) involving E

can be neglected to an accuracy of better than 10 percent. Because s

goes to zero at z - 6, E6 only involves an integral of vertical accel-

eration in the mixed layer. The motions are slow enough so that the

pressure in the mixed layer is nearly hydrostatic and (b) and the first

term of (c) are less than a few percent of E . Scaling arguments also
0

indicate the second term in (c), which involves vertical accelerations

and sz , is always small relative toE 0 and is negligible at horizontal

wave numbers where stress forcing is important. Thus, to an accuracy

of 10 percent (4.2.45) can be written as

2
rs4 +a2 + 1 DO.

S2 + 1/Hf 0 o @ z- 6 (4.2.46)

C This equation and (4.2.19) can be used as a boundary condition

for solution of the homogeneous internal wave equation, applicable for

. !2

0!
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z greater than 6,

D +2 N2 H 3- N2 + a2 (4.2.47)
+z- -az- + k =0 (4.2.47)

The homogeneous boundary condition corresponding to (4.2.46) is really

the same as the homogeneou6 version of (4.2.20),

(0 +1) o  V2
(02 + 1) az2 * o = 0 @ z ffi 0 (4.2.48)

In order to see this, recall that the internal wave equation (4.2.47)

implies 0' is constant in the mixed layer, so, the above equation can

be written as

(02 +- Hf- - 6 = 0

which can be rewritten as

6Sj + C2 + 1 3 6Hf gkz/+f 7-- - 0 @ z =6 (4.2.49)

Equation (4.2.49) is the homogeneous version of (4.2.46). Therefore,

functions satisfying the free wave conditions for the whole water

column [equations (4.2.47), (4.2.48) and (4.2.19)] also satisfy the

free wave conditions for z > 6 [equations (4.2.47), (4.2.49) and

(4.2.19)].

To solve for the forced response for z > 6, equations (4.2.46),

(4.2.47) and (4.2.19), a method similar to that of Leonov and Miropol-

skiy (1973) is used. It is assumed that
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Z =  (k 2, 2 ) u(k 2 '1 2,z)

where u satisfies (4.2.19) and (4.2.47) and is of arbitrary amplitude

(u' is an arbitrary constant at z = 1). For a equal to the eigenfre-

quency, u also satisfies the boundary conditions (4.2.48) and (4.2.49).

So,

u i *n @ G = an  (4.2.50)

In general,

C (k2,c2) = o 6

(a2 + 1) (H (U2 + 1) +66 - U

where U6 and denote v and at z - 6. Then

S+0 3U6 (4.2.51)(o2 1 [fft__ 02 + 1

l gk (0 + ) + 6- U ]

To take the inverse Laplace transform of (4.2.51), recall

(4.2.32). Then

+

0 (t,i,z) - f R(t - a) T0 (a) da (4.2.52)
0

and the function R is
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R(tkz) = ~ o . z "i
+ 1) H 2 (2 + 1) + 6 U

(4.2.53)

o +joo° I
j uea t

2-ri (a ' +l) L d
oo

ar-i
D

The last integral is based on the definition of the inverse

Laplace transform. ar is a real constant to the right of any singular-

ities of the itegrand in the complex a plane. L is
0

L . ((Hf 2-( 2 + 1) + 61 - u6

To integrate (4.2.53), consider the complex a plane in Figure 4.1. The

poles of the integrand are at the zeros of L . These zeros occur at
0

the values of a, a -± iw , corresponding to the eigenfrequencies of the

homogeneous problem defined by equations (4.2.47), (4.2.49) and

(4.2.19) or equations (4.2.47), (4.2.48) and (4.2.19). The eigen fre-

quencies, w n, are greater than 1 and less than the maximum N. At first

it appears that there are poles at a = ± i but in fact these are can-

celed by zeros in L at a - + i. This is so because the non-dimen-o

sional frequency equal to unity corresponds to the inertial frequency

and free inertial oscillations involve no vertical motion. Further-

more, examination of equation (4.2.45) shows that (02 + 1)L is really

an approximation for a term which, if (c) of (4.2.45) were included,

would not be zero at a = ± i. At the other poles, neglect of the terms

ib,.I
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Figure 4.1. Contour of integration in the complex a plane for solving

the stress forced problem.

~iNL
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(b) and (c) would produce a very slight shift in eigenfrequencies but,

by using (4.2.47), (4.2.48), and (4.2.19) to solve for the eigenfre-

quencies, this problem is avoided.

To perform the intergration of equation (4.2.53), the line of

integration from a - i-to o + i- is extended around the poles by add-r r

ing the semicircular loop at Jol =. The magnitude of U is arbitrary

but finite and L is non zero for I0 > N. So, as a goes to infinity,0

the magnitude of the integrand around the semicircle goes as 0/(02 + 1)

and is zero for a - . Therefore, the integral (4.2.53), is equal to

the integral around the closed contour and can be evaluated using the

calculus of residues.

From Churchill (1960) the countour integral taken counterclock-

wise around a group of poles is equal to 2ni times the sum of the resi-

dues of those poles. Also, if a function f(a) is of the form:

x(G)
f (a) = M-(a)

and has a simple pole at 0 so that y'(a) 0 0, then the residue of

f(o) at 0 is

b = yIox (a 0)

The integrand of equation (4.2.53) is of this form. So.

at
en

R(t - - An L (4.2.54)
all a nanLo

n X
n
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where
D 9L

Lo = a (4.2.55)

and
V

-k 
2

Equations (4.2.54) and (4.2.55) may be somewhat confusing. Remember,

L is a function of u evaluated at 6 and, as X goes to X , u changes ino n

such a way that L goes to zero and u becomes 4n, the eigenfunction.

L' is the rate, evaluated at X X , at which L goes to zero withIoXia nl 0
n

changes in X. The amplitude of U has no effect on equation (4.2.53)

because the amplitude of u in the numerator cancels the amplitude of

U in L'.
0

For each value of n there are two poles. Combining the resi-

dues at each value of n yields

R(c *n [i_ n t 1 e-i~t ]

(tK,z)- 2XnLo e in
n-l nw An

n

The zeroeth mode, (n - 0), corresponds to the barotropic wave mode and

can be ignored to get the internal wave response corresponding to T

in the previous derivation. (The difference between T and 0 is due to

L barotropic motion.) Then after some trigonometric manipulations it can

be shown that

_ sinwnt
C R(t,iz) n n- wL'

n
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so, neglecting the barotropic motions, equation (4.2.52) becomes

T (t''z) = (X0 f T T (a) sin w (t - a (4.2.56)n=-- n nn~

x~n

The solution for pressure response which is analogous to

(4.2.56) is given by Leonov and Miropolskiy (1973). They solve the

homogeneous internal wave equation with the boundary condition of equa-

tion (4.2.20) but with E equal to zero. After correction of a factoro

of two error and modification to allow the use of a different form of

L , their solution isp

w ¢n t

p(t,k,z) I n_" f P(a) sin w (t -a) da (4.2.57)pn=1 n Wnp P' o n

n

where

L' p .5 .~. U]
p ax i a Hf2 (02 + 1)

n

The method of solution used to obtain equations (4.2.56) and

(4.2.57) decomposes the solution into eigenfunctions of the homogene-

ous problem and takes the inverse Laplace transform in one operation.

The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions is not a factor in the deriva-

tions. Equations (4.2.35) and (4.2.37) are derived in a different

way but are of the same form as (4.2.56) and (4.2.57) and both types of

solution have been computed numerically. The details will be given in
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Sections 4.4 and 4.5 but the important point is, (4.2.35) and (4.2.56)

produce virtually identical results as do (4.2.37) and (4.2.57). In

general

t
Z - RE f To (ai) sin w n (t - a) da (4.2.58)

n-l n n 0

and

I fk2Pi( ) sin wn(t - a) d (4.2.59)
n-l n n o

where the response factors are

R _ z -L'j (4.2.60)

n

and

R = -k2  f N2(l - z)*n dz (4.2.61)
pi o

n W 2  1 "

f"-" (I - Z) n dZ

The response of (4.2.58) and (4.2.59) are given in terms of the

eigenfunctions of the free waves and the forcings are convolved with

the resonant response for each mode. The stress response is driven by

the curl and divergence of surface stress, T in (4.2.36), while the

pressure response is driven by the Laplacian of the applied surface

pressure k2Pi.

Tmilk
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The response factors derived using the method of Leonov and

Miropolskiy are inversely related to the sharpness of the resonance

peak. For example consider the pressure forced case; if the homogene-

ous boundary condition is nearly satisfied for a broad range of fre-

quencies about a particular eigenfrequency, L' is small and, if thereP

is any energy in P near the eigenfrequency, the model response is
i

large. If the resonance is sharp, L' is large and not much energy goes
p

into the mode. The same argument applies to the stress forced problem.

The response factor derived for stress using the normal mode

decomposition is understandable in terms of power input. As will be

shown, the horizontal velocity due to motion of mode n is proportional

to 1. So, horizontal stress (proportional to Eo) times is propor-

tional to the power input to the mode. The power is integrated in time

to produce the modal displacement which is a measure of potential

energy. Therefore, the larger the modal horizontal velocity, ', the

greater the amount of energy that can be put into the mode. This solu-

tion is similar to that of Mork (1968, 1972) in that the response is

proportional to '. Goodman and Levine (1973) indicate the response is
n

inversely proportional to p'. Their erroneous result is due to a mis-

understanding of L'. It must be remembered that U is a function notP

only of z, but of A (or a) as well. Only at X - Xn (or a = n ) is

U - n" Generally

L' Hf2 aU (4.Hf62o1 1X-g- + - + 6  - - (4.2.62)

Z-6 z-6 z-6

and
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LI -LU Ai ~ -~ u(..3
p azi Hf2  Hf2  (4.2.63)

z=6 z-6 z-6

where

- (4.2.64)

When L' and L' are evaluated at X ni the X go to X and the u go to
0 p n n

*n in equations (4.2.62) and (4.2.63) but 0 is not zero as Goodman and

Levine claim. In this work the function ii is evaluated for X - A and
n

terms involving it are found to dominate equations (4.2.62) and

(4.2.63). The differential equations and boundary conditions for de-

termining ir are given in Section 4.4.

The response factor derived for pressure using normal mode de-

composition is inversely proportional to the surface stiffness as rep-

resented by wi. The response is largest for modes that have large

values of *jn in the upper ocean. Since the pressure acts vertically,

it is to be expected that the amount of energy going into a mode in-

creases as the modal vertical velocity (proportional to P ) increases

near the surface.

Before applying equations (4.2.58) through (4.2.61) to an

actual problem the expressions for horizontal velocity in a forced in-

ternal wave will be derived. The Laplace transform in time and Fourier

*transform in the horizontal dimensions of the horizontal components of

momentum equation (4.2.1), yields expressions for the transformed ve-

locities,

-= ( - + 1 (00x yr( + l) ro(02 + 1) (Ge )

!,

4~~~ 0____________
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and

i (k+ +) (' +o')
(a +o +) r)

00y

The variables p and v are the transformed u and v, and 6 and 0 are
x y

the transformed s and s . For both equations, the second term on thex y

right gives the solution for a horizontally homogeneous boundary layer

while the first term on the right gives the solution due to pressure

perturbations. In this study, attention is focused on the velocities

driven by the internal wave pressure perturbations,

i (ok-i)
p r (02 + 1) P (4.2.65)

and

i (k + o)
p r ° (o2 + 1) p (4.2.66)

The transformed pressure, p, can be calculated using the non-dimension-

alized vertical momentum equation,

"__ -
-L 

- S

0

Here, the vertical turbulent stress gradient, 3s /3z, is neglected be-z

cause it is zero below 6 and, along with 92r/at 2 and N 2
C, is very small

in the mixed layer. Taking the Laplace and Fourier transforms of this

equation and considering only the baroclinic components of motion

yields
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(02 + N2 ) __ r
0

Using equations (4.2.58) and (4.2.59), can be expressed as an expan-

sion in the normal modes of escillation or

OD.

1 (0212 1
n (2 + N2 ) a n n - -- p

Using the homogeneous wave equation, (4.2.47), which each n satisfies
N2  Pn __ 2'n

for 0 an, and noting that !- *--- << y everywhere, this equation

* can be rswritten as

=-r (02 + (N 2 + (4267)
P=-r 0  a n  N2 2 " I2 n-= (4.2.67)

(a)

Over most of the water column N
2 >> o2 and, where N

2 is zero, n

is virtually zero. So, for the sake of determining the forced hori-

zontal velocity, vertical accelerations may be ignored in computing the

pressure gradient. Thus (a) in (4.2.67)is approximately one and inte-

I* gration yields

G an(O2 +1)
S-r n (4.2.68)

n-l

In integrating (4.2.67) the constant of integration has been set to

zero in order to satisfy the equation relating the baroclinic surface

pressure and displacement,

... 1.
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(z -0) = - -- (z =0)

Using (4.2.68) in equations (4.2.65) and (4.2.66) yield equa-

tions for vp and vp in terms of the eigenfunction derivatives. These

are

i(ok - £ 2)(o2 + 1)
p k 2 (02 + 1) a nn (4.2.69)

n=1

and

i(k + 0k)(02 + 1)
V k2 ( 2 +) anon (4.2.70)

n=l

For an unforced response, a goes to an and (4.2.69) and (4.2.70) become

the usual equations for the horizontal velocity in free waves. Equa-

tions (4.2.58) and (4.2.59) imply:

1w
1 = (Ro+Rk2-o " n

an = -- (RZ +Rk P) (02 + W2)} (4.2.71)
n nw nop o 0

Combining this with equations (4.2.69) and (4.2.70) yields expressions

for the velocities with poles at the inertial frequency and at the in-

ternal wave eigenfrequency. The resonance at the inertial frequency

arises because inertial motion is always a solution of the inviscid

horizontal momentum equations and can be superimposed on any other

solution. In physical terms, if an internal wave response is caused by

surface forcing of any type, the resulting pressure perturbations ex-

cite inertial motions as well. In this indirect way surface forces

can excite inertial motion below the surface mixed layer. In contrast

4
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to the results of Krauss (1972b), no beating between inertial and in-

ternal wave frequencies can occur in the vertical motion but it may

occur in the horizontal velocity.

The inverse Laplace transforms of pp and V can be computedp P

using (4.2.69), (4.2.70) and (4.2.71). They are

u = ikv - ikua (4.2.72)

* and

vp N (4.2.73)

• where

C n t
ua 1 T2 - f xn(a)[sin w n(t - i) - wn sn (t -)] da

* nil 0
(4.2.74)

and

OD t

v - P I f Xn()[w cos w (t -a) -w cos (t -a)] da
nil 0

(4.2.75)

* with

1
Xn(a) - [RETO(a,k) + R k2Pak) ] (4.2.76)

n n

The two frequency components of the velocity response are apparent in

equations (4.2.74) and (4.2.75). The impulse response [X n(x) = unit

impulse], is a sum of inertialiand internal wave motions. The inertial

component is equal for both u and v. The current hodograph for the
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internal wave component is an ellipse with the ratio of the major to

the minor axis equal to w.

In Section 4.4 the steps necessary to implement equations

(4.2.58) through (4.2.61) and (4.2.74) through (4.2.76) will be dis-

cussed. However, Section 4.3 will first deal with one other type of

forced response, that due to surface buoyancy flux.

4.3 Forcing of Internal Waves by
Buoyancy Flux at the Surface

When the surface water in an open lead freezes, salt is re-

jected from the newly formed ice. The salt combines with sea water to

form a dense brine which sinks beneath the lead. This process is im-

portant in the generation of internal waves because the buoyancy flux

creates a density disturbance in the mixed layer. Horizontal varia-

tions in mixed layer density cause perturbations in the velocity field

and convergence and divergence in this field can in turn drive inter-

nal waves. This section is devoted to deriving the internal wave re-

sponse to buoyancy flux.

Magaard (1973) has developed a theoretical model of internal

wave generation by buoyancy flux. He assumes constant stratification,

a rigid lid at the ocean surface and constant eddy diffusivity. He has

found that, under conditions typical of temperate oceans, the response

due to buoyancy flux is a small but significant fraction of the re-

sponse due to surface stress. In this study a method similar to that

of Magaard is used. However, in an effort to make the results more

realistic, the stratification is assumed arbitrary below the surface

mixed layer and the kinematic boundary condition is used at the

. . .. _ . . . . . . ... . ... . . . = = .. , .. . .. , - - .. .. ...
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surface. The eddy diffusivity is assumed infinite in the mixed layer

and zero below. The ocean is assumed to be of uniform depth.

Using the non-dimensionalization of (4.2.10) with the addi-

tional condition that the scale of the density perturbation, p = p r,

is

S fWPs
p3 = (4.3.1)

g

the component form of (4.2.1) becomes

2u +- v (4.3.2)

av 1a (4.3.3)
at r 0-y

aw ff i_1 + r__(4.3.4)

at r Dz r
0 0

Equation (4.2.2) becomes

ILx + L -y 0 (4.3.5)Tu av aw

The diffusion equation for buoyancy comes from (Bll). It is

ar
-r + r ° N2w _ 6 d r v-  

(4.3.6)
5 ~T o do0az

where

psF
6 - (4.3.7)

d 8
P Hgf

and

4'
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F F = -<P'w'>
s PO

F is the non-dimensional buoyancy flux and F is the scale flux (e.g.s

buoyancy flux at the surface for t = 0). The vertical velocity is zero

at the ocean bottom [equation (4.2.12)]. Assuming zero atmospheric

pressure fluctuations and zero surface stress, the boundary condition

at the surface is the homogeneous version of equation (4.2.13),

3 aw 9 Ah 0 @ z 0 (4.3.8)

Tt2Z+ Tz f2H h

Setting the surface pressure and stress to zero is not meant to imply

they are really zero. Rather, in this linearized approach, the re-

sponse due to buoyancy flux is analyzed separately and may be added to

the responses due to pressure and stress. In fact, the nature of the

diffusion process in the boundary layer is dependent on the surface

stress, but a very simple eddy coefficient parameterization is used

here and the non-linear coupling is neglected.

As mentioned previously, it is hypothesized that the eddy co-

efficient for vertical diffusion is infinite above the pycnocline and

zero below. So, when salt is released at the surface, it mixes instan-

taneously through the mixed layer. For negative buoyancy flux, such as

that from leads, this is fairly realistic because the unstable nature

of the process forces plumes of dense brine to descend rapidly through

the mixed layer. Here, for the sake of simplicity, the brine is as-

sumed to mix uniformly in the vertical. The horizontal dispersion of

the brine is assumed to be due only to movement of the lead. In order

,, ._ ' .. .. : . ,: . K., * g , ., . ,
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for this to be a valid approximation, the lead motion must be faster

than convectively driven spreading. During periods of high ice veloc-

ity this is probably a valid assumption, but during periods of low ice

velocity it will under estimate the amount of horizontal spreading.

Following Magaard's approach, it is assumed that any parameter,

y, of the solution to equations (4.3.2) through (4.3.8) can be divided

into two parts. One part is representative of the diffusive boundary

layer motion, yB' and another part is representative of the non-

diffusive internal wave motion, yI* It is also assumed that the non-

dimensional diffusive boundary layer thickness, 6d, is small and that

the parameters can be expanded in powers of 6d* Therefore

Y = YB + Y (4.3.9)

and

YB B dB d B.... (4.3.10)

i yo) + 6dyT + j2 0i .....
I I 6 d I~ 'I

It is assumed that the surface buoyancy flux occurs only at

zero order in the boundary layer solution and because the solution is

to describe a boundary layer phenomena, all parameters yB go to zero

for z/6d >> 1. (In fact, a simple solution is used for which yB = 0

for z/6d > 1.) For the boundary layer equations, an expansion of the

vertical scale is employed

Z - 6d (4.3.11)

With this change of variable the boundary layer equations are

i"
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au B a (4.3.12)

aVB aP~(4.3.13)
at UB ay

rodatB dB +6 (4.3.14)

(,auB + v 1B B
6 d +x i +-ac=O0 (4.3.15)

and

B=r N2 -aB (4.3.16)

The internal wave equations are

au1  1
I + , = 1 1(4.3.17)

at I r 3x
0

av a
at 1  1 (4.3.18)

I I I+ _r,(4.3.19)
at r 3z r

0 0

auIV+ 0 (4.3.20)
ax ay az

and

+ r Nv 1 0 (..1
at 0 i(..1
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Because the boundary layer solution goes to zero for & >> 1, the inter-

nal wave solution for wI must also go to zero at the bottom in order to

satisfy the bottom boundary condition. At the surface, the boundary

condition of equation (4.3.8) requires

(3 3 j aI 
(4.3.22)

+ + AwO

The surface boundary condition of (4.3.22) couples the boundary layer

and internal wave solutions.

To determine the boundary layer solutions, recall that the eddy

coefficient is assumed infinite in the mixed layer so the density per-

turbation is uniform with depth there. As a result, the surface den-

sity disturbance must scale with the integral over time of the surface

buoyancy flux divided by mixed layer depth. Therefore ps is set equal

to the change in density under the lead in a period equal to the iner-

tial time scale;

8S F sPs
ds

Through this relation and (4.3.1), F fixes the scale of motion

F - f2d W (4.3.23)s

~and according to (4.3.7),

Sg
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d
d H

Also, if there is to be no variation in the mixed layer density, the

flux gradient must be constant. In order to satisfy this condition

and that of zero flux at the pycnocline,

( F(1- ) <_1
F B

0 >1

where F is the non-dimensional buoyancy flux, F, at z = = 0.
0

Considering the zero order perturbation terms of the boundary

layer solution, equation (4.3.14) requires

-- 0PB 
0

and (4.3.15) implies

The boundary conditions for > 0 require wo - -p( 0 . Then (4.3.12)
B B

and (4.3.13) imply uB and V0) are zero. Equation (4.3.16) yields theB B

zero order density disturbance as a direct function of the buoyancy

flux,

t
- Fo(6) dO < 1

B 0>

-o
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Examining the terms of first order in (4.3.15) yields = 0

and the boundary conditions for & >> 1 again imply wM = 0. Then, be-

cause the buoyancy flux occurs only at zeroeth order, (4.3.16) implies

the first order density derivative with time is zero; so r(1 = 0. Equa-
B

tion (4.3.14) at first order yields

t-f Fo(6) dO < 1

=B 0

BB

Assuming PB -f 0 for >> 1 yields

B f -Fo(O)dO d&' -f (I - t)Fo(O)d <_ 1
1 o o

(4.3.24)

and . - 0 for > 1. This expression is analogous to that derived by
B

Magaard except the actual expression for the buoyancy flux is used.

As shown by Magaard, the first order terms for horizontal ve-

locity can be expressed as functions of pressure by taking the Laplace

transform of (4.3.12) and (4.3.13), rearranging terms and taking the

inverse Laplace transform of the resultant expression. Doing so re-

sults in

B *coS t + * sin t
B ~

and

S *COS t-* sin t
B ay ax

S *
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where * denotes a convolution integration such as that in equation

(4.2.32).

Proceeding to the second order terms of (4.3.15) yields

aWJ2) ( J13 DW (a2p0  a2p0 3 1
B B B I B B * Cos t-5X - + y a "L -- + 3--X *co

Integrating this equation and using w() = 0 for >> 0, the surface ve-
B

locity is found to be non-zero at second order. It is

42l) = - FA (O)de *cos (4.3.25)
IE=0

Also

B =h+ 1 F (O)d6 *cos (4.3.26)

Thus, at second order, vertical velocity perturbations arise at

the surface in the boundary layer solutions. Only the mixed layer den-

sity is non-zero at zero order. Just as in Magaard (1973), the zero

order density gradients cause pressure and horizontal velocity disturb-

ances at first order which drive the vertical velocity disturbance at

second order. The only difference here is that the boundary layer dis-

turbances are confined to a mixed layer of depth, d. In view of the

large stratification of the pycnocline, this is more reasonable than

using a constant eddy coefficient. The velocity perturbations are zero

at the pycnocline but the internal wave solutions, required to satisfy

(4.3.22), (4.3.25) and (4.3.26), will cause motion there.
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Equations (4.3.17) through (4.3.21) can be combined to produce

an internal wave equation for wI similar in form to (4.2.11). The

boundary condition of the bottom is wB = 0 and at the surface, equa-

tions (4.3.22), (4.3.25), (4.3.26) and (4.3.10) yield

r t a+~i~w3 (4.3.27)
z-OL (-6(~~(2 + )+6 h)(hMFode *Cost

The zero order terms of the internal wave solution are zero because all

boundary conditions are zero. At first order the solution is forced by

the

term of the boundary layer solution and at second order it is forced by

the z I term. Here the two are combined to solve directly for
F=wO

the total response. This is valid because the equations are linear.

£ Taking the Laplace and Fourier transform of the time integral

of (4.3.27) yields

F Ii - 2gk k2PB (4.3.28)laz f2H(oy2 + + 1

zO

where PB is an equivalent transformed pressure,

7!
-.. __ " . ._ _._._ _ _ _"__ _ _ _ _ _ __.., 4 K
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6(02 + 1 + 2f6zH) B(
PB 0(o 2 + o (4.3.29)

B is the Laplace and Fourier transformed F 0 . The solution for the

internal wave response to buoyancy flux is thus equivalent to that for

pressure, equation (4.2.5), but with an effective buoyancy flux pres-

sure, PiB' substituted for P The inverse Laplace transform of

(4.3.29) gives this effective pressure in terms of the Fourier trans-

form of the surface buoyancy flux. Namely,

PiB(t,k) = -6fto(kc)[cos (t - ) + WG[ - cos (t- a)I]d

(4.3.30)

where

2 1 + g
k 2

G 2f2H

and 0 is the Fourier transformed surface buoyancy flux,

0 (kt) = . [F 0(x,y,t)]

4.4 Calculation Techniques and General Results
for N2 , Eigenfunctions and Response Integrals

There are three basic steps in determining the forced internal

wave responses. First, the Brunt-Vgisala frequency distribution must

be determined for the region in question. Second, the eigenvalues, A,

and eigenfunctions, * n must be determined for use in equations (4.2.58)

through (4.2.61). The response functions of (4..2.60) and (4.2.61) are

im' . . . .. . . ... .... ... IL IA A ,!L
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determined at the same time. Finally, the convolution integrals of

(4.2.58) and (4.2.59) must be computed for forcing functions at sev-

eral horizontal wave numbers. The results from different wave numbers

are multiplied by the correct trigonometric functions to obtainthe

response at a particular location.

Density data from several sources was required to determine the

N2 distribution. Data from the AMLE has been used for the upper 80 m.

For depths from 80 m to 145 m, data from the AIDJEX camps Snowbird and

Blue Fox has been used (no data from Caribou was available), and hydro-

cast data from T-3 has been used for depths below 645 m.

Data from the AMLE was used for the near surface region because

it was the only available data which adequately resolved the sharp sea-

sonal pycnocline. N2 was computed at I m depth intervals for each of

three tape average density profiles from data tapes made at 1700 and

2242 on April 7 and at 0206 on April 8. The total time covered is four

hours just prior to the April 8 storm. This period was chosen as the

maximum interval which gave a realistic N2 distribution representative

of the undisturbed density field at the beginning of the event. A

longer averaging time would have obscured the sharp changes in struc-

ture at the top pycnocline. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency was calculated

for the upper 80 m using

N 2 .Adp o  dat10
po dz p dz

This method gives satisfactory values because the adiabatic temperature

changes are negligible over such shallow depths.

S
,j
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Figure 4.2 shows N in cycles/hour as determined for all depths.

By convention, N, rather than N2, has been plotted but N2 is the phys-

ical variable of interest. The values of N2 calculated for each of the

three tape average density profiles were averaged together to obtain

the points between 20 m and 80 m. The average stratification was very

slightly negative for depths less than 20 m and has been assumed zero.

For depths between 33 m and 80 m, N is greater than 3 cycles/hour and

the values vary smoothly with depth. The peak value is 21 cycles/hour

at 38 m. The x at 60 m and 70 m indicate average values of N from

Snowbird and Blue Fox calculated using a more sophisticated scheme de-

scribed below. The agreement between N calculated from the two sources

is quite good.

Between 20 m and 33 m the Brunt-Viisala frequency varies from

1 cycle/hour to 3 cycles/hour. The values there are relatively noisy

because the stratification is weak and variations due to density errors

are relatively greater. In computing the average N2 from the three

tapes, the standard deviation has also been computed for each depth.

The average standard deviation for all points above 80 m is .0023
-2

sec . This is about 15 percent of the average N2 below 20 m and

amounts to an error in N of about 2.8 cycles/hour. Thus, it is not

surprising that the points look noisy above 33 m. A smoother plot

could be achieved for this region by averaging over a longer time or a

greater depth span. However, it is more important to use an N2 profile

which represents well the vertical variations in the instantaneous

structure in the upper ocean (and particularly at the top pycnocline)

than it is to use a profile which is smoother in some averaged sense.
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N (CYCLES/HR.)
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I

Figure 4.2. The Brunt VHisi1 frequency, N, as a function of depth
for the Beaufort Sea. Density data are from the AMLE experiment (AMLE),
the AIDJEX camps Snowbird and Blue Fox (AIDJEX) and T3 (T3). + indi-
cates 100 m block average above 650 m and 500 m block averages below.
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In calculating the eigenfunctions, N2 is used in an integral sense.

This being the case, the errors between 20 m and 33 m occur over such

a shallow depth span that they have a negligible effect. It should

also be added that, at the point of maximum N2 , the standard deviation

was less than 5 percent.

The data for N2 between 80 m and 645 m was gathered during four

hydrocasts made between 0800, April 7, 1976 and 0800 April 9, 1976.

The samples were taken at the AIDJEX camps Blue Fox and Snowbird by a

group under the direction of Ken Hunkins. The data was given to the

author in the form of 10 m averages by Miles McPhee of the AIDJEX

office. The four density profiles for each camp were averaged and

2(Z)was calculated for each site.

A program written by William Bendiner of the Applied Physics

Laboratory (APL), University of Washington, was used to calculate N
2

for depths greater than 80 m. The program uses a technique developed

by N. P. Fofonoff of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and calcu-

lates N2 as

N2= Z& %a dT + r +2aa
N %L3T dz as Sdz

where T is in situ temperature, r is the adiabatic lapse rate, 1 a]'
1

S is salinity and a = . The method avoids round-off errors associated

with comparing the actual density gradient and the adiabatic density

gradient, which are nearly equal at great depths. The program was used

with the equations of state of Ekman (1908) and Knudsen (1901) and an

equation for the adiabatic lapse rate by Fofonoff.

The values of N2 for the average density profiles at Snowbird

7
:E
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and Blue Fox, calculated using this program, agree quite well. They

were averaged together to obtain an N2 profile for the site at Big

Bear. These values are plotted in Figure 4.2. The values at 60 m and

70 m agree with the AMLE data. Values of N2 vary quite smoothly be-

tween 80 m and 350 m. Below 350 m N drops below 1 cycle/hour and,

using the 10 m data point spacing, errors in temperature and salinity

produce a rather noisy profile. Unlike the small region between 20 m

and 33 m, it is unnecessary to maintain fine depth resolution below

350 m because there are no sharp changes in the density structure.

Therefore, in order to reduce the noise level, 100 m block averages of

2 2N (+ in Figure 4.2), were used to represent the true N profile.

The only density data available for the AMLE camp location at

depths greater than 500 m are from hydrocasts made at T-3 between June

1965 and May 1966 (Tripp, 1966, 1967). Data from three different

cruises were used, T3-W0l in July and August of 1965 at 75*N-142*W,

T3-W02 in November and December of 1965 at 75*N-144°W and T3-W03 in
t2

April and May of 1966 at 750N-1560W. N2 was calculated for 65 pairs of

points using the program from APL. Only pairs of points from the same

cast were used to calculate each value of N2 . Most of the correspond-

ing values of N are shown as dots below 650 m in Figure 4.2. Many

points below 2000 m were off scale. The spacing between data points

was 100 m to 200 m but the stratification is extremely weak below

650 m and, even with this large spacing, the N profile is noisy. In

order to smooth the profile the values of N2 were averaged over 500 m

blocks to produce the points shown as + in Figure 4.2.

Values of N2 at 1 m depth intervals below 80 m, were

12
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interpolated from the averaged AIDJEX and T-3 data (+ in Figure 4.2)

using a program written by J. G. Dworski of the Department of Oceanog-

raphy, University of Washington. The program employs the interpolation

scheme of Akima (1970). The plot of Figure 4.3 shows the interpolated

N on a logarithmic depth scale while Figure 4.4 shows the same thing

with a normal depth scale. The interpolated N was less than zero below

2853 m and was arbitrarily set to zero. Using NOAA chart #C&GS 9400,

the ocean depth has been estimated to be 3250 m.

Figure 4.3 is obviously quite similar to Figure 4.2 and gives

a detailed view of the strongly stratified, upper 200 m. Figure 4.4

shows the N profile in a more realistic perspective. The profile can

be broken into four main regions; the unstratified surface layer, the

top pycnocline where N is on the order of 20 cycles/hour, the main pyc-

nocline with N approximately 6.5 cycles/hour, and the weakly stratified

deep layer below 500 m. The differences in N2 between these regions is

even more exaggerated than the differences in N. The stratification

(i.e. N2) at the top pycnocline is nearly ten times that in the main

pycnocline where the stratification is, in turn, one hundred times

greater than that in the deep water and surface layer. The top pycno-

cline is of course subject to change in position and stratification as

the mixed layer changes depth. The main pycnocline is representative

of a transition in water types from Arctic Surface Water through Inter-

mediate and Pacific Water to Atlantic Water. The dip in N2 at 100 m

in Figure 4.3 is associated with the higher temperature of the Pacific

Water. The core of the Atlantic Water is at about 500 m. This depth

corresponds to the top of the weakly stratified deep layer. According

..............................
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Figure 4.3. Interpolated values of N on a logarhithmic depth scale.
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Figure 4.4. Interpolated values of N on an arithmetic depth scale.
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to the classification of Coachman (1963), the Arctic Bottom Water lies

below 900 m and, as can be seen in Figure 4.4, tii.. density of this

water nearly the same as that at the core of the Atlantic Water.

The profiles of N in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 indicate that

models employing constant stratification cannot represent the true

stratification very well. In fact, the region of strongest stratifica-

tion is so thin it appears that a two layer model might be better than

a constant stratification model. The model being discussed here uses

the actual stratification. In subsequent calculations, N2 is normal-

ized by dividing by f2 (f = 1.3906 x 10-4 ) and is written as N 2 . The

depth is normalized to unity.

Given the profile of N2 determined above, the eigenfunctions,

n9 and response factors, RE and Rp, for equations (4.2.58) to (4.2.61)

can be determined. The eigenfunctions, n' of the homogeneous internal

wave equation can be calculated in a two step procedure. First a

finite difference scheme is used to obtain approximate eigenvalues for

the first few modes. Then an iterative scheme is used to obtain re-

fined values for the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions. Initial esti-

mates of the eigenvalues at higher mode numbers are generated by the

iterative program along with values for the response factors of equa-

tions (4.2.60) and (4.2.61). The solution scheme is a modified version

of that used by Rattray et al. (1969).

Unlike that in Rattray et al. (1969), the problem here is to

decompose the equations (4.2.47), (4.2.48) and (4.2.23) into normal

modes for fixed values of k2 instead of fixed values of 02. In order

to isolate the eigenfrequency at one term in the equation of motion,

U
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equation (4.2.47) must be rewritten as

2-- + - + A(N2  1) * = 0 (4.4.1a)az2 g Dz

or, for A =
n

32n N2  n (4.4.1b)

z2 n+ k2 n + A (N2 -1) 0 -og az nnn

where A is the eigenvalue,n

+ -
n 2+

n

and the corresponding boundary conditions are:

n @z (4.4.2)

and

n =0 @ z 1 (4.4.3)

The form of the equation of motion given in (4.4.1b) has the

advantage that, for long wavelengths, k2*n is negligible and the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions are independent of wave number.

To find approximate values of X for the first m modes, then

water column is divided into m equally spaced intervals of length

h - 1/m. In this case m has been set at 50 but only the first ten or

so eigenvalues are actually used. Equations (4.4.1b), (4.4.2) and

(4.4.3) can then be written in finite difference form,
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j [,(j - 1) - 2 (J) + i,(j + 1)]/h 2 - k2
V,(j) + XM .(J) 0

(4.4.4)

[4i(0) - (-l))/h + XGW(0) = 0 (4.4.5)

and

(m) = 0 (4.4.6)

where

(J) fip(Jh)

I-.

G g --
Hf2

and

Mj - N2 (jh)-1

Equation (4.4.5) can be used to eliminate (j - 1) from (4.4.4) evalu-

ated at j - 0. Similarly, (4.4.6) can be used in (4.4.4) evaluated at

j - m - 1 to eliminate k(m). Then the system of equations can be ex-

pressed in matrix form,

- .I) - 0 (4.4.7)

where I is the identity matrix and

A%
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(l+k 2h 2 )b -b 0 .... 0.0.............

-a1  (2+k2h2)a -aI  0 ....... .............. 0

0 -a2  (2+k2h2)a2  -a2  0. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
A=

0 o..... ............ ...- am 2 (2+k 2h 2 )am_2  -am 2

.0 o. .. ................. -am_ 1  (2+k 2h 2 )aM_

(4.4.8)

where aj I/Mi, b = 1/(M + m)

i - h2A (4.4.9)

A is an m by m matrix and P is a column vector (mxl) made up of P(j),

j - 0,1,2...m-1. Equation (4.4.7) has solutions only for m values of

p, the eigenvalues of the matrix A. Equation (4.4.9) relates the

eigenvalues of A to the engenvalues X . Thus, to obtain initial esti-= n

mates for the first few X , the matrix A is formed and a standard

matrix eigenvalue program (QREIG from the Boeing Library, University

Academic Computer Center) is used to calculate the X approximations.n

The differences between the process used here and that of Rattray et

al. (1969) is in the form of (4.4.4) and the diagonal elements of A.

Estimates obtained in the above manner are usually good for the

first five to ten modes if m is 50. The first approximations for

eigenvalues at higher mode numbers are calculated on the basis of the

assymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues as n becomes large. As a first

approximation (4.4.5) can be replaced with a rigid lid condition and

the effect of A on the boundary condition ignored. According to

AI
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(4.4.1b), the eigenvalue must increase as the ratio of 'P to in. The

number of zero crossings of in is n so P"/ increases as n2. There-
n n n

fore,

2

Sn (n - 1)2 n-i

Using this equation, a first approximation for an eigenvalue may be de-

rived from the eigenvalue at the next lower mode.

Once first approximations (X0) of the eigenvalues are obtained,
n

accurate eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions are calculated using an

RIiterative approach. Given an approximation, A , to the eigenvalue, X
n n

with error, 
E
n'

A 91 + C (4.4.10)
n n n

equation (4.4.1a) can be numerically integrated forward in z from z = 0

to z = 1 for A A Xn. At the upper boundary * is set to an arbitrary

constant, C, and (4.4.2) with A = A9 is used to obtain the initial con-
n n

dition for a3/az. The result is a function s(Z,A" satisfyingdition~~ n) stfyn

(4.4.1a) and (4.4.2) for A - A2.. Because of the error in the eigen-
n n

value, (4.4.3) will not be satisfied; 'P (1,A) will be non zero. The
B ni

eigenvalue estimate can be improved by determining P and subtracting
n

it from the current estimate. To calculate the error, consider the

first two terms of the Taylor series expansion of 's(z = 1) with A

about A
n

0 -n(z - 1) - n
n

0
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Therefore,

£nf f  O~ nll (4.4.11)

A=A n

where

U sx

The term a (lA ) is known but, in order to determine £ , the value of

(Ix 2) must be calculated. Differentiating (4.4.1a) and evaluating
S n

at X - Xi yields
n

a z2 __ s + k2 (2 _ l)0s = (N2  1) s
g z s n

(4.4.12)

Since ps (z = 0) is an arbitrary constant,

0 (0) f 0 @ z f 0 (4.4.13)
5

and differentiation of the boundary condition, (4.4.2), with respect to

A impliesxx

9 -9*l"---f C @ z - 0 (4.4.14)
az ~Hf2 vS Hf2 z-0(41)

z-O z=O

To solve for 0 equation (4.4.12) can be integrated from the surface to5

the bottom using (4.4.13) and (4.4.14) as initial conditions. The solu-

tion of is is used as a forcing term on the right of (4.4.12).

S2-
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Knowing how to solve for Ds , the iterative scheme becomes

clear. Given an initial estimate of the eigenvalue, (4.4.1a) is inte-

grated forward from z - 0 to z = 1. Then (4.4.12) is integrated for-

ward in z from the initial conditions (4.4.13) and (4.4.14). The

values of *s and s evaluated at z = 1 are used in (4.4.11) to deter-
S£

mine the eigenvalue error, e n, which is then used in (4.4.10) to deter-

mine a new estimate for the eigenvalue. The process is repeated until

the error is sufficiently small. In this study, iterations were termi-

nated when £ < 10 -x)' When conversion occurs the final value of 's

is proportional to 'n The eigenfunctions are normalized by numeri-
n

cally integrating

1
f (N 2 - 1) r 2 dz =D
0

and dividing the computed is by nn to obtain the 'p
s nn

To perform the numerical integration of (4.4.1a), the second

order differential equation is converted to two first order differen-

tial equations, one with ' as the variable and the other with DIP/az as

the variable. Thus, when the integration and normalization are com-

pleted both ' and aP/3z are known. The response factor on the far

right of (4.2.60) is given with no further effort. The response factor

on the far right of (4.2.61) is obtained by numerical integration.

In order to obtain the response factors containing L' and L'
0 p

in (4.2.60) and (4.2.61), equations (4.2.62) and (4.2.63) must be eval-

uated. The function 0 in these equations satisfies (4.4.12) for X = x
n

and 'ps - u. However the boundary conditions which must satisfy are

St
I
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different. It is assumed that at z = 1, U is zero and has a derivative

equal to a constant. Therefore ij has the boundary conditions

0 =0

@ z = 1 (4.4.15)

a 0 

[

z.

To evaluate i at X X , n is changed to An and s is changed to in in
n nn n

(4.4.12). This equation is integrated numerically from z = 1 to obtain

0 and 30/;z evaluated at z = 6 and z = 0. With these values, L' and L'

0 p

can be evaluated using (4.2.62) and (4.2.63).

The method of calculating L' and L' described above is quite
0 p

useful. It can be used for arbitrary stratification. Leonov and Miro-

polskiy (1973) posed their pressure solution in terms of L' but only
p

gave solutions for two simplified types of stratification. The method

of calculating L' and L' used here permits the determination of the
o p

forced response for any stratification once the eigenfunction is known.

The numerical integrations used in computing the eigenfunctions

were performed with a fourth order Runge-Kutta, variable step size

routine. (RKINIT of the Boeing Library, University of Washington Aca-

demic Computer Center). Values of 4n were computed at 291 grid points

with a spacing inversely proportional to N. Figure 4.3 shows the grid

size distribution in meters. (Actually the values shown should be

divided by the depth, 3250 m, to give the true step size.) The

smallest (.5 m) is at the pycnocline and the largest (100 m) is at the

bottom. The integration routine uses a variable step size which is set

by the program when integrating from one grid point to another and
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tests indicate the results are insensitive to grid spacing. The formS

of (4.4.1b) is such that using a step size inversely proportional to N

produces an equal number of n values between each zero crossing. With

291 points the minimum number of points betweeen zero crossings was

four for the fiftieth mode. The use of a variable grid size greatly

increases the computation speed over the constant grid size scheme of

Rattray et al. (1969).

As a check on the programs, eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and

response factors were computed assuming constant stratification. The

results were compared to theoretical values for constant N and a rigid

lid boundary condition. For short wavelengths (k >> 1) the agreement

between the program and the theory is better than 1 percent. For long

wavelengths (k < 1) the first two modes show differences of less than

10 percent and, for mode 3 and higher, the differences are less than

I percent. Long wavelengths and low modes produce the largest surface

deflections and thus are expected to be slightly different from the

rigid lid theory.

Figure 4.5 shows eigenvalues determined using the realistic N
2

distribution corresponding to the N profiles of Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

The eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and response factors have been cal-

culated at eleven horizontal wavelengths from 1.375 km to 995.6 km.

Given the assumed depth of 3250 m, the range of wave numbers is 14.8

to 5.8 x 10- 2. The wave number closest to unity is at a wavelength

of 22 km, for which k = .92. Figure 4.5 shows only the highest wave

number case and the k - .92 case. For k less than unity the eigen-

values are virtually independent of wave number because the -k2pn

- ' . I I I l j - IIL / - . . . - f :_ :- - - : l... . . - • " , . _ I I I II _n

_.S. ... • ,, '. ,
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term is small in (4.4.1b) even for n = 1. Also, for small k, X isn

nearly proportional to n2 over all n. For the high wave number case X
n

must be larger at small n in order to balance the -k2 n term with the

X (N2 - l) n term in (4.4.1b). The deviation from an n 2 dependence is
n n

greatest for the first ten modes. For mode numbers greater than 25

the eigenvalues are nearly independent of k.

Figures 4.6a and 4.6b show the eigenfunctions and eigenfunction

derivatives for modes 1 through 4 for k = .92. Figures 4.7a and 4.7b

show the same thing for k = 14.8. None of the eigenfunctions bear much

resemblance to the usual trigonometric mode shapes associated with the

eigenfunctions for constant stratification. All the eigenfunctions dis-

play the highest curvatures in the upper 250 m where the stratification

is the greatest. This is understandable in view of equation (4.4.1b),

in is proportional to N 2.

The eigenfunction shears are generally large near the surface.

This is because the displacements have local maxima high in the pycno-

cline while the surface displacements are nearly zero. Horizontal ve-

locity is proportional to the eigenfunction derivative. Therefore,

horizontal forces acting near the surface will be relatively effective

in driving internal waves compared to horizontal forces acting in the

interior. On the other hand, vertical forces applied near the surface

will be relatively ineffective on driving internal waves because the

maximum vertical motion occurs in the interior.

One qualitative difference between the mode shapes at the two

wave numbers stands out. The amplitude of the eigenfunctions for

k 14.8 are very small below 1000 m while some of the largest

0

- ... , j W . . t . . . . . ___... .. .. ._______________ ,,_.___._
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Figure 4.6. Eigenfunctions and eigenfunction derivatives for k = .92,

modes one through four.

4.6a. Modes one and two.
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amplitudes are found in the interior for k .92. The reason for this

can be seen in equation (4.4.1b). The presence of the k2p term im-

plies that where k2 is greater than X (N2 - 1), the solution mustn

behave like a decaying exponential. Where k2 is less than X (N2 - 1)
n

the solution will display oscillatory solutions. Below 150 m the

stratification drops monotonically. So, for a given wave number and

elgenvalue, there is a critical depth below which k2 is less than

X (N2 - 1) and the mode shape must appear as a decaying exponential.n

For k = 14.8 this depth is 425 m for mode I and 630 m for mode 4.

These are depths below which the eigenfunctions in Figures 4.7a and

4.7b begin to decay. The critical depth for k = .92, mode I is 2320 m

and for mode 4, the depth is 2775 m. Thus the eigenfunctions for

k - .92 appear harmonic over most of the water column. The critical

depth increases with increasing mode number because X increases with nn

but it will be shown that the response is small at high mode numbers.

So, the total response is always concentrated at shallow depths for

high wave numbers.

This variation in the mode shapes with wave number does not

occur if the stratification is a constant. For such a case the mode

shapes are always harmonic and the eigenvalues are large enough to en-

sure k2 is less than X (N2 - 1). The case for real stratification is

more akin to that of a two layer ocean model. For wavelengths which

are short compared to the water depth (k >> 1), interfacial waves on a

pycnocline decay exponentially below the pycnocline and their presence

is not felt at depth. Long interfacial waves (k << 1) appear as

shallow water waves below the pycnocline and their influence is
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constant with depth. The real ocean response is much like this; short

waves do not penetrate as deeply as long waves.

Figure 4.8 is a'plot of the modal response to surface stress

* as a function of mode number for three wave numbers, k equal to 14.8,

-2.92, and 5.8 x 10 . The modal response is the response factor, R.

divided by X •n As shown by (4.2.58) it is a measure of the response

* of each mode that is independent of time, depth and forcing. Figure

4.9 is a plot of the modal response to pressure for the same three wave

numbers. The response factors R and R were calculated using both of

the formulations given in equations (4.2.60) and (4.2.61). As dis-

cussed above, the factors were computed in the same program used to

calculate the eigenfunctions and the two types of formulation give

identical results.

Figure 4.8 shows several things. First, the modal response

increases with decreasing wave number. This is especially true for

* wave numbers greater than 1. For small wave numbers the response fac-

tors and eigenvalues become independent of k and w goes assymptot-
n

ically to unity with decreasing k. Therefore, the modal responses

I for k << 1 are nearly constant. For k >> 1, the eigenfunctions and

eigenvalues are strongly dependent on k. The most important effect is

that of increasing A and w with increasing k. The eigenvalues (andn n

hence %n) must increase to balance the effect of the k2*n term in

(4.4.1b). This behavior is similar to that of surface waves or inter-

facial waves in that wn increases with increasing wave number. The in-

crease in X s and wn with increasing k cause the decrease in modal re-

sponse. In most second order systems the natural frequency increases
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with the stiffness of the system. Thus, it is not surprising that in-

creased w implies a decreased forced response.

Second, the modal responses generally decrease very rapidly

with increasing mode number. Beyond mode 12 the responses are less

than one percent of the maximum response. Increases in the mode number

have an effect similar to that of increasing k. As has been shown, An

increases as n2 and for large A n Wn goes to one. The eigenfunction

derivative increases proportionally with n. Combining these effects

indicates the modal response must vary as the inverse of n.

Finally, the modal response does not decrease monotonically

with n. For the low wave number cases, the response of the third mode

is higher than that of the second mode. For the high wave number case

the response of the second mode is greatest. At high mode numbers

there are oscillations about a decreasing modal response. This is in

sharp contrast to a model with constant stratification which will pro-

duce a modal response which decreases monotonically. For such a model

the value in j is exactly n7 but here, does not vary smoothly
n Z=O nZ=O

with n.

Figure 4.9 shows the modal response for pressure forcing. The

plots share the same general characteristics with the plots of modal

response to surface stress; the response decreases with increasing

wave number and mode number. The main difference between the pressure

response and the stress response is the much larger decrease in pres-

sure response beyond the first few modes. The response drops to one

percent of the maximum by mode 4 for the small wave number cases be-

cause the pressure response is proportional to the average value of the

,iI
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eigenfunction near the surface and this value is relatively large for

the first few modes.

Computation of the convolution integrals of equations (4.2.58),

(4.2.59), (4.2.74) and (4.2.75) is the final step in determining the

internal wave response. The most straight forward method is to use a

numerical integration scheme such as RKINIT. This approach has been

used for forcing functions which are very complicated functions of

time. For each point in time, t, the forcing function [To (a) or

k 2Pi (a)] is multiplied by sin wn (t - a) and cos w n (t - a) and inte-

grated in a from 0 to t. The total computation time is proportional

to the square of the total number of time steps. When calculating the

response for a large number of modes and wavelengths the integration

time can become quite large.

It is possible to use a more efficient scheme if the forcing

function can be represented as a polynomial in time. This is possible

for most smoothly varying forcing functions. If such is the case, ad-

vantage may be taken of the identities:

f Ojsin~dO 0 j cosl a j f 0- cosOdO (4.4.16)
0 0 0

and

f aJcosOdO - ej sinOj - jf O sinOdO (4.4.17)
0 0 0

to determine the convolution integrals analytically.

For a forcing function, Q(t), which is represented by a

.
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polynomial of order m,

Q(ax) = A i' (4.4.18)

i=O

The convolution integrals,

t
I= f Q(c) sinw n (t - 0) dc (4.4.19)

0

and

t
2 f Q(a) COSw (t - ) dc (4.4.20)

2 0 n

can be rewritten as

m 1 i
I,= A1  i+l - Yij f 0Jsin8d6 (4.4.21)

i=0 W n -O 0
n

and

m 1 i
12 = A i+l I Yij f eJcosedO (4.4.22)

if-0 j 0 o
n

where

0 = (t - cx o

t W n

and

- .t
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i! (-1) j  Bi-j

The integrals of equations (4.4.21) and (4.4.22) can be expressed

strictly in powers of 8, sin 8 and cos 8. This is done by first evalu-

ating them at j 1 1 using the identities (4.4.16) and (4.4.17),

8
f 0 sinedO f - 8 cos 8 + sin 8 (4.4.23)
o

and

8
f 6 cosedO f 8 sin 8 + cos 8 - 1 (4.4.24)
0

The integral (4.4.16) at j = 2 is evaluated by subtracting 82 cos 8

from the integral (4.4.17) at j = 1. The integral for (4.4.17) at

j = 2 is evaluated by subtracting the integral of (4.4.165 at j = 1

from 82 sin 8. The process is repeated until the integrals are evalu-

ated for all values of j. Given these integrals, (4.4.21) and (4.4.22)

can be used to replace the convolution integrals of (4.4.19) and

(4.4.20) with double summations of polynomials in 8, cos 8 and sin 3.

For any value of t, the powers of 8, cos 8, and sin 8 can be

computed very rapidly on a computer. For a tenth order expansion and

( 120 points in time, the power series solution is five times as fast as

direct integration. For the power series approach computation time

increases linearly with the number of time steps but as the square of

m. Therefore, if the forcing is represented with a low order polynom-

ial or if many time steps are used, the power series approach is
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fastest. In calculating the convolution integrals used in this work,

the two schemes were compared for identical inputs and were found to

produce identical output. For most problems the forcing was simple

enough to allow the power series approach to be used.

In this section the techniques used to calculate the internal

wave responses to surface forcing have been discussed and some of the

general results have been presented. The eigenfunctions for the Beau-

fort Sea are fairly complex due to the nature of the ocean stratifica-

tion. The eigenfunctions change shape as the wave number becomes large

and the wave penetration depth decreases. The modal responses tend to

decrease with increasing wave number and with increasing mode number.

The convolution integrals for the time response are best performed

using a power series expansion of the forcing.

4.5 The Wave Number Frequency Response

Figure 4.8 illustrates how the model response to surface stress

varies with mode number. It also gives some idea of how the response

varies with wavelength, but in order to determine the important length

and time scales for stress forcing it is best to examine the wave num-

ber frequency response for a fixed depth and mode number. The wave

number frequency response (WFR) is the magnitude of the response to a

force equal to sin ky sin wt where w is the non-dimensional frequency

(w - I corresponds to the inertial frequency). The WFR for stress

forcing may be obtained by equating a with -iw in equation (4.2.29).

Using (4.2.60), the WFR for the vertical displacement of mode n is
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p n( Z)  (4.5.1)

n w,k

The corresponding WFR for the velocity components jp and v of (4.2.69)
p p

and (4.2.70) are

V p = n n (w2  ( _l)n (4.5.2)

P W ' (z) (W 2 )(W2

n ,w,k

and

an v p PI W * 1 Ip (4.5 .3)

n ,w,kI 
n ,w,kI2

The corresponding WFRs for surface pressure forcing (k2P.) are ident-

ical with the substitution of R for R
p E

Figure 4.10 is a three-dimensional perspective plot of the WFR

for the mode 1 displacement at the pycnocline due to surface stress.

The figure is quite similar to those by Krauss (1972b). Resonant peaks

occur at points in k,w space corresponding to the dispersion equation

for free waves and the resonant frequency assymptotically approaches

the inertial frequency as k becomes small. Where values near resonance

exceed 0.4 the peaks are truncated in the figure. For any one wave-

number, the frequency response is that of an undamped second order

oscillator. As such, the response drops off at frequencies greater

than the resonant frequency because the forces required to overcome

fluid inertia become large. For frequencies less than the resonant

frequency the pressure due to convergence in the mixed layer works
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against buoyancy in the stratified fluid below and the buoyancy force

is independent of frequency. So, the response is constant with re-

spect to W at low frequency. As has been pointed out, the response de-

creases with increasing wave number because the stiffness is propor-

tionalto k2 . Expressed another way the forcing term acts against the

Laplacian of pressure due to buoyancy forces and a given forcing will

produce larger displacements if k2 (the Fourier transform analog of A)

is small. For extremely low values of k the buoyancy forces have a

negligible effect on the role of convergence and for such cases at low

frequency the vertical deflection is determined solely by the rate of

convergence (or divergence) due to Ekman transport. Then the pressure

required to force the pycnocline down is so small as to have no effect

on the role of convergence in the mixed layer and the simple argument

at the end of Section 3.3 applies.

pf 2 W i = - f " Vxt(z = 0)]

The response is thus independent of wave number and the WFR appears as

a level plateau for w < 1 and k < .2 in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.11 shows the WFR for Ip jl,,k of equation (4.5.2) for
/

mode 1 only. It is the mixed layer (z = 10 m) velocity perpendicular

to the wave-number vector (or parallel to the wave crests) and is geo-

strophically driven. The figure shows resonant peaks at the internal

wave resonant frequencies and at the inertial frequency. The peaks

merge assymptotically for small k and the response at high frequencies

and large wave-numbers is small because the vertical deflections (and

hence driving pressures) are small. The intriguing thing about the
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response is that, for frequencies less than the inertial frequency, it

is a maximum around k = 0.2. The mixed layer velocity is driven by the

surface pressure gradient. The pressure disturbance is proportional to

the displacement near the pycnocline which, as shown in Figure 4.10,

is a large constant for small wave-numbers. Thus, as the wave number

decreases beyond the point where the vertical displacement first

reaches a maximum, the pressure gradient and the geostrophically driven

velocity must decrease.

Figure 4.12 is a perspective view of the WFR for v pIlwk (see

equation 4.5.3), the mode 1 velocity at 10 m aligned with the wave num-

ber vector. This velocity is small at low frequencies because currents

and pressure are geostrophically balanced. For w > 1, Vpll,w,k is

greater than ji pi,,k but is still small because the total response is

small. The pattern of resonance and the location of the velocity maxi-

mum for low frequencies are the same as for pllw,k.

The WFR for the mode 3 displacement at the pycnocline is shown

in Figure 4.13. The general pattern is quite similar to that of Figure

4.10. The response for the third mode is slightly larger than that for

the first mode. This is the same result obtained by Krauss (1976).

(This is true for the steady state forced response but in simulations

of responses starting from zero, the third mode displacements are

slightly smaller than the first mode because the third mode resonant

frequency is lower.)

The displacement response for mode 3 becomes constant with wave

number as a slightly larger wave number than that of mode 1 and the

maximum in the WFR for p p13,wk is also at a larger wave number than for

0
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P p[1l,," This is because for higher mode numbers, buoyancy forces are

small relative to Coriolis forces (w n goes to 1 for large n). The

critical wave number where the maximum velocity response occurs for a

particular mode can be estimated by taking the derivative of (4.5.2)

with k assuming w is negligible and k is small enough so that R., Xn

and ' do not vary. Doing so, it can be shown that the critical wave
n

numbers, k (n), are those for which

k 2 (n) = Xn (k c ) (4.5.4)
c n c

This is not surprising because X is equal to the inverse square of then

non-dimensionalized Rossby radius of deformation for mode n. This

characteristic length scale (Cn /f in dimensional form where Cn is a

modal wave speed) decreases with increasing mode number. For the first

five modes the critical wave numbers and length scales are given in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Wave Numbers for Maximum Velocity Response

Mode 1 2 3 4 5

k .26 .57 .76 1.10 1.35
c

L = 21 () 78.5 35.8 26.5 18.6 15.7
Ck

Rossby Radius, rn (km) 12.5 5.7 4.22 2.95 2.5

A number of studies such as Sanford (1975), Gonella (1972),

and Webster (1968) indicate that inertial motions become incoherent at

spatial scales of more than about 10 km. This may be because the WFR
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is maximum at length scales on the order of the modal Rossby radius.

A storm acting on the ocean surface over a broad range of length scales

excites velocity disturbances which are maximum at length scales on the

order of 10 km or less (wavelengths on the order of 70 km or less).

Once the forcing stops, these disturbances oscillate at natural fre-

quencies nearly equal to the inertial frequency.

In closing this section it should be noted that the shape of

the WFR for pressure forcing (k2Pi) is the same as that for stress

forcing so the discussion above also applies to the pressure forced

case. However, while the shear stress forcing is proportional to k,

the pressure forcing varies as k2 . Also, the buoyancy flux response

involves an equivalent pressure which is itself proportional to k2, so

the buoyancy flux forcing (k2P equiv ) is proportional to k. Thus,

though the WFRs have the same shape for stress, pressure, and buoyancy

flux, the high wave number forcing is of relatively greater importance

for pressure and buoyancy flux.

4.6 Internal Waves Forced by Surface
Stress During the April 8 Storm

In this section the internal wave response to a realistic sur-

face stress pattern will be examined but first scaling arguments will

be given to show the response to atmospheric pressure is negligible and

a model forcing representative of the April 8 storm will be developed.

The atmospheric pressure response is much less than the surface

stress response because the pressure response factor is very much less

than the stress response factor. From (4.2.58) and (4.2.59) it is

apparent that the response to surface stress and surface pressure are

. L
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identical except for the differences in the forcing and the response

factor (R. T vs. Rpk 2Pi). The stress forcing in dimensional form

varies between 10. and 106 dynes cm 3. Normalizing by H/psu for

U* 1 yields a typical value for T of 3 x 10 . The value of k2P

has been estimated from the National Weather Service surface pressure

map for the polar region of 0343 GMT, April 9, 1976 (1743 AST, April

8, 1976). Using the normalization of (4.2.10) it is found to be about

0.7. However, the pressure response factor, Rp, is four orders of mag-

nitude less than the stress response factor RP at comparable wave-

lengths (i.e., 100 km). Thus the atmospheric pressure response is over

two orders of magnitude less than the stress response and may be neg-

lected. In contrast, it will be shown in Section 4.7 that the response

to surface buoyancy flux, which is similar to a pressure response, is

comparable in magnitude to the response to surface stress.

Deriving a realistic forcing function, T in (4.2.36), requires
0

solving problems in two areas. First, the application of the model to

an ice-covered ocean requires a decision as to whether the surface

stress is estimated from wind stress on the ice or ice stress on the

water. Second, the forcing over a large range of wave numbers must be

modeled using a relatively small number of data points in the horizontal

coordinates.

With regard to the first problem, when the ice cover is broken

or "free" with a large percentage of open water, internal ice stresses

are negligible and the ice/water mixture above the mean draft of the

ice is free to converge and diverge as if there were no ice present.

For such a case, the surface stress is best taken to be equal to the

.* .,. .. . .. | rl -.
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wind stress on the surface. When the ice is closely packed or "locked

up," convergence in the ice/water layer above the mean ice draft is in-

hibited by internal ice stress and it is more appropriate to use the

stress of the ice on the water as the effective surface stress for the

model. The ice "free" case is probably applicable to summer conditions

when internal ice stresses are negligible. The ice "locked up" case

might be applicable in mid-winter. During the AMLE the ice was ini-

tially "locked up" and the satellite photographs of Figures 3.7 and 3.8

indicate the ice diverged during the storm. Conditions were probably

somewhere between "free" and "locked up." Therefore, it is wise to

first make estimates of both types of forcing, wind stress on ice and

ice stress on water, and compare them.

The forcing has been computed in both ways for Big Bear using

wind velocity and ice velocity measured at the three AIDJEX camps. The

stress of the ice on the water has been estimated at the three camps

using (3.3.1) and the wind stress on the ice has been calculated using

T -pa w v where vl0 is the wind velocity at i0 m and a =

0.0027. This drag law for wind over sea ice is the same as that used

in the AIDJEX ice models (Pritchard et al., 1976) and was derived using

the momentum integral technique with pibal data from the AIDJEX experi-

ment (Eric Leavitt, personal communication). The uncertainty in the

drag coefficient may be as great as ±33 percent (Pritchard et al.,

1976). The ice camps formed a triangular array centered around Big

Bear so using data from the three points, a two dimensional linear fit

for stress has been computed. The coefficients of this fit determine

an average stress curl and divergence in the triangle. In order to

, I j _1'
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calculate the internal wave forcing, To, for the triangle, the stress

curl was integrated in time starting at a time when conditions were

calm. (In this case integration was begun at 0000, April 8.) The in-

tegrated stress curl and stress divergence were then combined using

(4.2.36) to yield To.

The dimensional form of T for both types of forcing are shown
0

in Figure 4.14. The ice forced and wind forced curves are remarkably

similar in form. Both indicate a negative forcing on April 8 with a

change to positive forcing on April 9 and 10. The negative forcing

occurs because the northward ice velocity and wind velocity increased

first at Caribou and Snowbird causing positive surface stress curl

[negative surface shear stress curl, see (4.2.36)]. The forcing be-

comes positive because the northerly wind and ice velocity at Blue Fox

became large late on April 8. Negative forcing tends to drive the pyc-

nocline down and positive forcing draws it up so the sense of the forc-

ing both before and after 24.0 hours is appropriate to cause the ob-

served oceanic response.

The obvious difference between the two types of forcing is that

the amplitude of the wind forcing is larger. On April 8 the wind forc-

ing magnitude is twice as large as the ice forcing and after April 8 it

is as much as three times larger. If the ice were massless and sup-

ported no internal stress, wind and water stress would balance and the

two curves would be identical. The differences here are due both to

internal ice stress and Coriolis force acting on the ice.

In spite of the differences between the two types of forcing it

appears that, if the goal of this modeling effort is to decide if the

IMM
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Figure 4.14. The internal wave forcing at Big Bear. The forcings due
to wind stress and ice stress calculated for the triangle Caribou, Blue
Fox, and Snowbird are shown. Also shown is the total long wave forcing

*at the AMLE camp derived from two dimensional 2 x 2 harmonic fit to the
AIDJEX buoy data. Typical uncertainty limits are shown based on uncer-

tainty in drag coefficients. Note the general agreement between esti-

mates made in three different ways.
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observed oceanic response could be due to forced internal waves, either

type of forcing may be used. Tt must be kept in mind that the forcing

so derived is an approximation to the actual forcing.

There is one consideration which indicates the forcing is best

estimated from ice stzess on the water. When a storm passes over an

ice covered ocean, the ice typically breaks into irregular floes with

dimensions on the order of ten kilometers. These floes are inter-

spersed with large leads. For example, Figures 4.7 and 4.8 plainly

show five large leads between Big Bear and Blue Fox on April 8 and 9

and faint traces of five more leads are visible between Big Bear and

Caribou. To be visible in the photographs the leads must be about 2 km

wide. They are separated by an average distance of 22 km. The stress

on the water under a particular ice floe is relatively constant and

large horizontal gradients in surface stress only occur in the large

leads. Thus, the forcing To, which is proportional to horizontal de-

rivatives of stress, will be largest in narrow bands and have inter-

mediate and high wave number components, which are substantial even if

the wind stress forcing has no component at short wavelengths. The

internal wave forcing for an ice covered area is unique in this regard.

In order to account for the intermediate and high wave number forcing,

the stress of ice on water will be used to estimate the forcing.

The second problem in deriving a model forcing is estimating

the appropriate values over a broad range of wave numbers. The para-

graph above points out the magnitude of the intermediate and high wave

number forcing and Figures 4.10 through 4.13 indicate the response

functions are greatest over a broad range of intermediate and small

i nI
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wave numbers. Unfortunately, data is available for estimating only the

lowest wave number forcing at Big Bear. This information consists of

ice position and velocity as measured over a large scale grid with

ADIJEX satellite navigation buoys. The grid spacing is too large to

resolve the forcing at less than a 200 km wavelength and so the inter-

mediate and high wave number forcing must be hypothesized. Observa-

tions of lead patterns and a knowledge of the long wave forcing provide

some basis for estimating the unknown components and fix upper bounds

on the forcing. However, many of the particulars of the forcing have

been determined with the idea of trying to maximize the agreement be-

tween the theoretical and observed responses. Thus, in principal,

agreement between theory and data is only a necessary condition, not a

sufficient condition, to prove the observed response is due to forced

internal waves. The implications of this will be discussed further.

The long wave forcing due to ice stress on water has been esti-

mated from the AIDJEX buoy data. As described by Thorndike and Cheung

(1977) a network of satellite navigation buoys was maintained in the

Beaufort Sea from March 1975 to May 1976. Figure 4.15 shows the array

as it existed during the AMLE. Buoy locations are indicated by the

squares at the corners of the triangles. They form an array approxi-

mately 600 km in the north-south direction and 800 km in the east-west

direction. Position and velocity data from each of the buoys was ob-

tained from the AIDJEX data bank and used in (3.3.1) to calculate the

surface stress at each location. The array was then broken into 39

triangular segments with intersections at the buoy locations and the

stress curl and divergence were calculated for each triangle. Using

.....*
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the integral of the stress curlwith time, starting at 2300 on April 7,

the dimensional form of T0 [(4.2.36) gives the non-dimensional form]

was computed for each triad of buoys. The forcing functions were as-

sumed to apply at the average position of the three buoys making up the

array and these points are indicated by dots in Figure 4.15.

Through this process, To is described at discrete points in

time and space. In order to apply the forcing to the model, the

Fourier transform, T of T must be estimated. Long wavelength compo-o o

nents of T are approximated by

K L k+ y
T oa(xy,t) = I A(t)ei~ k x + Ly)

k=-K Z=-L kZ

or for T a real number* oa

K L
T oa(x,y,t) = I I I T (t) cos kx cos ly + (4.6.1)

k-0 Z 0 lkt

T (t) sin kx sin ky + T (t) cos kx sin ty + T (t) sin kx cos Xy
2k 3k. 4ki

where x and y are non-dimensional distances centered at the AMLE site.

* With this approximation for the long wavelength components of To, the

Fourier transform, TO, can be replaced by the coefficients, Tik£  of

a two-dimensional Fourier series. The responses derived using each of

these coefficients are the response coefficients of a Fourier series

of an identical form. Where ik and it appear in the velocity response

equations, (4.2.72) and (4.2.73), they represent differentiation of the

series in x and y respectively.

The series of (4.6.1) has been fit to the forcing from the

-' I . . . . . - - , , ,. e si l ... II . . - . . . I I . . J , -I
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AIDJEX buoy data using a least squares technique. The maximum wave-

length is 704 km and coefficients for the first two harmonics in each

direction have been determined. The shortest wavelength for which

forcing has been determined is thus 352 km. The fundamental wavelength

was chosen because it nearly equaled the minimum dimension of the buoy

array and the lead spacing of 22 km is its sixth harmonic. The coeffi-

cients were determined at three hour intervals from 0200 April 8 to

1400 April 10 and the approximation of (4.6.1) accounts for about 50

percent of the total variance at the 39 data points.

As mentioned in Section 4.4 the forcing functions are best

represented by polynomials in time. So the Fourier coefficients of

(4.6.1) were approximated with sixth order polynomials using a least

squares curve fitting program. The errors in doing so amount to less

than 10 percent of the values. Figure 4.14 shows a plot of the sum of

the polynomial fits for TlkV. Because the coordinate system is cen-

tered at Big Bear, only the coefficients TlkZ produce any vertical

disturbance there. The trigonometric terms of the other coefficients

in (4.6.1) are all zero. Thus the plot of Figure 4.14 is representa-

tive of the total long wavelength forcing at x - y - 0. Comparison

with the other plots in Figure 4.14 indicates the long wavelength

forcing at Big Bear is comparable to the wind forcing and stress forc-

ing estimated from the AIDJEX manned camp triangle. This inspires con-

fidence in the values especially since the "wind forcing" is based on a

completely different data set than the other two types of forcing.

In order to estimate the short wavelength forcing the ice is

assmed to be broken into strips 20 km wide with 2 kn gaps or leads

i. .,I
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between them. This is a crude representation of the pattern observed

in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. Because stress is constant under each

strip, the forcing is zero there and is concentrated in the narrow

leads. Figure 4.16 shows a sketch illustrating an approximation to

this situation. The forcing is represented as a square wave of con-

stant amplitude symmetric around Big Bear with an average value equal

to the total long wave forcing. A series such as T can be composed

into a Fourier series. From Lathi (1965),

TL + nAL 2nn

S T 2 mSaT-) cos L (4.6.2)
nwl

where

Sa (0) sin 0Sae e (4.6.3)

* and Tm is both the average forcing over the region and, by nature of

* the geometry of the situation, the scale for the fluctuations about

the mean.

In this work T is approximated with the total long wavelength

* forcing, Toa, at Big Bear because it is the best estimate of the large

scale average forcing. The model of Figure 4.16 thus relates the short

wavelength forcing to the long wavelength forcing. The approximation

* is only applicable over a radius about Big Bear which is small relative

to the shortest wavelength component of the long wave forcing (i.e., a

35 km radius about Big Bear). However, it should be pointed out that

• the scheme does not create energy at short wavelengths out of nothing.

Rather it reconstructs the energy in the spectrum which is filtered

.. .
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out of the position measurements by the large station spacing.

For AL - 2 km and L - 22 km the first five values of S (n) areaL
given in Table 4.2.

* Table 4.2

S (n) for - n - 1-5a

$ n 1 2 3 4 5

S (n) .9865 .9465 .8821 .7962 .6932
a

S

For such narrow pulses the wave number spectra obviously drops off very

slowly with increasing wave number. Using equations (4.6.2) and

(4.6.3) the forcing for wavelengths 22, 11, 5.5, 2.75 and 1.375 km haveS

been estimated. Because of the broad band nature of the signal, the

short wavelength components are all nearly twice the total long wave-

length forcing.

The only remaining harmonic wavelengths unaccounted for are the

intermediate values, 176 km, 88 km, and 44 km. The actual forcing is

not really the same in each lead as shown in Figure 4.16, but undoubt-S

edly varies with an amplitude of the same order as the magnitude of the

pulses. These variations are due to variation of the intermediate

wavelengths which are not resolved by the navigation buoy triangles and

are not included in the approximation of (4.6.2). Here their amplitude

is assumed equal to that of the 22 km component. The intermediate and

short wave forcing components are assumed to be cosines in y which sumI

constructively at y - 0. This will yield a response at y = 0 with a

•."ta
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maximum possible amplitude. Presumably the sine components may be of

similar magnitude but they produce no displacement at Big Bear (y 0).

Using the forcing functions described above, equation (4.2.58)

was solved for vertical displacement using formulas (4.4.16) through

(4.4.24) to compute the convolution integral. The first 49 normal

modes were used and the 49th mode was found to have a response equal

to about 2 percent of the first mode. The result of this computation

for the upper 100 m of the water column is shown in Figure 4.17.

In Figure 4.17 the response of isopycnals initially positioned

at 5 m intervals from 5 m depth to 85 m depth are shown along with the

observed response as functions of time starting at 0000 AST on April 8,

1976. In addition the response of the seasonal pycnocline is repre-

sented by the response at 38 m. The response generally resembles the

total long wave forcing function of Figure 4.14 because the forcing is

dominated by frequencies lower than the natural frequencies of the in-

ternal wave modes and the forced response follows the forcing. The

maximum response occurs near the seasonal pycnocline. The isopycnal at

38 m rises initially then drops to 0.70 m below its initial position by

14.5 hours. Subsequently the pycnocline rises steadily to 1.6 m above

its initial position by 60.0 hours. During the rise, three weak oscil-

lations occur about 10.0 hours apart.

The predicted response at the pycnocline is similar to the ob-

served response in that it involves an initial depression followed by

rebound with oscillation at frequencies slightly greater than the iner-

tial frequency. Just as was suggested in the simple explanation of the

observed response, during the initial stages of the storm, the

.~~~~~~~~~I .-- ....... .... A
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northwesterly ice motion to the west of Big Bear forces the pycnocline

down due to Ekman pumping. After the storm passes Big Bear, reversal

of the stress curl causes the pycnocline to be pumped back up. The

oscillations occur with a period of about 10 hours. The frequency is

greater than the inertial because the fluctuations are due to free

oscillations of the internal wave modes.

The predicted and observed response of the seasonal pycnocline

agree fairly well in phase. The maximum observed depression occurs

between 11.0 hours and 15.0 hours, depending on which isopycnal is be-

ing considered, and the maximum depression in the theoretical response

occurs at 14.5. Both the observed and predicted response begin before

the wind speed starts to increase. This occurs for two reasons. The

pycnocline motion is forced by the integral of the surface stress curl

and the response is greatest at large length scales. Thus, the re-

sponse at the pycnocline starts, not when the local wind stress begins

to rise, but when the integral of stress curl averaged over a large

distance (ex. 200 km) begins to rise. As a storm moves toward a site

such as the AMLE camp, the large scale components of the integral of

stress curl rise locally before the storm front arrives.

The observed and predicted responses also reach maxima more

than five hours before the local wind speed reaches a maximum at 19.7

hours. For the most part, this is because the April 8 storm intensi-

fied after passing Big Bear and, as a result, the integral of stress

curl went to zero and changed sign before the region of maximum stress

arrived.

It should be added that the vertical velocity and components of
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the horizontal velocity are proportional to the stress curl, not the

integral of stress curl, and thus, lead the peak stress even more than

the vertical displacement does. This is the most likely explanation

for the observations by J. D. Smith (personal communication) indicating

that the relative water velocity begins to rise a few hours before the

local wind during the passage of an arctic storm.

Aside from the qualitative agreement in the form of the re-

sponse and phase relationships, the predicted and observed responses

disagree in several ways. An obvious deficiency is that the predicted

response is significantly smaller than the observed response. The sec-

ond problem is that the predicted response continues to rise after the

storm passes Big Bear while the observed response stops and levels off

at or slightly below the initial position. Finally, the predicted re-

spouse is relatively constant with depth at least with regard to phase,

while the observed response shows marked differences above and below 50

m. These dissimilarities will be discussed in order.

The maximum depression of the predicted response is 0.7 m while

the observed response is 2 m at 38 m depth and 3 m at 45 m depth. Thus

the predicted response in the first 24 hours is a factor of three toa
four too small. One explanation for this is that the forcing compo-

nents at wavelengths of 176 km and less are too small. This is actu-

ally unlikely. The forcings at these scales have been estimated in aS
simple way from the long wavelength forcing by assuming the stress curl

and divergence occur in a few narrow leads and that the variations be-

tween the forcing in leads is of the same order as the forcing in indi-

vidual leads. Table 4.3 shows the contribution to the total predicted4
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displacement of the pycnocline due to the various short and intermedi-

ate wavelength forcings along with the total long wavelength response.

The intermediate length forcingr Lombine to produce 60 percent of the

total response. The response at each is about twice the total due to

long wavelength forcing because the intermediate scale forcings are

assumed to be equal to the 22 km forcing (twice the total long wave-

length forcing). It is conceivable that the Big Bear camp was in a

region of very intense surface stress gradients and the intermediate

scale forcing should be three or four times as large. However, the

forcing at 176 km is already nearly an order of magnitude greater than

the individual long wavelength components and, in this regard, further

increases are difficult to justify. The model probably is yielding the

maximum conceivable response of the pycnocline due to surface stress.

As will be shown in the next chapter the addition of forcing by buoy-

ancy flux is necessary to account for the magnitude of the observed

response at the pycnocline.

The predicted rise of the isopycnals after the storm are most

likely due to an incorrect estimate of the intermediate wavelength

forcing. The large increase in the total long wavelength forcing is

caused by a rapid northwesterly ice motion at Blue Fox. If this ice

motion is due to localized activity at Blue Fox the intermediate scale

., forcing at Big Bear should not reflect the large positive forcing after

April 8. If the intermediate and small scale forcings simply returned

to the level achieved at 14.5 hours and remained there, the predicted

response would only rise to .6 m below equilibrium by 60 hours. In
o
order to achieve a response similar to that observed at 45 m the
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-6
forcing at wavelengths of 176 km and shorter should drop to -10- dynes

-3 -7 3
cm by 18.0 hours and then rise to --4.0 x 10 dynes cm by about

24.0 hours. After that time the intermediate and small scale forcing

should remain nearly constant.

Although imposing the artificial forcing discussed above would

force the response to resemble the observed pycnocline displacement it

would not recreate the observed variations in response with depth. The

observed response is quite different above and below 50 m. The isopyc-

nals above 50 m indicate initial depression followed by partial rebound

while the 25.6 isopycnal drops 1 m between 0.0 hours and 2.0 hours and

rises slowly back to the initial position by 24.0 hours. The 26.0 iso-

pycnal drops slightly at first but for the most part is characterized

by a slow rise of about 4.0 m between 11.0 hours and 32.0 hours. The

predicted response displays the same general pattern, depression and

rebound, at all depths and only the amplitude changes, decreasing with

depth below the seasonal pycnocline. The response at 80 m is 60 per-

cent of the response at 38 m. The rise of the isopycnals predicted by

the model might be representative of the observed rise of isopycnals

below 50 m but the phase of the predicted rise lags the observed by

about 10 hours. Modifications to the intermediate wavelength forcing

would not have a substantial effect on vertical structure because the

forcing acts slowly and the mode shapes at all the important wave-

lengths are nearly identical. Therefore, changes in the intermediate

scale forcing have a similar effect at all depths. It would seem that

an entirely different process is acting at depths below 50 m.

Figure 4.18 shows the response to surface stress throughout the
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water column. The vertical scales for the displacements are given on

the right and the initial depths are on the left. The upper line is

the displacement at 50 m depth. The interesting thing about the plot

is that the response is confined to the upper 250 m. It decays

smoothly with depth in spite of the inclusion of a large number of

modes with significant amplitude at depth. In fact, all the modal re-

sponses reinforce near the pycnocline but interact destructively below.

It is in one sense disappointing that all the interesting high modal

structure is wiped away in the total response. However, the result is

intuitively satisfying in that convergence in the mixed layer results

in a simple downward deflection of the pycnocline, and, for rapid

changes in forcing, produce little motion at depth.

The simplicity of the response also suggests the pycnocline de-

flection might be predictable using a two layer model but such a model

would be incapable of producing the rapid decay in response with depth

shown in Figure 4.18. For long wavelengths, letting N go to zero below

the pycnocline would produce vertical deflections which would decay

linearly with depth (shallow water wave) while the disturbance actually

decays more rapidly with depth, not because the waves are short, but

because they are transient in time and cannot penetrate the weak strat-

ification of the main pycnocline instantaneously. If a two layer model

were to be used effectively to study forced transient behavior, the

lower layer should be made artifically shallow (ex. 250 m) so that

energy input may remain concentrated near the surface during the ini-

tial response. The artificially shallow layer would take the place of

the stratification below the top pycnocline in the complete model.
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Figure 4.19 shows U velocity contour plots produced by the

stress forced internal wave model. The velocities are those produced

by the cos kx sin ky and sin kx cos Zy components of long wave forcing

[T3kt and T4ki in (4.6.1)] plus intermediate and short wave forcing

components with magnitudes equal to those used to produce the displace-

ment plots. The velocity is thus not directly related to the displace-

ments shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 but is representative of the type

of velocity field one would expect to be associated with such displace-

ments. Figure 4.20 shows V velocity contours in time and depth for the

same forcing as used to derive the u velocity. The left hand plots in

both Figure 4.19 and 4.20 represent absolute velocity while the plots

on the right show the velocity relative to the average velocity in the

mixed layer.

Both the u and v velocity fluctuations are largest in the mixed

layer. This is because all modes respond by producing vertical dis-

placement in the same direction at the top pycnocline and, as a result,

the modal velocities, proportional to the gradient of vertical dis-

placements, add constructively in the mixed layer. Below the top pyc-

nocline the model velocities interfere. Almost all of the velocity

fluctuation is due to motion at the intermediate wavelengths because

the forcing is greatest for these components and, as was shown in Fig-

ure 4.11, the velocity response (Vp or V ) is greatest at intermediate
p p

wavelengths.
-1

The u velocity initially increases to 1.5 cm sec at 15.0

hours. The northerly velocity is geostrophically driven by sea surface

tilt upwards to the east. (The pycnocline slopes down to the east.)

i@A
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When the trend in vertical displacement reverses after 24.0 hours, the

average u velocity in the surface layer becomes negative and oscillates

with a growing amplitude. By 60.0 hours the amplitude of the oscilla-

tions is about 1.4 cm sec- 1 and the average velocity is -1.6 cm sec
-1

The V velocity displays similar oscillations of the same amplitude.

The oscillations occur at or near the inertial period and the V veloc-

ity lags the U velocity so as to produce inertial motion. The average

V velocity is nearly zero. It should be noted that the fluctuations in

V in the mixed layer do not satisfy continuity. The mass balance there

is maintained by the addition of the boundary layer flow which forces

the pycnocline down (or up). The V velocity due to the forced internal

wave solution is driven by the opposing pressure gradient which is set

up by sea surface tilt. This velocity is about 10 percent of the

boundary layer velocity and is neglected in zero surface displacement

models.

The oscillatory behavior is perhaps the most important feature

of the velocity plots. Vertical bands of velocity maxima appear in

both the predicted velocity contours shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 and

the observed velocity contours of Figures 3.9 and 3.10. In both the

observed and predicted data, the oscillations occur at or near the

inertial frequency. The observed oscillations occur at a frequency

slightly greater than the inertial frequency, but this is probably due

to the qualitative manner in which the oscillations are identified, the

short time over which they were observed and the influence of other

velocity disturbances. In contrast, oscillations of both predicted and

observed vertical displacement occur at periods significantly shorter

4

* i.
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than the inertial period (six hours to ten hours for the observed and

ten hours for the predicted). The energy content of vertical displace-

ment in the inertial frequency range is much smaller than that at the

natural frequencies of the internal wave modes. Thus, the displacement

oscillations appear at frequencies higher than the inertial period.

However, there is some energy at the inertial frequency in the forced

displacements and this energy excites inertial motion in the horizontal

velocity. Unlike inertial motions directly excited by stress in the

mixed layer, these inertial motions penetrate the pycnocline. This is

shown in both the observed and predicted velocity contours but is

especially apparent in the U velocity plot of Figure 4.19 where oscil-

lations extend as deep as 80 m. The phenomena is not as apparent in

the V velocity plot of Figure 4.20 because of the choice of contour

interval. Energy at the inertial frequency is transmitted across the

pycnocline, not by turbulent momentum transfer, but rather by the in-

ertial frequency component of the forced vertical displacements.

Aside from their general oscillatory character, the theoretical

and observed velocity contours do not compare very well. The amplitude

of the oscillations and mean values for the theoretical contours are

about one half or one third of the observed motions and the phases of

the oscillations are different. The latter problem is understandable

inasmuch as the velocity predictions were only intended to be repre-

sentative of the types of velocity patterns that might be encountered

during the storm.

L In suary, the response due to surface stress at the top pyc-

nocline is similar to the observed response in sense and phase. The

18__
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velocity response of the model is also similar in character (if not

phase) to the observed pattern, but the theoretical responses in both

displacement and velocity are a factor of two or three smaller than the

observed motions. This is in spite of the fact that, in developing the

theoretical forcing function, an effort was made to maximize the re-

sponse. Also the theoretical and actual vertical displacement disagree

below 50 m and after 24.0 hours. Therefore, though the response to

surface stress is significant it cannot account for all the observed

motions. Additional phenomena must have been active in order to pro-

duce the observed response of April 8.

The next section considers the effects of surface buoyancy flux

on internal wave motions. It will be shown that this type of forcing

may cause displacements comparable to those due to surface stress and,

when combined with the theoretical response to surface stress, produces

a motion at the seasonal pycnocline similar to that observed on April

8.

4.7 Response to Buoyancy Flux

The second possible cause of the observed disturbances is the

generation of internal wave motions by buoyancy flux in leads. It has

already been hypothesized that, during the April 8 storm, an array of

large leads opened at intervals of approximately 22 km. Such a pattern

would produce a buoyancy flux pattern which can be broken into Fourier

harmonics just as was the short wavelength stress forcing.

In examining the short wavelength forcing due to stress, the

motion of the lead system was ignored. Doing so was permissible for

MN S L-'-.
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that case because only the shortest wavelength components (wavelengthVL
< 11.0 km) are affected by ice motion and these produce little re-

sponse. Also, only high mode numbers (n > 15) have phase speeds as low

as the typical ice velocity. These high modes produce responses with

amplitudes two orders of magnitude less than those of the low modes.

So, even if they were driven as resonance for one day they would only

increase by one order of magnitude and would still be small. In con-

trast, the proper application of the buoyancy flux model requires that

the ice velocity be accounted for in some manner because, in the model,

horizontal spreading of the surface layer density disturbance is due

only to movement of the buoyancy flux source. Lateral diffusion due

to turbulence and convective circulation is ignored. If it is assumed

that the leads and buoyancy flux pattern are as shown in Figure 4.16

but that the ice is moving at a constant velocity vi perpendicular to

the leads, the buoyancy flux can be decomposed into Fourier harmonics:

FBO c cs 2  (Y - v + F AL H(t) (4.7.1)

where

tiL
c a 2 FBL S - (4.7.2)

and FBL is tke buoyancy flux in each lead. A more convenient form for

the fluctuating buoyancy flux is the non-dimensional form,

FB J-1l Aj(cos Wit cos Zjy + sin w t sin I y) H(t) (4.7.3)

" 0 v
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where

j 27TH vi vi
j L Hf jHf

Using (4.3.23) and the relation between W and u, in (4.2.1), the non-

dimensional magnitude A. is found for a velocity scale corresponding to

u2]

C c. c
Au = _a

= F u2 6f 6f

The Laplace transform of this equation is

B° X Aj(o 2 " w2
y cos + sin 9jy (4.7.4)

and the equivalent pressure forcing is

-6(o 2 + w2)
P = G(B2 + G B (4.7.5)
iB a(21 o

j A6 (02 + W2)(G2 +I)

J- l

+ J (( 2 + Wa)
+a( 2 +W)(o 2 + 1) sin 9,jYJ

When this equivalent pressure is used to drive vertical displacements

1
the results are satisfactory but the C2 -+1 term causes a resonant

growth of inertial motions in the velocity solution. For this reason

02 is assumed small relative to unity. Such an approximation amounts

to an assumption that the boundary layer motions are quasi-geostrophic.

• . .. ~ I'
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That is, accelerations in the boundary layer are assumed small relative

to the Coriolis acceleration. Also C is much less than w G' Making

these assumptions the Laplace transform equation for displacement is

nRA 6k "n G

p " = (a2 + W2 )(0 2 + 2) (4.7.6)
Jl n=l nn n

(cos 9jy + sin k y)

Using (4.2.69) and (4.2.70), the equations for velocity are

OD 0 'R k 2A.SZ w3 G
Rp. j G

p I-W X2 (02 + 1)(G2 + W2)(02 + 2)
j 1nnl1 n n n

" c. (4.7.7)

(sin ity - Cos z)

and

V 2 P 2 "n WaG
p w X2  (02 + 1)(12 + W 2 ) (G2 + W.)

j=l n=l n n n

(4.7.8)

(- sin kjy +--A- cos Ly (

The inverse transforms for displacement and the velocities are

Go 00 nRPAI~lc 2  Ad Bd bt o
I I X - X . [ cos w t + - sin w t Cos y

Sjl n l n n L I. n

(4.7.9)

+Fd-n(l - cos wnt) + E (1 - cos wjt) sin X

wn Wi Y

* -. ~..
NILL-.
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00I i pR k 2A.R

n= (u s i n t j y - u 2 Cos ky) (4.7.10)
j=l n=l nn

and

00 O 'R kVA 6R

n= X2  (-vI sin ky + v cos Z y) (4.7.11)

where

w

A =-B - nO 2 (4.7.12)
J n

A B
u I  __ sin w t +-- sin w.t + c sin t (4.7.13)wn n U W v

A w, B
u = v2 (1 - cos w t) + - (I - cos W t) (4.7.14)2 W n n W j

+ CvLj (1 - cos t)

v= A cos w t + B cos W t + c cos t (4.7.15)
V. n v j V

v 2 = j u 1  (4.7.16)

Ad
Av (1 - W2 ) (4.7.17)

n

B= d
B = d (4.7.18)v ( - o )

and

WW2

C " - 1) Gi 1) (4.7.19)
n 1
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To simulate conditions at Big Bear, only the first three har-

monics, wavelengths = 22, 11, and 5.5 km, have been used. As will be

shown, the 5.5 km wavelength appears to be the shortest wavelength for

which it is appropriate to neglect horizontal diffusion. Equations
9

(4.7.9) through (4.7.11) were evaluated numerically for several posi-

tions and ice velocities. The buoyancy flux in the leads was calcu-

lated from the ice growth rate. This was estimated using equations
9

(3.4.3) and (3.4.5). For the -15°C temperature difference between the

air and the sea water on April 8 and a 5 m/sec wind speed, the salt

flux from open water is 4.36 x 10 gm cm sec . This corresponds to

a buoyancy flux of -3.3 x 10- 3 cm2 sec - 3 . It was assumed for the pur-

poses of calculating the response with the analytic expressions

(4.7.9), (4.7.10) and (4.7.11) that the leads opened at 0000 AST on

April 8, remained open for 24 hours, and then closed abruptly. The as-

umption of an open water condition produces a maximum buoyancy flux but

corresponds to the comon situation in which wind blows grease ice to

one side of an open lead keeping the lead surface ice free. When the

wind stops, the ice cover begins to grow and the buoyancy flux de-

creases rapidly. The model is linear so the cessation of forcing is

implemented in the model by adding the response to a step forcing of

opposite sign at 24.0 hours to the response continuing from 0.0 hours.

Figure 4.21 and 4.22 are plots of isopycnal responses as a

function of time, assuming the ice velocity is initially 5 cm/sec in

the negative y direction and then goes to zero at 24.0 hours. The re-

sponse is that which would be observed from a point moving with the ice

but initially at -12.38 im. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 illustrate the same

1,
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measuredpredicted

0

4CC

TIME
(hrs. after 0000 AST, April 8, 1976)

Figure 4.21. Predicted isopycnal responses in the upper 90 m of

the water column to buoyancy flux in leads open on April 8. The
response is as viewed from ice moving at -5 cm sec-1 for 24 hours
and stopped thereafter. The initial position is -12.375 km.
Dashed lines represent observations. Note relatively better
agreement at 45 m and above.
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Figure 4.24. Predicted isopycnal responses over the full ocean
Sg depth for conditions identical to those of Figure 4.21 except the

initial position of the observation point is -8.25 km.
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situation except for an initial position of -8.25 km. Figures 4.21 and

4.23 show only the response in the upper 80 m while Figures 4.22 and

4.24 show the response over the whole water column.

The values of the independent parameters (ice velocity and

position) used in making the figures were chosen in part with the idea

of trying to duplicate certain aspects of the experimentally observed

behavior. Figure 3.5 shows the assumed ice velocity pattern to be a

crude compromise between the ice velocities indicated by navigation

data and current meter data, but, in fact, neither the true velocity

pattern nor the lead position and configuration is known precisely. As

comparison of Figures 4.21 and 4.23 indicates, the response as viewed

from the ice varies significantly with the assumed initial position and

ice velocity. Thus, rather than attempting to show the response for

all combinations of independent parameters it has been decided to se-

lect cases which most nearly reproduce important features of the ob-

served response. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 are representative of the type

of behavior observed above 50 m while Figures 4.23 and 4.24 are repre-

senatative of that below 50 m. The fact that the shapes of the re-

sponses are so different for different positions and velocities is im-

portant. Obviously the response is concentrated at small length scales

because the forcing occurs at short length scales. The response varies

with initial position and velocity because the wavelengths are compar-

able to the distance traveled by the ice in one day.

Figure 4.21 indicates the pycnocline initially deepens 1.2 m by

15.0 hours then rebounds to .75 m below the initial depth by 24.0

hours. The response resembles that observed at the top pycnocline
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during the storm. The initial depression and rebound are similar al-

though the magnitude of the response is about half the observed re-

sponse.

[Comparing Figures 4.21 and 4.22 with Figures 4.17 and 4.18, one
discovers a basic difference between the buoyancy flux response and the

surface stress response. While the surface stress response is a maxi-

mum at the seasonal pycnocline and decays rapidly below that depth, the

buoyancy flux increases with depth down to 250 m. The buoyancy flux

produces internal motion as would a surface pressure disturbance. Be-

cause the pressure response (Figure 4.9) decreases much more rapidly

with increasing mode number than does the surface stress response (Fig-

ure 4.8), the vertical structure in Figures 4.21 through 4.24 tends to

be dominated by the low order modes. As a result, fewer modes are

important to the total response and the maximum response occurs deep in

the water column. The high frequency oscillations superimposed on the

general response are due to natural oscillations of the low order

modes. For example, the oscillations at mid-depth in Figure 4.22 occur

with a period of about 3.5 hours which nearly corresponds to the natu-

ral frequency of the fourth mode for the 5.5 km wavelength and the sec-S

ond mode for the 11.0 km wavelength. The high frequency oscillations

appear to beat, indicating they are the result of a combination of

several modes with nearly equal natural frequencies. Finally, with

regard to Figure 4.22, the low frequency motion or trend toward deepen-

ing of the isopycnals extends deeper than the initial response. The

isopycnal deflection at 60 hours decreases nearly linearly-with depth

while the initial depression below the final equilibrium depth is

ONE.
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negligible below 1,000 m. One would expect this to occur; the pene-

tration depth of high frequency disturbances driven at the surface is

less than low frequency disturbances.

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the same response as Figures 4.21

and 4.22 but observed from a different location. At this position the

pycnocline initially deepens .5 m until 8.0 hours when it begins to

rise, finally reaching a depth 0.9 m shallower than the initial depth.

The response resembles that observed below 50 m on April 8, 1976 but

is about one half the magnitude of the observed response.

The most important aspects of the buoyancy flux response are

that it varies so much over short distances and that it is of the same

order as the stress response. Actually the two characteristics are re-

lated. Magaard (1973) found the buoyancy flux response to be a small

but significant fraction of the stress response. The most fundamental

difference between the situation he discussed and that studied here is

that, due to the unique geometry of Arctic leads, the length scales for

buoyancy flux forcing are smaller for an ice covered ocean than for a

temperate ocean. Equation (4.7.6) indicates the displacement response

is proportional to k' (note: wGe). This effect is partially offset by

a decrease in R with increasing k but the response to buoyancy flux
p

still increases with increasing k. Thus, the buoyancy flux is large

precisely because the length scales over which the forcing acts are

small.

In fact the predicted response could be made even larger by

adding even higher wave number components but this would not be real-

istic because horizontal dispersion of the salinity disturbance, which

.. . ...* .. . *....-
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has been neglected in the model, should reduce the high wave numberp
forcing. Salt rejected during freezing at the surface of a lead is

spread horizontally, not only by motion of the ice pack, but also by

convective circulations in the mixed layer. Smith (1973) indicatesS
these circulations may easily extend a couple of kilometers from the

lead. The model neglects this effect and the edges of the density dis-

turbance in the mixed layer are assumed to remain sharp, giving rise

to forcing at very high wave numbers. In reality, the convective

circulations must smooth the edges of the disturbance, eliminating

forcing with characteristic lengths shorter than a few kilometers. As

will be shown below, the modeled velocities give an indication of the

minimum wavelength suitable for inclusion in the forcing.

Figure 4.25 shows the u velocity pattern as seen from the mov-

ing ice initially at y - -12.38 km and Figure 4.26 shows the corres-

ponding V velocity pattern. The plot on the left in each figure is a

contour plot of absolute velocity and the plot on the right is the

velocity relative to the average velocity in the mixed layer. The U
-l

velocity in the mixed layer initially drops to -12 cm sec by 8.5 hours

then rises gradually to 7 cm sec - 1 by 24.0 hours. After forcing stops

-1at 24.0 hours the average value of U is 6 cm sec and oscillations

occur about this average value with an amplitude of 4 cm sec . The

mean u velocity is maintained by a geostrophic balance with the steady$

state vertical displacement which varies in the y direction only.

The v velocity in the mixed layer initially increases to 10 cm
-1 -I

sec by 12.5 hours then decreases to 4 cm sec by 24.0 hours. After

the buoyancy flux stops, the average value of V goes to zero and only

4 i41
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inertial oscillations of 4 cm sec amplitude are observed.

The relative velocity contours bear a resemblance to the ob-

served relative velocity contours of Figures 3.9 and 3.10. (The ob-

served contours are indicated by dotted lines in Figures 4.25 and

4.26.) Because the buoyancy flux response is dominated by low modes,

the shear is relatively weak and thus, the amplitudes of the relative

velocities in the upper 90 m are significantly less than the absolute

velocities. The inertial frequency oscillations appear as shears of
-i

nearly 2 cm sec amplitude between 20 m and 90 m. The relative u ve-
-i

locity is offset by -2 cm sec after 24.0 hours and the predicted os-

cillations in u are of the same size as the observed oscillations. The

only area of disagreement is the phase; the predicted +4 cm/sec peak at

10.0 hours leads the observed motions by two hours or so and the ob-

served oscillation at 25.0 hours is not predicted by the model. The

oscillations in u after 39.0 hours are not as sharply defined as those

predicted by the model. Figure 4.26 indicates the modeled perturba-

tions in V match the observed motions quite well in phase even during

the storm. The difference is the observed velocities are offset -2

cm/sec while the predicted velocities oscillate about zero. As with

the experimental data and the velocities predicted for the stress

forced problem, the inertial oscillations show only a gradual change

across the pycnocline indicating energy at the inertial frequency is

transferred across the top pycnocline. As explained in the previous

section, this transfer is achieved by pressure fluctuations rather than

by turbulent momentum transfer.

In spite of the fair agreement between the observed and
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predicted relative velocities, the absolute velocities seem rather

high, being of the same order as typical boundary layer velocities. As

a matter of fact, the peak velocities due to these waves are even

-I
higher, nearly 25 cm sec at some locations. The high velocities are

due to the 5.5 km component of the motion and if it is eliminated

from the model, the peak internal wave velocities are on the order of

-l
5 cm sec and the vertical displacements are about 0.5 m, values which

are quite reasonable. The reason for this can be seen by examining

equations (4.7.7) and (4.7.8). The ratio between velocity and dis-

placement increases in proportion to k. So, for very high wave num-

bers, the horizontal velocity in the mixed layer becomes unreasonably

large.

In a crude way, the increase in velocity with wave number gives

some indication of the minimum wavelength suitable for inclusion in the

forcing and consequently the length scale over which horizontal spread-

ing of the salinity disturbance near a lead is important. If high hori-

zontal velocities were to occur at high wave numbers in the mixed layer

the motions would tend to spread out the density disturbance, thus

drastically reducing the high wave number forcing. This feedback mech-

anism is not included in the model; the shape of the density disturb-

ance is unaffected by the horizontal velocity in the mixed layer. For

wavelengths less than 5.5 km the model produces horizontal velocities

much larger than those observed in nature indicating density disturb-

ances due to leads must smooth out to wavelengths no less than 5.5 km.

The length scale corresponding to this is about I km and is of the same

order as Smith's estimate (Smith, 1973a) of the spreading lengths due
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to convection.

The results above indicate it is safe to assume the internal

wave driven buoyancy flux produce vertical displacements from 0.5 m to

-i
1.0 m with velocities on the order of 5 to 10 cm sec . Clearly such

disturbances are a significant factor in the response of the upper

ocean to storms.

4.8 A Combined Stress and Buoyancy
Flux Response

Obviously both stress forcing and buoyancy flux forcing were

active simultaneously during the April 8 storm. In order to explore

the effects of a combination of both kinds of forcing, the response to

surface stress developed in Section 4.6 has been combined with the re-

sponse to buoyancy flux as predicted for y= -12.38. The assumed loca-

tion of the ice camp relative to the idealized lead pattern is differ-

ent for the stress forced and buoyancy flux forced components but the

response is realistic anyway because the stress response at short wave-

lengths, where such a difference would matter, is small. The results

are basically due to stress forcing at long wavelengths and buoyancy

flux at short wavelengths. The combined vertical displacement is shown

in Figure 4.27 along with the observed response. The predicted re-

sponse displays a maximum depression at the top pycnocline of 1.9 m at

15.0 hours. By 60.0 hours the isopycnals rise with oscillations to a

depth about 0.8 m less than the initial depth. The response is of the

same general shape as that of the stress forced problem but the magni-

tude of the initial depression is much closer to the observed amplitude

and the subsequent rise of the isopycnals is more gradual. Thus, the

- . .. .. ,-.
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Figure 4.27. Combination of the stress forced isopycnal re-
response of Figure 4.21. Also shown is the observed response
of April 8.
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agreement with the observed displacements is fairly good above 50 m,

especially at 45 m.

Both the stress response and buoyancy flux response are con-

stant in shape with depth. Thus it has proven impossible to simultan-

eously match the response below 50 m and at the pycnocline by combining

the two. Because the buoyancy flux response increases slightly with

depth in the upper 80 m, the difference above and below 50 m was

thought to be explainable by superimposing the stress response and the

buoyancy flux response at y = -8.25 km (Figure 4.23). As it turns out

the result it a slightly modified version of the response in Figure

4.23. This is because the increase in the buoyancy flux response is

dominant and changes only slightly with depth below the pycnocline.

There are a couple of possible explanations for the difference

between the response at the pycnocline and that below 50 m. One is

that the camp was advected past a stationary disturbance below 50 m.

For example, the results of the previous section indicate buoyancy flux

under leads may drive disturbances below the pycnocline with amplitudes

on the order of one meter and at short wavelengths (i.e. 5 to 20 km).

Such disturbances persist after buoyancy flux stops. If such a feature

were created well before the storm and the manifestations of it at the

pycnocline were reduced due to turbulent mixing, it would appear to an

observer moving over it as a transient response below the pycnocline.

Another explanation is that the model of the response to buoy-

ancy flux in leads is not complete. As has been pointed out, the

circulation in the mixed layer near the lead has been included in a

very crude way. In fact lead driven circulation probably involves

I
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vertical displacement at the pycnocline which is not modeled here.

While the internal wave response involves a rise in the pycnocline

under a lead, the convective accelerations below the lead would require

the existence of a local region of high pressure and hence a local

downward deflection of the top pycnocline. Thus while the internal

wave response may cause a rise in the isopycnals below the pycnocline,

the neglected convective circulation in the mixed layer would cause a

drop at the pycnocline and the complete l'uoyancy flux response would

show more variation with depth than the model. A behavior similar to

this was observed on April 10 when a lead broke through the AMLE camp

(see Figure 4.27, observed response). The observed initial rise in the

isopycnals below 40 m was even more rapid than can be predicted with

the model. Because of the nonlinear nature of the convective accelera-

tions, the error in neglecting convection is probably only important

near the lead.

The combined velocity response corresponding to Figures 4.17&

and 4.21 is dominated by the buoyancy flux response and is similar to

that of Figures 4.25 and 4.26. As has been pointed out, the predicted

absolute velocities are somewhat high, but the relative velocity pat-

tern is similar to the observed pattern.

As was mentioned previously, the combined response of Figure

4.27 is somewhat artificial. Because the exact character of both theC

buoyancy flux forcing and the surface stress forcing is unknown, they

were chosen in part with the idea of making the modeled response agree

with the observed response. In spite of this and in spite of the dis-C
crepancies between the modeled and observed responses, the results doSML
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indicate that at least the forced internal motions discussed here cause

significant motions in the upper pycnocline and must make some contri-

bution to the storm response. Also the fact that they produce disturb-

ances which persist after a storm is over implies they cause a great

deal of horizontal structure in the density and velocity fields over a

large range of wavelengths. Perhaps the most unique result of the last

two sections is that, due to the strong forcing in closely spaced

leads, the buoyancy flux response may be greater than the stress re-

sponse in an ice covered ocean.

e'



* Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary thrust of this dissertation has been the elucida-

tion of the role of forced internal waves in the dynamics of the upper

Arctic Ocean. The work was motivated by measurements made with the

Arctic Profiling System during the Arctic Mixed Layer Experiment. Ob-

servations made during a storm on April 8, 1976 indicate that a forced

internal response caused deepening of the pycnocline. The downward de-

flection of the isopycnals was initiated before the storm began at the

AMLE camp and a maximum deflection on the order of 2 m occurred five

hours before the maximum wind speed (9 m sec - ) was achieved. After

reaching maximum deflection, the isopycnals tended to rebound and os-

cillate with periods of about 10 hours. The horizontal velocity fluc-

tuations, measured relative to the average velocity between 10 m and

20 m, display oscillations near the inertial period.

In attempting to explain the observed response of April 8, the-

oretical models have been developed for the internal wave response to

surface stress, atmospheric pressure, and buoyancy flux. The models

allow arbitrary stratification and a realistic surface boundary condi-

tion. The total response is determined as a sum of responses of normal

-8 modes evaluated at a number of horizontal wavelengths.

The stress response derivation is unique in that it employs the

actual stratification observed in the Beaufort Sea and a simple body

* force approximation for shear stress. This works because the stress is

negligible below the weakly stratified surface layer. The response of
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each mode is derived using two approaches, a normal mode decomposition

and integration of the equations of motion in the mixed layer. The

latter method is original but it involves an inverse Laplace transfor-

mation technique similar to that used by Leonov and Miropolskiy (1973).

The results of the two types of derivation are the same. The actual

forcing function for vertical displacement is the sum of the stress di-

vergence and the time integral of stress curl.

The response to surface pressure has been derived for arbitrary

stratification using normal mode decomposition. The results are com-

pared with those obtained using the method of Leonov and Miropolskiy

(1973) and the two approaches are found to yield identical results.

The internal wave response to buoyancy flux has also been de-

rived in an extension of the method used by Magaard (1973). Arbitrary

stratification is used and vertical diffusion is assumed to occur in-

stantaneously in a thin surface mixed layer. The results indicate the

buoyancy flux forcing can be converted to an equivalent surface press-

ure forcing and the internal wave response can be found using the

pressure response.

The transfer functions relating modal vertical displacements

and the forcing functions have resonances at the internal wave natural

frequencies and the transfer functions for modal horizontal velocity

display resonances at the internal wave natural frequencies and at the

inertial frequency. There is a maximum in each modal velocity transfer

function at a length scale corresponding to the Rossby radius of defor-

mation for that mode.

In applying the model to the events of April 8, scaling
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arguments have been used to show that the response to atmospheric

pressure is negligible. The internal wave response is dominated by

surface stress and buoyancy flux and this study is unique in that these

forcing functions are estimated on the basis of real data. When using
i

stress and buoyancy forcing functions representative of conditions on

April 8, internal wave responses can be produced which reproduce most

of the features shown in the observed data records.

The theoretical response to surface stress only agrees with the

observations in the form and phase of the initial response at the top

pycnocline. The model also predicts oscillations in velocity similar

to those observed experimentally. However, the maximum possible dis-

placement which can be predicted is 0.7 m, about one-third of the ob-

served response. Also, the form of the theoretical and observed re-

sponses at the top pycnocline differ after 24.0 hrs. and the predicted

vertical displacements vary little with depth while the observed re-

sponse below 50 m is different from that above. In short, though the

model results indicate the stress response is an important component of

the storm response it cannot account for all the observed motions.

There are a couple of difficulties which arise in solving the

stress forced problem. These suggest areas for future work. The first

problem involves estimating the forcing. In this study the model forc-

ing was estimated using navigation data from the AIDJEX buoy array and,

while that network was the most complete one ever designed, the grid

spacing was still too large to estimate the forcing at intermediate

length scales. So, the model forcings at these length scales had to

be inferred from those at larger length scales. Future studies of

•X__
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Arctic mixed layer dynamics would benefit from a knowledge of the ice

motion over a broader range of length scales, especially the intermedi-

ate scales, 10 km to 100 km.

The other problem, which is shared with the buoyancy flux

forced model, is that horizontal variations in density structure, which

the model ignores, may trap internal wave energy in certain regions.

The model results (particularly for buoyancy flux forcing) indicate

there exist persistent variations in isopycnal depth, on the order of

1 m, at short length scales. The effect of such variations on forced

internal waves should be assessed with a model which incorporates hori-

zontal variations in the density field.

The buoyancy flux component of the internal wave response is

especially important in the Arctic. The situation is unique in an ice

covered ocean as opposed to a temperate ocean in that the buoyancy flux

in leads produces forcing at relatively short wavelengths. Therefore,

because the vertical displacement response is proportional to k4 , the

theoretical buoyancy flux response estimated for April 8 is fairly

large (1.2 m) relative to the maximum stress response (0.7 m). Because

of the short wavelengths involved, the form of the buoyancy flux re-

sponse varies markedly with horizontal position, but unfortunately it

cannot produce the variations in vertical displacement with depth ob-

served on April 8.

The two major problems withthe buoyancy flux response model are

an imprecise knowledge of the lead distribution around the ice camp and

the neglect of horizontal dispersion in the mixed layer. The absence

of a detailed map of the lead distribution around the AMLE camp has

| 1'
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necessitated the use of a hypothetical distribution. In future experi-

mental studies of the Arctic mixed layer, the lead patterns over a 60

km grid should be measured periodically by aerial photography.

Neglecting horizontal dispersion around the leads causes sev-

eral difficulties. Because, lead convection tends to smooth out the

density disturbances and eliminate high wave number forcing, neglecting

the effect results in an unrealistically large response for very large

values of k. Also, the lead convection component of motion must in-

volve vertical motion at the pycnocline and thus, a combined internal

wave, lead convection response would probably show more variation in

vertical displacement with depth than the internal wave response alone,

at least near the lead. Including a lead convection response might ac-

count for the differences in displacement above and below 50 m dis-

played in the measurements.

In order to produce a response comparable in magnitude to the

observed motions, the buoyancy flux response and the surface stress re-

sponse must be combined. Doing so, the model compares favorably with

the data, at least with regard to the pycnocline displacement. It is

natural that a combined model should produce the best agreement with
3L

data because both stress forcing and buoyancy flux were active during

the storm. However, like the stress response, the combined model re-

sponse differs from the observations below 50 m.
z

A likely explanation for the departures of the theoretical re-

sponse from the actual response is that the effects of small scale dis-

turbances left over from previous lead activity have not been accounted

for. The theoretical results presented here indicate the buoyancy flux

W#
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from leads cause forced internal wave motions at short wavelengths (of

order 10 km) and these disturbances persist in some form after buoyancy

flux stops. They involve isopycnal displacements on the order of one

meter throughout the main pycnocline. Velocity disturbances of several

centimeters per second occur and, though they are maximum at the sur-

face, they extend well into the main pycnocline. Furthermore the lead

convection process in the mixed layer (which is highly idealized in the

model) responds to similar surface density gradients and should produce

comparable mixed layer velocity perturbations, some fraction of which

must persist after the lead closes. The features left over from lead

activity near the top pycnocline might be modified or smoothed out by

turbulent mixing due to surface stress. As a result of the processes

described above, the upper Arctic Ocean must be characterized by a

great deal of variability down to horizontal length scales of 5 km to

10 km and the presence of these "fossil" disturbances should have an

important effect on the observed response, particularly where the im-

mediate ocean response to a storm is small or after an extended period

of time. The storm response measured from a moving ice camp may con-

sist of equal parts of an immediate storm response and a long term ap-

parent response due to movement of the ice over the small scale dis-

turbances generated by prior lead activity. This was probably the sit-

uation on April 8. The initial disturbance of the seasonal pycnocline

was due to the immediate effects of surface stress and buoyancy flux in

leads. However, the magnitude of the immediate storm response de-

creased below the seasonal pycnocline, and after 24.0 hours the dis-

placement of the ice camp relative to any "fossil" disturbances would
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have become quite large. Thus, the changes due to passage through such

fossil disturbances might account for the deviations between observa-

tion and theory.

It is useful to consider briefly the magnitude of the forced

response which might be encountered under other typical Arctic condi-

tions. This yields both some idea of what type of initial storm re-

sponses might be expected and rough bounds on the magnitude of the

small scale "fossil" disturbances. The stress forcing function in-

creases in proportion to the stress magnitude and duration and varies

inversely with the storm scale. While stress levels during the April
-2

8 storm were about .25 dyne cm and the duration was only one day, it
-2

is not uncommon for stresses to reach 1 dyne cm during storms which

may last for several days. Under such a situation, assuming the hori-

zontal scales of such a storm were comparable to those of the April 8

storm, the pycnocline displacement could be on the order of 6 m or 7 m.

The response to buoyancy flux may also be greater than that

discussed here. Buoyancy flux increases almost linearly with decreas-

ing air temperature and increasing wind speed. Thus, for a day on

which the temperature difference between the air and the water was -30

-i
degrees and the wind velocity was 10 m sec , the buoyancy flux in

leads might be expected to produce deflections of the isopycnals on the

order of 4 m, even if the wavelength components shorter than 10 km

were ignored. The "fossil" disturbance corresponding to such a re-

sponse would be of sufficient magnitude to explain a great deal of the

difference between the observed and predicted response discussed above.

How do the variations in pycnocline depth and velocity for

. {1
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these extreme cases compare with the general variability observed in

the Arctic Ocean? Smith and English (1973) have found from the anal-

ysis of three year's hydrographic data from T3 that the amplitude of

the annual variation in mixed layer depth is 4 m. The variability

about the annual cycle is on the same order. Thus, the variations in

density structure due to the most energetic internal waves are compar-

able to the long term variations in density structure and are presum-

ably the cause of the large variability.

Two points of general interest regarding forced internal waves

should be mentioned. First, both the buoyancy flux forcing and surface

stress forcing produce inertial oscillations. The oscillations are

greatest in the mixed layer but may extend through the pycnocline with-

out the existence of turbulent stress there. This seems odd at first

because free oscillations in the vertical cannot occur at the inertial

period. However, it must be remembered that the vertical motions being

discussed here are forced or transient motions and do possess energy at

the inertial frequency. This motion excites inertial frequency reso-

nance in the horizontal velocity. Similar phenomena may explain obser-

vations of inertial motion below the pycnocline. Sanford (1975) has

found inertial period motion at high mode numbers and at great depth.

These motions are probably excited not by stress but by the pressure

disturbances due to forced internal waves. The inertial motions should

be expected to be most prevalent at high mode numbers because the in-

ternal wave natural frequencies approach the inertial period for high

mode numbers. Sanford observes that the horizontal velocities are

quite different at a spatial scale of 10 km. This may be due to the
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fact that the velocity response is a maximum for length scales less

than the maximum modal Rossby radius (approximately 10 km).

A second point of interest is the fact, observed both experi-

mentally and theoretically, that the internal wave response begins be-

fore the local wind speed increases. According to the theoretical work

on waves driven by surface stress, there are two combined reasons for

this. The vertical displacement is driven by stress curl and diver-

gence, not local stress, and the response is greatest for large scale

forcing. When a sharply defined storm front moves into a region, the

stress divergence and integral of stress curl, averaged over some large

length scale (> 200 km), may begin to rise before the leading edge of

the storm arrives at a particular station within the region. For ex-

ample, consider an idealized storm with a very sharp front which causes

a wind stress curl pattern resembling a delta function. Suppose the

storm moves so slowly as to be virtually stationary. The forcing func-

tion may be broken into an infinite number of wave components but the

ocean responds the most to the long wave components. These components

will not sum to zero in front of the storm and the response will start

and continue there even while local conditions are completely calm.

During the April 8 storm the displacement response at the pyc-

nocline not only began before the storm started at Big Bear, but also

peaked before the peak wind speed was achieved. This is explained in

part by the fact that the peak in forcing due to stress divergence

tends to lead the peak stress. However, the integral of stress curl is

usually the dominant forcing term and the phase of this term relative

to peak stress will vary for different types of storms. The April 8

0 j;
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storm intensified after passing Big Bear and as a result the stress

curl went to zero and changed sign before the region of maximum stress

reached there. Hence, the maximum forcing and response occurred before

the local wind stress occurred. In general the region of pycnocline

response can be expected to spread beyond the boundaries of the storm.

In addition the peak in internal wave forcing and response may tend to

lead the storm center. The vertical velocity is driven simply by

stress curl and will thus tend to lead the local stress. As a result

some components of horizontal velocity will also lead the loqal stress.

In summarizing the work on forced internal waves, it can be

said that, at the very least, motions forced by a combination of sur-

face stress and buoyancy flux played an important part in the observed

storm response. Several factors indicate this is true. First, even

though, in the absence of complete data on the forcing, forcing func-

tions were estimated in an idealized way, the estimates are reasonable

and the magnitude of the resultant model responses are comparable to

the\observed motions. Second, the presence of stress forced internal

waves would explain why the oceanic response leads the atmospheric

forcing. Third, forced internal waves result in oscillations in verti-

cal displacement after the storm with periods shorter than the inertial

and such oscillations were observed after the April 8 storm. Finally,

forced internal waves produce inertial motions which extend through the

pycnocline and evidence of such motions also exists in the observed

velocity profiles. Because it is possible to duplicate so many as-

pects of the observed storm response it can be concluded that forced

internal waves were an important component of the observed response.

= '14'~2 '
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It has also been suggested that the deviations of the model from the

observations may be due to the presence of "fossil" disturbances gener-

ated by forced internal motions prior to the storm. Under cases of ex-

treme forcing, internal waves may be generated with an amplitude of

several meters.

Gaining a further understanding of forced internal waves will

require effort in two areas. First, in order to verify the model of

stress generated internal waves given here, an experiment should be

performed to simultaneously measure the stress forcing and ocean re-

sponse. This would require establishment of a navigation network with

a grid scale of about 20 km extending over a scale of 200 km. Oceano-

graphic measurements conducted within the array could be used to meas-

ure the response to the forcing measured by the navigation array.

Second, with regard to the buoyancy flux forced waves, a more sophisti-

cated model should be developed which would account for the effects of

horizontal diffusion and convection in the mixed layer. The validity

of such a theory could be tested with the same experimental scheme out-

lined above if accurate measurements of lead activity were made.

In addition to providing the impetus for a study of forced in-

ternal waves, data gathered during the AMLE gives some idea of the im-

portance of lead convection in the mixed layer. On April 10, observa-

tions were made of the direct effects of a lead which opened through

the AMLE camp. They indicate the mixed layer salinity increased about

00.1 /oo downstream of the open lead. Calculation of the salt flux at

the lead surface and comparison with salinity and velocity profiles

downstream indicate the total flux was confined to the mixed layer.

iI
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Maykut's formulation for determining salt flux appears quite reason-

able. The measured salinity variaticn is comparable to the average an-

nual variation in mixed layer salinity, estimated to be 0.18 0/oo by

Smith and English (1973).

Perhaps more important than the direct observations of lead

convection are the data illustrating its general effect on mixed layer

density structure. Prior to the April 8 storm, after a prolonged per-

iod of quiet conditions, the mixed layer was slightly stratified. Dur-

ing the storm the stratification was eliminated. The stratification

must build up due to lead convection. Starting with an unstratified

mixed layer, water with increased salinity from the surface of refreez-

ing leads falls through the mixed layer, mixing with surface water

along the way, and comes to rest in an equilibrium position near the

top pycnocline. As the process continues, water with different salini-

ties settles out at various equilibrium depths thereby causing the ob-

served stratification. The effect on the mean flow field is apparent

in the observed velocity profiles. The presence of slight stratifica-

tion permits baroclinic velocity features such as jet-like maxima and

-1shears in the mixed layer with magnitudes up to 3 cm sec

Another effect which is not as readily apparent under the calm

conditions prevailing during the AMLE is the way stratification modi-

fies the turbulent boundary layer. Smith and Long (1976) illustrate

how stratification not only produces baroclinic pressure gradient ef-

fects (thermal wind) in the boundary layer but changes the eddy coeffi-

cient so as to decrease the boundary layer thickness and increase the

turning angle and structure at the bottom of the boundary layer.

I ___
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Because of the importance of lead convection both to the buoyancy

forced internal wave problem and to an understanding of mixed layer and

boundary layer processes, it should be the subject of both experimental

and theoretical study in future years. Experiments should focus on ex-

amining the velocity and density fields in and around leads and theor-

etical work should focus on the effects of wind velocity, ice velocity,

ambient stratification, and freezing rates on the convective circula-

tion patterns.

Finally, some mention should be made of the Arctic Profiling

System. It has been found to be a useful instrument for making accur-

ate vertical profiles of velocity and density rapidly. The novel fea-

ture of the device is that it is capable of producing measurements of

horizontal velocity with 1 cm sec -1 accuracy and zero threshold while

-i -i
being lowered at speeds between 50 cm sec and 100 cm sec Three

current sensors are used in such a way that all three water velocity

components are measured and the horizontal components are extracted

during data processing. The current sensors are arranged such that the

lowering velocity keeps each one rotating at well above the threshold

speed. Thus, the threshold for the measurement of horizontal velocity

is zero and high lowering speeds may be used even in weak currents.

Also, measurement of three velocity components permits corrections to

be made for the deviation of each of the current sensors from a perfect

cosine angle of attack response. The system is superior to those em-

ploying single rotors and direction vanes because, even when lowered

at high speed, the response time is very short and features with a

depth span of only one or two meters can be resolved. Even better
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resolution (e.g., 20 cm) would be possible were it not necessary to

average out oscillations of the instrument.

One of the main concerns in using a profiling current meter

system is the effect of the probe motion on the velocity measurements.

The instruments in the IRU are satisfactory for determining orientation

of the APS but the rate gyros are not sufficiently accurate to permit

computation of the rectilinear velocity of the probe. However, com-

parison of the APS data with velocity data from fixed current meters
-I

indicates that, for current speeds less than 15 cm sec and maximum

depths less than 100 m, lateral motion of the probe is negligible. For

future experiments involving higher velocities and greater depths it

may be advantageous to increase the weight of the probe and use a

smaller diameter cable. Doing so will require multiplexing all signals

from the probe up a single wire.

Use of an automatic winch has proven to be a major benefit in

making repeated profiles at high frequency. During the AMLE the auto-

matic cycling feature allowed the winch to be run unattended and only

one person was required to operate the data acquisition system. This

permitted continuous sampling to be maintained even in view of the many

non-scientific tasks which had to be performed to maintain the ice

camp. Continuous sampling should be a major component in future Actic

Ocean oceanographic experiments because, as the AMLE data shows, signi-

ficant activity occurs at time scales on the order of a few hours.

These motions must be monitored every half hour in order to ensure that

they are resolved by the data and not aliased into lower frequency in-

formation.
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Appendix A

APS SENSOR CALIBRATION AND DATA PROCESSING

A.1 Calibration of the APS Sensors

Current meters of the type used on the APS had undergone con-

tinual development and calibration for several years prior to their use

in the triplet configuration shown in Figure 2.4. The variation in re-

sponse of the sensors with angle of attack had been measured (Smith,

1974a; McPhee, 1974), but only for rotations about the axis of the cur-

rent meter support tube. Referring to Figure A.1, this is the yaw

angle, a, which is, in fact, the projection of the total angle of at-

tack, 8, onto the Y-Z plane. When used in the APS the sensors encoun-

ter the major component of velocity, the lowering velocity, at an angle

of 55 degrees measured about an axis perpendicular to the support tube

or, referring again to Figure A.1 the velocity vector lies nearly on

the X-Y plane and 6 is about 55 degrees. a is generally much smaller

than 0. Although it was believed the angular response in 6 and a

should be nearly the same, it was decided that a series of calibration

tests should be made to determine the angular response in the 8 direc-

tion. Also the sensors had not been recalibrated since the conversion

from the optical pickup, McPhee (1974) and Smith (1974a),to the new

Hall effect pickup and it was felt that a complete calibration test of

the new units would be appropriate.

This appendix is largely devoted to discussion of the current

meter calibrations. Much of the calibration information will be useful

0{
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to other users of these current meters even if they are not used in the

APS configuration. Before proceeding with this topic, the calibration

of the other sensors in the APS will be discussed.

The Guideline CTD used in the APS was calibrated before the

AMLE by NOIC in Bellevue, Washington. Specifications for it and the

other sensors in the APS are given in Table A.l. In the field the

pressure sensor offset is determined and adjusted while placing the

sensor at some specified shallow depth (ex. 2 m). Some care must also

be taken to keep the conductivity cell clean. Given this minimal

amount of care the CTD is very stable and appears to conform to the

manufacturers specifications as listed in Table A.l.

The calibrations as given by NOIC are

C = (10.71924 • V + 42.8606) mmho cm-i
c

T - (9.98869 * V + 0.001) OC (A.1.1)t

D - (49.044 • V - .4218) m
d

where C is conductivity, T is temperature and D is depth. The output

voltages are Vc, Vt and Vd ' Vc ranges from zero to minus three volts

and Vt and Vd range from zero to plus three volts.

The sensitivity and bias of each accelerometer was determined

in a manner recommended by the manufacturer after the units were con-

nected to the filter-range resistor circuit installed in the IRU. Each

accelerometer was placed upright on a plate leveled to 1/4 degree. The

unit was rocked slightly until a maximum output was achieved. The pro-

cess was repeated with the accelerometer inverted and the minimum volt-

age output measured. The sensitivity is computed by numerically adding

C
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Table A.l

Instruments in Arctic Profiling System

A. CTD, Guildine model 8101A

1) Temperature Sensor accuracy t .020C

resolution -± .003'C

time constant - 300 msec

2) Conductivity Sensor accuracy - t .04 mmho/cm

resolution = ± .0005
mmho/cm

time constant = 300 msec

3) Pressure Sensor accuracy = 20 cm of H2 0

resolution = 5 cm of H20

time constant < 200 msec

B. Current Meter - 3 component
mechanical accuracy -± 2% (batch, 1%

individual)

time constant < 250 msec
typical

C. IRU, Inertial Reference Unit

1) Accelerometers, Sundstrand QFlex,
3 each in triaxial mount accuracy ± .0008 g

resolution = ± .000001 g

time constant 3 msec

2) Rate Gyro Hamilton Standard,
2 each in orthogonal, pitch
and roll rate, mount accuracy ± .2*/sec

resolution = < .03*/sec

time constant < 50 msec

3) Gyro Compass, Humphrey North
Seeking Type accuracy ± 20

resolution = ± .20

time constant < 50 msec

- .--.................-
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the two voltages and dividing by two. The bias is computed by numeri-
I

cally subtracting the inverted reading from the upright reading and di-

viding by two. The calibrations determined in this way for the AMLE

are
I

a, = (V + 0.0035)/5.0065 g
al

a2 = (Va2 + .0060)/5.2460 g (A.1.2)

a3 = (Va3 + .0045)/5.1715 g

where a. are the accelerations in g's and V ai is the output voltage for
1 a

accelerometer i. The accuracy figures listed in Table A.1 were sup-

plied by the manufacturer.

The rate gyro units were calibrated by Sandia Laboratories in

Albequerque, N. M., the same group which donated the units. The cali-

bration for the unit used was:

-i
r = (24.15 • Vr) degree sec

I ri
-1 (A.1.3)

r2 = (26.64 • Vr2) degree sec

The accuracy listed in Table A.1 is degraded from the manufacturer's

specifications by excessive cross axis sensitivity. The resolution

measured at Sandia was slightly better than the manufacturer's specifi-

cation.

The calibration of the gyrocompass is determined by the voltage

applied across the output potentiometer. During the AMLE this voltage

was set so that

y = (.01381 • Vb - 180.) (A.1.4)

b_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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where y is the magnetic bearing and Vb is the compass output voltage

ranging from 0.0 to 4.79 volts. The accuracy listed in Table A.1 is

specified by the manufacturer.

The instruments in the IRU were aligned with the current meter

axes in the following way. The compass lubberline, accelerometer #1,

and rate gyro axis #2 were aligned relative to one another using lubber

marks on the case of each device. The profiling instrument was assemb-

led and attached on a gimble assembly which allowed the instrument to

swing about a single axis. The instrument was twisted until number 2

accelerometer indicated a null voltage so that the axis of accelero-

meter #1 was perpendicular to the swing axis. This direction could be

plotted on a piece of paper below the instrument and was found to devi-

ate from the #1 or forward current meter axis by 4 degrees. The 4

degree correction was subsequently used during reduction of the current

meter data.

The current meters were calibrated using a 16 m wave tank and

tow cart. The arrangement is illustrated in Figure A.2. The tank is

.6 m wide and .5 m deep and the cart was timed over a 8.0 m section,

1.0 m being allowed at each end for acceleration and deceleration. The

cart is .6 m square and is equipped with hard rubber tires which roll

on tubular rails fixed to the top of the tank and it is powered by a

Graham .25 hp AC electric motor through a variable speed gearbox. The

velocity of the cart is determined by measuring the travel time between

two magnets fixed to the tank 8.0 m apart. Two reed switches mounted

on the cart (only one is shown in Figure A.2) sense the passage of the

magnets and activate a start-finish circuit which in turn controls an

i °
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Itron 680 timer. The motor-gearbox can be adjusted to produce constant

velocities between 0.9 and 100.0 cm/sec. At a given gear setting, the

elapsed time from run to run varied by less than .01 sec (<1%).

A current meter to be calibrated is suspended from the cart

with the sensor in the qenter of the water column. The mounting

bracket is adjustable in two angular directions. As shown in Figures

A.1 and A.2, the yaw angle is taken about an axis along the current

meter tube. When the current meter is suspended vertically from the

cart a corresponds to the current meter yaw in the traditional sense

but the term has been generalized here to describe rotation in the y-z

plane of Figure A.1, no matter what the current meter orientation is.

Similarly, Figure A.2 shows that what is defined as the current meter

pitch angle, 6, is indeed pitch in the traditional sense when the meter

is mounted on the test cart.

The current meter output is carried via an overhead cable to

the start-stop trigger circuitry. This unit not only starts and stops

the Itron timer but simultaneously starts and stops a counter which re-

cords the total number of current meter pulses which occur while the

cart travels the 8 m test section. Cart velocity is taken as 8 m di-

vided by the transit time and current meter output frequency is the

number of pulses divided by the transit time.

In calibrating the current meters it has been found that at

zero angle of attack, the rotation frequency, f, and component veloc-

ity, U, are linearly related. With the cart moving at speed S and thec

zero current meter angle of attack the current meter component velocity

is
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U = a f + b S (A.1.5)C

where f is the current meter output frequency and a and be are calibra-

tion constants. If the current meter were an ideal sensor, the same

expression would hold relating the velocity component, U, along the

current meter rotor axis and the rotation frequency, regardless of the

yaw angle of the meter. Then

U(M a f(c) + b - S cosaC

However, the sensors are not perfect and a small correction G (a) must

be made, so

U = (a f + b) G (a) - S cos a (A.1.6)

Similarly if the current meter moves through the water at a pitch

angle, 0:

U = (a f + b) GO(0) = Sc cos 6 (A.1.7)

Both G and G are close to one for most angles of attack. Note that

to obtain the parameter many investigators term the "cosine response"

one must divide Ga (or G) into cos a (or cos 0). Here Ga is termed

the yaw correction and Ge is termed the pitch correction.

In any practical application the velocity vector will impinge

on the sensor with both a pitch and a yaw. If the sensor were radial-

ly symmetric Ga and G would be the same and the angle of attack cor-

rection would be determined solely by the total angle of attack, 8,

where, from Figure A.1,

- n
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tan2 8 i tan 2 U + tan 2 6 (A.1.8)

In fact the sensor is not radically symmetric and G6 (8) # Gc(
8 ). Thus

the general equation must be written

U f (a f + b) G(Ct, 6) (A.1.9)

As will be shown G and G though not equal, are not too different.

For this reason G(a, 0) is taken as a linear interpolation between Gct

and G(, each evaluated at the total angle 8. Referring to Figure A.3,

G(a, 6) can be expressed as a function of the two variables tan a and

tan 0 or as a function of their vector magnitude, tan 8, and the

angle C.

-i tan A O
e = tan tan e (A.1.10)

It is assumed that G(a, 6) can be determined by interpolating linearly

along the radius of magnitude tan 8. Therefore

G(a, e) = G(8) +- [G (8) - G (0)] (A.1.11)

This equation reduces to the proper form at G G and yet allows a

rational adjustment for the effect of unequal G6 and G . The method

shown above allows the angle of attack corrections to be determined by

independent determination of the yaw and pitch corrections.

In order to determine the calibration constants a and b, test

tank runs were made with a and 6 set to zero. These "head on" runs

were made with four different current meters at eight cart speed set-

tings. Actually, the cart speed is different going in opposite

-. - -m - ~ ~ i j -w ---- -
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G(aO) -G(tana,tane)
tanz

tanO tanO 0  tanO

Figure A.3. A three-dimensional perspective sketch of G(a,O) vs. tan
a, tan 0. Go is the intersection of G(a,O) with the tan a -0 plane
and Ga is the intersection of G(aL,O) with the tan 6 -0 plane.
G(a,G) is determined by linear interpolation along the arc of radius
tan 0, tan a2 -tan a2 + tan2 6
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directions so two speeds were achieved at each motor setting. The re-

suit of these calibration runs is shown in Figure A.4. The line is a

least square linear fit to the data and yields:

-i -

a = 3.601 cm sec Hz - I  (A.1.12)

-1
b = 1.089 c. sec

Note that these constants apply to rotors with two magnets. The vari-

ance about the curve is 0.24 cm2 /sec 2 for an error of ±.49 cm/sec. Al-

most all of this error was due to differences between individual cur-

rent meters. When any one sensor was run repeatedly at the same speed

the same number of total pulses seldom varied by more than one. Over

the 8 meter test section a total of about 200 pulses occurs. There-

fore, the resolution of the total scheme is about 0.5 percent and the

variation of any one current meter moving in a given direction at a

particular speed is nearly obscured by the resolution of the technique.

Comparing sequences of runs at different speeds with an individual cur-

rent meter shows the response for runs in one direction to be nearly

linear but the output varies with direction by about 1.0 percent or

.2 cm/sec whichever is greater (i.e., a varied by 1.0 percent and b by

less than .2 cm/sec). The scatter in the response of the meters taken

as a group reflects this type of error. The scatter increases linearly

with speed and there is a minimum error of about ± 0.3 cm/sec. There-

fore, the error in calibration is ± 1.2 percent (.49 cm/sec divided by

the average calibration speed of 40 cm/sec) or ± 0.3 cm/sec, whichever

is greater.

In performing the calibrations two possibilities for improving
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Figure A.4. Head on calibration for mechanical current meters.
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the current meters came to light. The variation in performance with

direction was found to be due to an asymmetry in the rotors. The

plastic rotors are injection molded and in the forming process the

edge of the blades on one side become more rounded than the edges on

the other side. The sharp edges should be sanded smooth to produce

symmetric rotors. This was done with one current meter and the unit

produced virtually identical results moving in opposite directions.

The current meter to current meter variation could be dupli-

cated by removing the rotor from a sensor and replacing it. The only

parameter that this process could possibly change is the bearing end

play. For this reason it is suggested that a more positive method of

adjusting the end play be provided and that the clearance be set to

some standard value with a dial indicator before each experiment.

In addition to the head on calibrations described above, low

speed calibration tests were made, largely in an attempt to determine

the current meter threshold. For these tests, runs were made at 18

different speeds from around 1 cm/sec to 20 cm/sec. The slowest the

cart was able to go was 0.9 cm/sec and the current meter was turning

smoothly at that low speed. Thus, the current meter threshold appeared

to be at least as small as .9 cm/sec. Using two different current

meters it was found that for slow speed

a - 3.64 cm/sec- 1 Hz

b - .8 cm/sec

So the low speed calibration is slightly different from, but within the

error bounds of, the full range calibration. This low range calibration
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is different from the high speed calibration in a sense opposite from

that described in Smith (1974a) and McPhee (1979). In these works, a

was found to be lower and b higher for low speeds than for high

speeds. The reason for this difference is not obvious but the sensor

system has been changed. The units previously employed an optical

pickup while those described here employ the Hall effect pickup. The

magnets in the tips of the rotors increase the inertia of rotors and

this may allow them to keep spinning when the bearings suffer moments

of increased friction. More important is the lengthy effort that is

made to balance the rotors equipped with magnets. This probably re-

sults in a decrease in the current meter threshold velocity, and an in-

creased output at low speed.

The angle of attack corrections were determined by running cur-

rent meters through the tank at fourteen values of Ct and e and using

equations (A.1.6) and A.1.7) to determine G and Ge respectively. A

set of runs were made with three different current meters in a high

speed range. The high speed range corresponded to a cart speed of

55.5 cm/sec in one direction and 60 cm/sec in the other and was meant

to approximate the lowering speed of the APS. Low speed runs were made

at 7.0 and 13.4 cm/sec with two different current meters. In calculat-

ing the angle of attack corrections, the head on calibration (a and b)

for the individual current meter was used. It has been assumed that,

in this way, the variation in head on calibration is eliminated from

the angle of attack corrections. Once the angle of attack corrections

were determined for each meter and each angle of attack, the results

f
for each angle of attack were averaged to a single value. A least

I i
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squares fit was made to this data with a seventh order polynomial.

Figure A.5 shows the seventh order polynomial curve fits for

the yaw correction. Due to the sensor symmetry in yaw, the correction

is the same for positive and negative a. Also shown are all the data

points that went into the 55-60 cm/sec curve fit. The variation

about the curve fit is ± 2.0 percent. As shown by the different curves

for the low speed range, there is some variation in the angle of at-

tack correction with speed. The variation appears to increase at lower

speed, the variation between 7.0 and 13.4 cm/sec being about the same

as the difference between the high speed calibrations and the 13.4

cm/sec calibration. The calibration compares fairly well with that of

Smith (19 74a) and McPhee (1974). The earlier calibration does not show

the roll off at high angles of attack. This roll off is necessary be-

cause of the form of equations (A.1.6) and (A.1.7). As 0 or a goes to

90 degrees the corresponding correction must go to zero because b is

finite. A better form for the equations might be

U = a(a) f + b(a)

and

U - a(6) * f + b(e).

In practice this is not much of a problem because angles of attack

greater than 70 degrees are seldom encountered. Usually the triplet

orientation is adjusted so all current meters read approximately the

same; so, the angle of attack is about 55 degrees.

Figure A.6 shows a similar set of curves for the pitch

, . .,,. . . ....... 2 _''o, ,, ..,. , ....
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Figure A.5. Yaw correction coefficients. Seventh order fits
for cart speeds of 7.0, 13.4, and 55-60 cm sec- 1. Points are
the data for the 55-60 cm sec- 1 fit. Also shown (S) is the
fit described by Smith (1974a) and McPhee (1974).
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Figure A.6. Pitch correction coefficients. Seventh order fits
for cart speeds of 7.0, 13.4, and 55-60 cm sec - I. The points
are data for the 55-60 cm sec -1 fit. The dashed line is the
55-60 cm sec - I fit for negative pitch.
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correction. As one can see the yaw and positive pitch corrections are
9

quite similar, differing by only a few percent. Also shown is the

seventh order curve fit for negative pitch and S = 60 cm sec Thec

current meter is not symmetric with pitch because of the support tube

location; so the correction for positive and negative pitch are dif-

ferent. Seldom do the current meters encounter negative pitch so cor-

rections for all three speeds are shown only for positive pitch. In

the negative pitch orientation, the current meter rod leads from the

sensor cage into the flow. Apparently this forces the flow to be

aligned perpendicular to the rotor axis and the sensed speed is de-

creased. Hence the correction is greater than one for most negative

pitch angles.

Table A.2 lists the coefficients of the seventh order curve

fits for Ga and Ge. With this information and the formulasof (A.1.12),

equations (A.1.8) to (A.1.11) can be used to calculate the velocity

component measured by a current meter, given the rotation frequency and

angle of attack. The accuracy of the calculation is about ± 2 percent.

In practice the angle of attack must be calculated using the velocity

data from a triplet of current meters. Thus the calculation of veloc-

ity requires some sort of iterative scheme.

The iterative process begins with the assumption of zero angle

of attack for all three current meters. Initial estimates, V1, V2 9 and

V3 , of the current meter component velocities, are made using (A.1.9)

with G(a, 0) set equal to one:

V - a fi + b i - 1, 2, 3 (A.I.13)

.. . .. . . .. . . ......... . ... .... ....
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where a and b are as given in (A.1.12). Then, in order to calculate
improved velocity estimates, UI, U2 and U3, the angles of attack must

be calculated. Figure A.7 shows a sketch of the APS triplet and the

numbering system used to identify the current meters. Note that

Vi = Ui for the first iteration but V is defined by (A.l.13) while Ut

is the current best estimate of velocity and changes with each new

iteration until it converges and is taken as the final velocity. Fig-

ure A.1 shows the orientation of UI, U2 and U3 as they appear in the

reference frame of current meter number 1. In general, for any current

meter,

O -tan- VtUe a -- (A.1.14)
t

and

w-i t
a tan W-- (A.1.15)

t

for current meter number 1

1- tan1 (- -(U 2  tan 1 C (A.1.16)

01 - tan .1( 21 itan-1 h (A.1.17)

C f ( 3 + U2 } (A.1.18)
6F l
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21

B 3U3

W13
B

zeB

Figure A.7. Sketch of the APS triplet showing the numbering

convention used to identify the current meters.
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U( 3 "U2 (A. 1. 19)

Similarly the pitch and yaw angles for the other two current meters are

= t 2 = tan L r 2 h j (A.1.20)

a n- t = tan 1 - h - (A.I.21)

I (ii+ u,. .! 76 tan- 1 - 2 _ 1 - T (C- h)
tan [ 43 = tan h (A.1.22)

and

0"3 tani i(Y2 }'l I  i (C - h) - I

3 = tan ( tan- (Ch - (A.1.23)

Once these formulas are used with the initial velocity estimates, equa-

tions (A.1.8), (A.1.10) and (A.1.11) can be used to calculate total of

angle attack corrections for each current meter. These corrections can

then be used to calculate improved velocity estimates using (A.1.9).

$ The process is repeated until the velocity estimates converge.

A procedure which is less time consuming involves first per-

forming the iterative procedure with hypothetical data and fitting the

* angle of attack corrections to the initial velocity measurements.

0!
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Then, during data processing the curve fits can be used to determine

the angle of attack corrections without going through the iteration

process. This technique was used in analyzing the APS data. An array

of hypothetical initial values, C and ho, of C and h were input to a

program which calculated the angle of attack corrections using the

technique described in the previous paragraph. The final values of the

three angle of attack corrections were least squares fit to the initial

values of C and h with a polynomial second order in h and seventh or-O

der in C,

G = Ckl
i o i A ijk ho (A.1.24)

J=l [kl 1

In this way, the angle of attack correction for each current meter is

expressed as a function on the initial velocity estimates, namely

G(aI, O) = Gi(C, h0 ) i = 1, 2, 3 (A.1.25)

where

a(f, + f2) + 2b
C 2 (A1.6o " (a fl + b) - (A..26)

a(f- f 2)
ho (a fl + b)V2/ (A.1.27)

Advantage can be taken of the fact that, because the corrections are

symmetric in a,

G(a, G) -G(-a, 0) (A.1.28)
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and 6 is independent of h; so,
1

G h) = G1 (C , - h ) (A.1.29)

Also, from

62(C, h) = 63(C, - h) (A.1.30)

1a2 (C, h)Iffi+ 3 (C' - h)j (A.1.31)

it is found that:

G2( o, - h) G 3(c, h) (A.1.32)

Therefore it is only necessary to calculate the correction coefficients

GI, G and G for positive h (C is always'positive).
'02 03 0 alaspstv)

Figure A.8 shows GI(Cos h ) as calculated for the APS. Figure
1 0

A.9 shows G2 (Co, h) G 03(0o - ho). When the device is lowered through

still water, CO equals r2 and h equals zero. At this point G1, G2 and

G are equal. In practice CO is usually between about 1.0 and 2.0 and
30

h is between ± .4 so that minimum correction coefficient is about 0.8.
0

Table A.3 gives the values of Aijk used on constructing GIl C2, and G3

for the APS.

It should be noted that the functions G1, G2, and 03 depend on

the current meter triplet configuration because the equations relating

the angles of attack to the current meter velocities are unique to each

triplet. Only the APS triplet has been discussed here but similar cor-

rections were derived for the fixed mast triplets and the low speed

angle of attack corrections shown in Figure A.5 and A.6. In
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1.0-

+_t.4 7th ORDER IN C,
.9 2nd ORDER IN h.

.8

.7 I I I
0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Co

Figure A.8. G1 (Co,ho ) for APS triplet. This is the angle of
attack correction for current meter 1 given the initial values
of C and h.
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1.0-
-.4

.9-

7th ORDER IN C.
0 H-.4 h,=.8 2nd ORDER IN h.

.7
I I I

0 1.0 2.0 3.0
CO

Figure A.9. G2 (S,h) for APS triplet. This is the angle of
attack correction for current meter 2 given the initial values
of C and h. G3 (Co, h ) = 2 (Co, - h ).

o 20

o.
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Table A. 3

Coefficients for APS Triplet Angle

L1 . 2 3
1 1.070 1.655 -2.998

2 -3.083xl10' -1.101X10 1  1.822x10'

3 -4.373x10-' 2.585x10' -3.999x10'

4 1.824 -3.005x10' 4.385x101

5 -1.857 1.920x101  -2.671x10'

6 8.448x107' -6.850 9.175

7 -1.819x10-' 1.279 -1.662

8 1.514x107' -9.722x102' 1.235x10-'I

A2jk(h?>O) - Asjk(h.<O)

1 2 3

1 5.397x10-' -1.194 -4 .551xl10

2 8.218x107' 4.521 -1.297

3 -7.524x10-' -1.041x10' 7.615

4 6.554xl10' 1.141xl0' -1.086x10'

5 -4.776x107' -6.427 7.037

6 2.048x10-1 1.946 -2.355

7 -4.418x1O-z -3.024x101' 3.982x10-'

a 3.725x10-3  1.895x,072 -2.699x102'

A3jk(h O) - A2jk(N<O)

12 3

1 5.746xl10' -1.270 2.149

2 5.239x1&-' 1.221x101  -1.833x10 1

3 1.035x107' -2.8O7xlO' 4.166xc10h

4 -4.715x101' 2.947x10' -4.441x10'

5 2.972xl10' -1.672x101  2.575x101

6 -8.333x102' 5.303 -8.362

7 1.083xI102  -8.869x101  1.431
8 -5.031x107' 6.099x102: -1.005x1 67'-
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processing the APS data on the NOVA 1200 computer it was found that

using the pre-derived angle of attack corrections was an order of mag-

nitude faster in computer time than going through the iterative pro-

cedure.

The following section will deal with calculating the current

meter output frequencies applying the calibrations discussed here and

using the orientation data to calculate the horizontal water velocity.

A.2 Analysis of APS Data from the AMLE

This section is devoted to an explanation of how the raw cur-

rent meter data from the APS is converted to measurements of horizontal

velocity. For most of the experiment only data from the APS was re-

corded but during periods when the fixed current meters were above

threshold, the data from them was included in the current meter rec-

ords. Also, noise problems created by the gyrocompass were severe dur-

ing the AMLE and it was necessary to shut the compass off while record-

ing every other tape in order to insure adequate density data was gath-

ered. Thus, several, slightly different data handling schemes have

been used to convert raw data tapes into sequences of profiles. First,

the basic scheme for converting a raw data tape made with only APS

current meters and a functioning compass will be discussed. The re-

duction of the CTD data will be mentioned as one aspect of handling the

analog data. Modifications for other cases and more advanced data re-

duction will be discussed at the end of the section. Figure A.10 is a

block diagram of the basic data reduction scheme used for analyzing the

APS data. Steps 2 through 5 are computations required to convert raw

*'7o
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RED APE 1

ISYNCHRONIZE CURRENT 2I I METER AND AID RECORDS2
CONIPUTE f' AND AVERAZE 3

A/D OVE? 3 RECORDS

CONaVERT fi TO Vi USING CALIBRATION

ROTATE INTO EARTH CENTERED5
COORDINATE SYSTEM

t * -
RECORD PROCESSED 7

Figure A.10. Block diagram of data reduction scheme used
for analyzing APS data.
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data to useful information.

The first operation in analyzing a raw data tape is synchroniz-

ing the A/D and current meter records. The A/D data is stored on the

raw tapes in separate records made asynchronously with the current

meter records. During data acquisition the number of the A/D buffer

currently being filled is recorded at the beginning of each current

meter record. The current meter records are written at the highest

priority. That is, an A/D buffer which has just been filled is not

written on tape until the current meter buffer presently being filled

is written. When analyzing a raw data tape it is thus possible to

synchronize the A/D and current meter data by going to a current meter

record appearing immediately after an A/D record (or go the first cur-

rent meter record on tape) and reading the A/D buffer number. This

number must refer to a location in the next A/D record. Once corre-

sponding times have been located in the A/D and current meter records

they may be treated as two parallel strings of data and it is possible

to step through them in equal time increments using buffers to store

data as one set of records gets ahead of the other. Synchronization is

usually required only at the beginning of a tape.

The next step in data reduction is the determination of current

meter output frequency. In order to justify the technique used to make

this conversion it is necessary to discuss some of the noise problems

encountered with the APS current meter and analog data. It is also

necessary to discuss the way in which the profiler oscillates as it is

lowered through the water. Figure A.11 is a plot of raw frequency data

from the three APS current meters. The raw data consists of periods of
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rotation given every .00512 sec. A change in period indicates a cur-

rent meter pulse has occurred and the new period is the time between

the two previous pulses. Figure A.11 is constructed by taking every

new period, inverting it to obtain a frequency and plotting the result

as a function of time. Negative frequencies imply negative velocities

and the time from 15 seconds to 155 seconds corresponds to a single

downcast. The output frequency of all current meters is around 9 Hz

which corresponds to component velocities of 34 cm/sec and a lowering

speed of 59 cm/sec.

The outputs of the meters are plagued with several types of

noise. Due to grounding and shielding errors the compass and rate gyro

motors induced noise on all the other analog outputs. (Perversely the

compass and rate gyro outputs were fairly clean.) For this reason the

rate gyros were used only a couple of times and, in order to obtain

good CTD data, the gyrocompass was used only every other hour. The

noise in the current meter data is independent of these two sources.

Current meters #2 and #3 show occasional scatter and sign errors. Ap-

parently these were caused by faults in the current meter interface

system which have subsequently been remedied. The sign errors cause no

problems during data reduction because only downcasts are studied and

all the velocity signs are assumed to be negative. The points with

erroneous magnitudes are edited by comparing each data point with a

running average.

All three current meters display a small amplitude, high fre-

quency oscillation in their outputs. This oscillation can also be seen

in the accelerometer and rate gyro outputs of Figure A.12. Averages

J 7
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over .1 sec of the outputs of accelerometer #l and rate gyro #1 are

plotted. (Both sense forward tilt.) The period of time covered cor-

responds to the period 50 to 100 seconds on Figure A.11. Both the rate

gyro and accelerometer display oscillations with a period of 1.26 sec.

The maximum amplitude of the rate gyro output is about 2.8 x 10-2 rad

sec 1 and the amplitude of the accelerometer output is 1.7 x 10-2 g.

The rate gyro lags the accelerometer by 90 degrees. Assuming the APS

is oscillating about a point below the accelerometers, the values of

accleration and rotation rate can be used to determine the location of

the center of rotation and the amplitude of the motion. Doing so, one

finds the APS oscillates about a point 80 cm below the accelerometers

with an amplitude .0056 radians. Not surprisingly the pivot point is

close to the middle of the instrument. It is 128 cm above the current

meters so the oscillating motion produces a velocity signal of 2.9 cm
-l

sec amplitude. This is on the same order as the oscillation observed

in the velocity plots.

In order to filter out the oscillatory motion described above,

it was decided to average the current meter frequencies over three cur-

rent meter records. Each record covers eight interrupts, each 5.12 x

10-2 sec apart, so the total averaging time is 1.23 sec. This is

reasonably close to the 1.26 sec oscillation period. The averages are

made every record or 0.4096 sec.

There are a number of ways to compute the average frequency.

One way is to average the inverse of all the recorded periods. This

would be all right if the period were recorded only during the time it

was applicable. Unfortunately, during data acquisition, the period

'0
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between two pulses is recorded over the subsequent interval between

pulses. Simply averaging frequency weights each frequency by the

wrong period of time. A way to overcome this problem is to shift the

frequency data up in time so that it corresponds to the correct time

period. The frequency should then be averaged over two periods because

the two magnets on the current meters are not exactly 180 degrees

apart. The averaging interval may be shifted one event at a time how-

ever. This method is time consuming and is only warranted when the ul-

timate in frequency response is required. In processing the APS data

it is necessary to average the data anyway so the following scheme is

used.

While scanning through a record, a change in recorded period is

sought. When a change is found the period is compared to the average

period from the previous record. If it deviates by more than 20 per-

cent the scanning continues until another change occurs. When the

period changes and is not edited out, an event counter is incremented

and the new period is added to a total of the good time periods. When

the end of a record is reached, the even counter yields the total num-

ber of events which occurred during that record and the total period

count is the total time required for those events. The number of

events from three successive current meter records is added arid di-

vided by the sum of periods from the three records to obtain the aver-

age pulse frequency. This method averages only "good" events (ones

which pass the editing scheme), does not suffer from the time shift

problem, and reduces the assymetric magnet problem by averaging over

many pulses. There is a small error because the first period in a
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record is actually partly in the previous record.

The error associated with each of the two approximate methods

has been determined. The squared error for the first method (averaging

frequencies as recorded) is found to be

02 N e (T + j2No2 -a l - 1)4N )2F'T2
e e

(A.2.1)

where f represents the frequency approximation, f is the actual fre-
a

quency, N e is the number of events in an averaging period and ST is

the variance in period length. For the method used in analyzing the

APS data, the squared error is

2 (fa T 1 2 N ( +:3: 6 2 (A.2.2)

for typical values of (TJ and N e  12;
YC

a 3.03%

and

C APs 0.67%

The APS method Is more than four times as good as the older, frequency

average technique.
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The analog data, having been synchronized with the current

meter data, are also averaged over 1.23 seconds. This filters out the

effect of the APS oscillation and the smoothed accelerometer data can

then be used to measure tilt. The filtering process also greatly re-

duces the noise on the CTD channels.

The fourth step in data analysis is the application of current

meter calibrations. Once the current meter frequencies are calculated

they are converted to velocities with the calibrations described in the

previous section. The frequencies are used to determine initial esti-

mates of velocity and C and h . C and h are used in (A.1.24) to de-
0 0 0 0

termine the angle of attack corrections G, G2, G3 and these are multi-

plied by the original velocity estimates, V1, V2 and V3, to obtain the

triplet velocities U., U 2 and U3 *

The fifth step in analyzing the APS velocity data is to rotate

the triplet velocities into a body carried coordinate system with x to

the north, y to the east, and z vertical down. This is actually done

in two rotations. First the triplet velocities are rotated into a

coordinate system fixed to the APS but with x forward, y to the left

and z positive down the axis of the instrument. This is called the

body centered coordinate system. Referring to Figure A.7, the rota-

tion can be expressed in terms of the following matrix transformation.H -cos 35.3* (cos 35.3*) (sin 30") (cos 35.3*)- (sin 300T )IUf

VI 0 -(cos 35.3o), (cos 30°) (cos 35.3*) (cos 300 U2

Lain 35.3* sin 35.3°  sin 35.3 °  U

(A.2.3)
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where UB., VB, WB are the velocities in the body centered coordinate

system.

The rotation from the body centered coordinate system to the

body carried, earth centered coordinate system is accomplished with

another matrix transformation. From Etkin's (1972) equations (4.5.1),

(4.5.3) and (4.4.7) the transformation for small elevation angle, e,

and small bank angle, *, is:

[U] e) cos* -(l -) sin* eCosp+ *sin ]

V (1 - ) sin (I -) cos 0 esin p- 4cos VB
LW - e 0 W- B

(A.2.4)

where i is the compass bearing, 0 is the elevation angle (basically

pitch) and * is the bank angle [approximately the roll angle for the
small values of (0)]. U is the velocity north, V is the velocity east

and W is the velocity down. Because the rate gyros were not used dur-

ing most the experiment and because the accelerometer outputs appear

to be dominated by tilt after being filtered over 1.23 sec, the accel-

erometers are used as tiltometers. Thus

6 -s 1 a1 a1
6 sin- - e

g g

and (A.2.5)

-
= (sin- /cos e a.-

These angles are very small (usually on the order of one or two

"0i
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degrees, occasionally 5 degrees) so the approximation for small angles

is appropriate. The compass bearing comes directly from the gyrocom-

pass,

=compass + 37.050 + 4*

where 37.05 degrees is the correction to obtain true north from mag-

netic north and 4 degrees is the correction for misalignment of the

compass.

The steps described above produce running 1.23 sec averages of

water velocity, depth, temperature, salinity and at . The averages are

made for every .4096 seconds of raw data.

While the processing continues the disposition of the informa-

tion is controlled by the computer operator. The sixth and final step

in data processing is the elimination of the up profiles from the data

record. During up profiles the sensors are in the wake of the APS. As

such the velocity data is noisy and the density data is rather smeared

out in depth. To eliminate the up profiles from the record, the com-

puter operator watches the output of the processing program on a Tek-

tronix display CRT. During up profiles, he selects a program mode

which plots ot and does not record any results. During a down profile

he selects a mode which copies the processed data on tape and plots

velocity on the CRT. When finished with a raw tape, the operator has

produced a hard copy picture (from the CRT) of velocity from each down

profile and at from the succeeding up profile. Data from analyzed down

casts is recorded on tape. These profile tapes are the basic data set

used in further analysis.



Appendix B

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion f or an f-plane ocean with x to the

north, y to the east and a down (1-f -fk) are:

P (Ev+i j urF-Vp +gik (B.l1)

- i k+ V -0 (B.2)
p dt

_V A. C 2 B3
dt s dt(B3

Assuming the flow is adiabatic and incompressible -0 and q -0.

Therefore:

V 0 V X = 0(B.4)
dt dt

Now we assume:

p - POW + P(X, Y. X. t) + p I(XP Y9 B, t) (B.5)

p a POWa + p(X, Y. a. t) + p'(x, Y, X. t)

t; - '9(X' , X, t) + igl (z Y, 9 , t)

P0O(W and POWB are the mean density distribution and resulting hydro-

stratic pressure respectively, i.e.:

ax p 0 9 (B.6)
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The primed quantities are turbulent perturbations whose ensemble aver-

ages (denoted by < >) are zero. The remaining terms are those portions

of the ensemble averages which vary in x, y, and t as well as z.

Substituting these expressions into (B.1), using (B.6), assum-

ing p0 >>p + p'l and taking an ensemble average of the equation yields:

+ * V+ <i, * V >+ T x = Vp + gk (B.7)
0 0

Substitution of the expressions for velocity into the continuity equa-

tion and taking ensemble averages yields:

V V • - 0 (B.8)

It is assumed that the mean motionsare of small amplitude and

of large horizontal extent so that the non-linear term in (B.7) involv-

ing the mean quantities can be neglected. Equation (B.8) can be used

to convert <'V - VV'> to V * <v' >, the divergence of Reynolds stress.

It is assumed that the turbulence acts only on thin layers so that the

horizontal derivatives of <v'9'>, are small relative to the vertical

derivatives. Then (B.7) can be written:

° _ V+Px - + -Vkp (B.9)

where

aX = TX <UW '- <''> - , <W'O'> (B.10)

Equation (B.4) states that the total derivatives of p is zero.
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Using (B.5) and taking the ensemble average of the total derivative

yields:

d2 R+ W o + V • <V I > - 0 
(B. 1)

at az
£

Here is has been assumed that the gradients on p are much less than the

vertical derivatives of po. If turbulence only occurs in regions of

constant density the turbulent flux of density can be neglected. Then

2R +w2o - 0 (B.12)
at as

4.
Equations (B.8), (B.9) and (B.12) are the basic equations for the in-

ternal wave problem.

L

IP
C!

. .. . ...C1I i



Appendix C

LIST OF PHYSICAL VARIABLES IN CHAPTERS 4 AND 5

t time

x,y,z linear coordinates north, east, and down

i yr=

,J, unit vectors, north, east, and down

velocity vector, t"+ V1+W

f Coriolis parameter

f. current meter pulse frequency [see (2.3.1)]J

p pressure perturbation about hydrostatic due to waves

P atmospheric pressurea

T Reynolds stress

p density

d mixed layer depth

g acceleration due to gravity

H ocean depth, (H(t) - unit step function]

P0  equilibrium density

p density perturbation due to waves

P' turbulent density perturbation

N 2  Brunt ViisMl frequency squared

4w vertical displacement

t nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] time

x'y'z nondimensional [see (4.2.10)) coordinates

* usvw nondimensional (see (4.2.10)) velocities

p nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] perturbation pressure

4 -]
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P nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] atmospheric pressure0

s nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] Reynolds stress

r 0 nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] equilibrium density

r nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] density perturbation

N2  nondimensional [see (4.2.10)] N
2

W scale velocity [see (4.2.10)]

u, stress velocity [see (4.2.10)]

P d pressure scale [see (4.2.10)]

PS equilibrium density scale [see (4.2.10)]

ps density perturbation scale [see (4.3.1)]

t nondimensional [see (4.2.14)] vertical displacement

s satz=0
0

.], 1 -[] Laplace transform and inverse Laplace transform

7[], y-[] Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform

a Laplace variable

k horizontal wave number vector ki +

k magnitude of

x -k2/(o2 + 1)

* £[[ ] ]

S [OY[fJ V x d -V s]]
o n n

E E at surface

oPo0 t Or" [po ] I

0 f[Ir(p]]I

TI see (4.2.20)

1 + gk 2/Hf 2

.2,- 
.. . __ .I vA, .,
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baroclinic component of
L

n mode number

n eigenvalue of internal wave equations f I

n  egenvalue of a (-± iwn)

xn eigenvalue [ see (4.2.34) ]

a n  modal amplitude of transformed displacement response

. component of due to stress forcing

p component of * due to pressure forcing

T E  t-I[N E I [stress response]

T p r -1p = p [pressure response)

T° 0 0 (V n x s 0) d - V n " s 0
Pi ;e-l[io1 -"T [PoI

E see equation (4.2.42)

o at z - 0

06 at z -f 6 - d/H

U function satisfying (4.2.19) and (4.2.47)

U Uat z=-6

tE £ due to stress forcing

R see (4.2.53)

R R E  see (4.2.60)

R p see (4.2.61)

•U,V f [2'tu~v]]
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Ppv portion of ip, Vp due to baroclinic pressure gradients

ax,0 x  [[x and y components of 's]

U ,V portions of u and v due to baroclinic pressure perturba-
tions

U aVa ,Xn  see (4.2.74) to (4.2.76)

6d  see (4.3.7) (also equals 6)

F buoyancy flux scale
5

F for Section 4.2 see (4.2.22), elsewhere F is nondimen-
sional buoyancy flux

F nondimensional buoyancy flux at z - 0

0

UBVBWBPB subscripts denote boundary layer component

uisvi,wipi subscripts denote internal wave component

B' B' "' superscripts denote order of expansionBP"B#"B

C z/6

PB equivalent transformed pressure for buoyancy flux

[see (4.3.29)]

P iB 4-1 PB]

wa 1 + 6gk /2f2H

00 OY [F 01

a t  (p - 1) . 103 at in situ temperature

ct specific volume in expression for N2 in Section 4.4,
variable of integration elsewhere

T ocean temperature

r adiabatic lapse rate

S salinity

h ice thickness in Section 3.4, step size in Section 4.4

discrete values of j for numerical determination ofn
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A Eth estimate of A
* n n

C error in estimate X
n n

s solution of (4.4.1a) and (4.4.2) (typically for A X n)

s i

pn wave number frequency response for displacement

11 Pi k wave number frequency response forp

n , wI P

Vp Iwave number frequency response for vn , w,k p

To approximation to long wave length components of T

TL short wavelength component of forcing TO plus total longwavelength at Big Bear

T average forcing in Big Bear triangle approximated by~m
total long wavelength forcing T

oa

L lead spacing with regard to Figure 4.16 and in deriva-
tions of Section 4.7, elsewhere it refers to wavelengths

AL lead width

vi ice velocity

Vj velocity of current meter j [see (2.3.1)]

FBL buoyancy flux at lead surface

I

0J
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instrument in the upper 80 m of the ocean during a small storn which occurred
April 8, 1976. During the storm the isopycnals deflected downward about 2 m and
then rebounded and oscillated with periods on the order of 5 to 10 hours. Hori-
zontal velocity perturbations at about the inertial frequency were also excited
by the storm.

In an effort to explain the observed motions, new theories were developed
which deal with the forcing of internal waves by surface stress, atmospheric
pressure and buoyancy flux. Solutions are derived for the forced motions as
sums of internal wave normal modes. Arbitrary stratification is allowed below
the surface mixed layer and the kinematic surface boundary condition is used.
The solution for forcing by surface stress is unique in that it combines the\

use of arbitrary stratification with a body force approximation for surface
stress. Two different intergral expressions are derived for the response and
they give identical results. Using estimates of surface stress based on ice
velocity measurements from a large array of AIDJEX navigation buoys, the respomn
of the first 49 modes are combined to predict the response as a function of
depth and time at the experimental location. The resultant vertical displace-
ment response resembles qualitatively the observed motions in phase and form but
is smaller than the observed response by a factor of three. The predicted
velocities display inertial oscillations extending across the top pycnocline
just as observed but are also three times smaller than the observed motions.

The response to surface pressure is determined using normal mode decomposi-
tion. This produces a result identical to that of A.Leonov and Y.Miropolskiy.
The response to atmospheric pressure is found to be negligible but the pressure
response is used in the model of internal waves drived by bouyancy flux in
leads.

The model of buoyancy flux forced waves is an extension of a model by L.
Magaard. It employs a vertical diffusion coefficient which is large in the mxed
layer and zero below. Using a buoyancy flux geometry and magnitude representa-
tive of conditions during the storm yields predictions of vertical displacement
on the order of 1.2 m, nearly twice as large as those predicted for surface
stress forcing. This contrasts with Magaard's finding that, for a temperate
ocean, the buoyancy flux response should be less than the stress response.
The difference is that the bouyancy flux response increases with wave number
and the forcing is at shorter wavelengths (lead spacing z 10-20 km) in the
Arctic than in temperate oceans. Horizontal velocities predicted by the model
display shears at the inertial frequency with an amplitude of about 2 cm sec 1

which are quite similar to the observed oscillations. Due to the simplifying
assumption of no horizontal salt advection, the displacement and velocity pre-
dictions become unreasonably large at high wave numbers. This has required the
forcing for wavelengths shorter than 5.5 km be neglected and suggests a better
model would account for the effects of horizontal spreading.
The conclusion of the dissertation is that internai waves forced by surface

stress and buoyancy flux probably accounted for much of the observed response
on April 8, 1976 and that, in general, forced motions create vertical displace-
ments on the order of 1 meter at wavelengths down co a few kilometers. The
remnants of such motions, which persist after forcing stops, may also appear
as significant events when the ice moves over them, thus adding further com-
plexity to observations of the responses of subsequent storms.
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